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PROGRAM AND CHARTS FOR DETERMINING SHOCK TUBE,
EXPANSION TUBE, AND EXPANSION TUNNEL
FLOW QUANTITIES FOR REAL AIR
By Charles G. Miller III and Sue E. Wilder
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
A computer program written in FORTRAN IV language is presented which deter-
mines shock tube, expansion tube, and expansion tunnel flow quantities for real-air 
test
gas. For the shock tube phase of the program, flow conditions 
behind the incident shock
into the quiescent test gas are determined from the pressure and temperature 
of the
quiescent test gas in conjunction with (1) incident-shock velocity, (2) static pressure
immediately behind the incident shock, or (3) pressure and temperature of the driver gas
(imperfect hydrogen or helium). The effect of shock reflection at the secondary dia-
phragm of the expansion tube, resulting in a standing or a totally reflected shock, is
included. Expansion tube test-section flow conditions are obtained by performing an
isentropic unsteady expansion from conditions behind the incident shock, standing shock,
or totally reflected shock to either the test region velocity or static pressure. Expansion
tunnel test-section flow conditions are obtained by performing an isentropic steady expan-
sion from expansion tube free-stream conditions to either the nozzle test region velocity
or static pressure. Both a thermochemical-equilibrium expansion and a frozen 
expansion
for the expansion tube and expansion tunnel are included. The effect of flow attenuation
along the acceleration section of the expansion tube is included for an equilibrium expan-
sion. Flow conditions immediately behind the bow shock of a model positioned at the 
test
section of a shock tube, expansion tube, or expansion tunnel are determined. A listing of
the computer program is presented along with a description of inputs required and
samples of the data printout. Charts which provide a rapid estimation 
of expansion tube
performance prior to a test are included.
INTRODUCTION
Experimental studies using air as the test gas have been initiated in the Langley
6-inch expansion tube, and a number of studies are expected to be performed in 
the
Langley expansion tunnel. Prior to performing studies in these facilities, 
it is essential
for the investigator to ascertain the theoretical performance of the facility because 
of the
wide range of flow conditions which may be generated and the very short test times (less
than 300 gsec or so) which place stringent requirements on facility instrumentation.
Thus, a knowledge of the magnitude of physical quantities to be measured is required.
After a test, a convenient means for determining expansion tube and expansion tunnel
flow conditions from measured quantities is desirable. Although a number of theoretical
studies have been directed toward prediction of expansion tube and expansion tunnel per-
formance with air as the test gas (for example, refs. 1 to 4), these studies were primarily
concerned with simulation or duplication of conditions experienced by high-velocity, earth-
entry vehicles.
The primary purposes of the present study are (1) to furnish a convenient, versatile,
accurate computer program for determining shock tube, expansion tube, and expansion
tunnel flow quantities in real air from combinations of measured flow quantities and
(2) to provide charts for rapid estimation of facility performance prior to a test. This
program is similar to the real-gas mixture study of reference 5; however, a number of
differences exist between these two programs. The present program requires much
less computer time, with no appreciable sacrifice in accuracy, than the program of refer-
ence 5. Such a reduction in computer time is a significant factor in data reduction, since
most of the testing in the Langley 6-inch expansion tube is performed with air as the test
gas.
Operating experience with the Langley 6-inch expansion tube and operation of this
expansion tube as a shock tube demonstrated the desirability for options other than those
presented in reference 5. Results included herein, but not in reference 5, are (1) charts
illustrating predicted shock tube performance with hydrogen and helium driver gases for
a range of driver gas pressure and temperature, (2) a totally reflected shock, as well as
a standing shock, at the secondary diaphragm, (3) real air as the acceleration gas, (4) the
effect of wall boundary layer on shock tube and acceleration section air flow for laminar
(ref. 6) and/or turbulent (ref. 7) boundary layers, (5) the effect of flow attenuation along
the acceleration section, (6) imperfect (intermolecular) air effects permitting calculations
at higher pressures than permissible with reference 5, (7) determination of expansion
tunnel test-section flow conditions from measured nozzle free-stream velocity or static
pressure, and (8) charts which provide a convenient means for properly preparing facility
instrumentation and determining the level of quiescent test gas and acceleration gas pres-
sures for a test.
The procedures for determining shock tube, expansion tube, and expansion tunnel
flow quantities for real air are incorporated into a single computer program written in
FORTRAN IV language. Required program inputs are listed and described in appendix A.




The International System of Units (SI) is used for all physical quantities in the pres-
ent study. Conversion factors relating SI Units to U.S. Customary Units are given 
in
reference 8.
A cross-sectional area, m 2
a speed of sound, m/sec
d shock tube or expansion tube inside diameter, m
h specific enthalpy, m 2 /sec 2 (J/kg)
La length of acceleration section, m
L distance measured downstream from secondary diaphragm, m
I distance between incident shock in region O and test-air-driver-gas
interface, m (see fig. 1)
M Mach number, U/a
Ms incident shock Mach number, Us/a
NRe unit Reynolds number, pU/pi, m
- 1
p pressure, N/m 2
4 stagnation point convective heat-transfer rate, W/m
2
R universal gas constant, 8.31434 kJ/kmol-K
r radius, m
s specific entropy, kJ/kg-K
sWu/R nondimensional specific entropy
3
T temperature, K
t test time, sec
U velocity, m/sec
UI  interface velocity, m/sec
Ur  reflected shock velocity, m/sec
Us  incident shock velocity, m/sec
W molecular weight, kg/kmol
Wu molecular weight of undissociated air, 28.967 kg/kmol
X distance between primary diaphragm station and incident shock in
region O, m (see fig. 1)
Xs  distance behind incident shock in region , m (see fig. 1)
x mole fraction
Z compressibility factor, pWu/pRT
Z* number of kmol of dissociated air per number of kmol of undissociated
air, Wu/W
y ratio of specific heats
YE isentropic exponent, log p\
YEa log p) sWu/R
a defined by Z* = 1 + a
6* nozzle boundary-layer displacement thickness, m
coefficient of viscosity, N-sec/m 2
4
p density, kg/m 3
7 time interval between arrival of incident shock and interface, sec
Subscripts:
A denotes region O for no standing shock at secondary diaphragm, region
for standing shock, and region e for reflected shock (see fig. 1)
a atom




k k = 2 denotes shock tube flow, k = 5 denotes expansion tube flow, and




t,2 stagnation conditions behind normal bow shock at shock 
tube test section
t,5 stagnation conditions behind normal bow shock at expansion tube test section
t,6 stagnation conditions behind normal bow shock at expansion 
tunnel test section
w wall
Xs distance behind incident shock in region 0, m (see fig. 1)
5
1 state of quiescent air in front of incident shock in shock tube (intermediate
section of expansion tube)
2 state of air behind incident shock in shock tube
2s state of air behind standing shock at secondary diaphragm or normal
bow shock at shock tube test section
2r state of air behind reflected shock at secondary diaphragm
3 state of expanded driver gas
4 initial driver gas conditions
5 state of test air in expansion tube test section
5s static conditions behind normal bow shock at expansion tube test section
6 state of test air in expansion tunnel test section
6s static conditions behind normal bow shock at expansion tunnel test section
10 state of quiescent acceleration gas in front of incident normal shock in
acceleration section
20 state of acceleration gas behind incident normal shock in acceleration section
Superscript:
conditions at nozzle throat
FACILITIES, ANALYSIS, AND PROCEDURE
Before the procedures for determining shock tube, expansion tube, and expansion
tunnel flow quantities are discussed, a brief description of these facilities is given. Next,
the source of imperfect real-air thermodynamic properties is briefly discussed. After
these discussions, the procedures for determining free-stream and post-normal-shock
flow conditions for the shock tube, expansion tube, and expansion tunnel are presented.
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Description of Shock Tube, Expansion Tube, and Expansion Tunnel
Shock tube.- The shock tube is a tub.e, generally cylindrical, divided by a high-
pressure diaphragm into two sections. The upstream section is the driver or high-
pressure section. This section is pressurized with a gas having a high speed of sound,
such as unheated or heated hydrogen or helium. (Greater operation efficiency is realized
with gases having a high speed of sound.) The downstream section is referred to as the
driven or low-pressure section and the cross section is constant and generally circular.
The driven section is usually evacuated and then filled with the test gas at ambient tem-
perature. As illustrated in figure 1(a), the driver gas at time of diaphragm rupture is
designated as region ® and the quiescent test gas is designated as region O. Upon
rupture of the diaphragm, an incident shock wave propagates into region O with veloc-
ity Us, 1 . Flow conditions immediately behind this shock are denoted as region O
(fig. 1(b)), and shock tube testing takes place in the flow region from immediately behind
this incident shock wave to the test-gas-driver-gas interface. For a blunt model posi-
tioned in the driven section, a standing shock is formed at the model, provided flow in
region @ is supersonic. (See fig. 1(c).) The flow conditions immediately behind this
standing shock are designated as region @; the model stagnation conditions, as region
When the incident shock wave reaches the end wall (or secondary diaphragm of the expan-
sion tube, to be discussed subsequently), it is reflected back into region @. (See
fig. 1(d).) Flow conditions behind this reflected shock are designated as region 0 .
Expansion tube and expansion tunnel.- The expansion tube is basically a shock
tube with a section of constant cross section attached to the downstream end. A weak
low-pressure diaphragm (secondary diaphragm) separates this section, denoted as the
expansion or acceleration section, from the driven section, which is commonly referred
to as the intermediate section of the expansion tube. The acceleration section is evac-
uated and filled with the acceleration gas at a low pressure and ambient temperature.
The expansion tunnel is simply an expansion tube with a nozzle added to the downstream
end.
The operating sequence of the expansion tunnel includes that for an expansion tube,
which, in turn, includes that for a shock tube; the sequence for an expansion tunnel is
shown schematically in figure 2. The sequence begins with the rupture of the primary
or high-pressure diaphragm separating the driver and driven sections. An incident shock
wave propagates into the static test gas and an expansion wave propagates into the driver
gas. The shock wave encounters and ruptures the secondary diaphragm. Flow energy
lost in rupturing this diaphragm results in an upstream-facing shock wave reflected
from the diaphragm. If this shock wave is assumed to be a standing shock, flow condi-
tions behind this standing shock are denoted as region ; if a totally reflected shock
at the secondary diaphragm is assumed, flow conditions behind this reflected shock are
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denoted as region (. (See fig. 1(d).) A second incident shock wave propagates into
the acceleration gas while an upstream expansion wave moves into the test gas. In
passing through this upstream expansion wave, the test gas undergoes an isentropic
unsteady expansion that results in an increase in flow velocity. Expansion tube testing
occurs in the flow that has passed through the expansion and is denoted as region T in
figure 2. Thus, for the expansion tunnel, the test gas is processed first by an incident
shock into the quiescent test gas in region Q, second, by a shock wave resulting from
shock reflection at the secondary diaphragm, third, by an unsteady expansion in the accel-
eration section, and finally, by an isentropic steady expansion in the nozzle. Expansion
tunnel testing takes place in region r of figure 2.
Thermodynamic Properties for Real Air
Thermodynamic properties for imperfect real air in thermochemical equilibrium
are obtained from a magnetic tape furnished to the Langley Research Center by the
Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC). The thermodynamic properties
obtained from this tape correspond to the properties tabulated in reference 9 for various
values of entropy sWu/R. The temperature range of the AEDC tape is 100 K to 15 000 K
and the sWu/R range is 15.6 to 133. A subroutine for searching the real-air tape was
also obtained from AEDC and is designated herein as SLOW. An interpolation procedure
allowing pressure p and enthalpy h as inputs was derived for the study of reference 10
and is referred to herein as SEARCH.
The relations derived in reference 11 for predicting thermodynamic properties of
real air in thermochemical equilibrium are also employed in the present study. These
relations were obtained from curve fits and cover a temperature range of 90 K to
15 000 K and an sWu/R range of 26 to 126. Imperfect air (intermolecular force) effects
are neglected in reference 11. These relations are incorporated into a subroutine desig-
nated as SAVE. The sources of thermodynamic properties are discussed in more detail
in reference 10 and appendix B.
Calculation Procedure for Shock Tube
As in reference 5, three combinations of inputs are considered for determining flow
quantities in region . In all three combinations, the quiescent test air pressure pl
and temperature T 1 are assumed to be known. The quantities (1) incident-shock veloc-
ity Us, 1 , (2) pressure behind the incident shock in the driven section p 2 , or (3) the
driver gas pressure p4 and temperature T 4 are used in conjunction with pl and T 1
to determine conditions in region .
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The conservation relations, in a laboratory coordinate system, for mass, momentum,
and energy for a normal shock wave moving through region O are
PUs,1 P2(Us, 1 - U2) (1)
Pl + p 1U 2, 1  P2 )2 Us,1 - U 2 (2)
hi + 1 U2 = h 2 + s,l - U2) (3)
These relations are solved in conjunction with the equation of state (that is, source of
real-air thermodynamic properties) in the form
P 2  2 (P2,h 2) (4)
for the unknown quantities P2 , h2' U2 , and P2 or Us, 1 . For the Langley shock tube
and expansion tube, T 1 is ambient and pl is generally less than 1MN/m
2
. At these
conditions in region G, imperfect air effects are negligible and corresponding thermo-
dynamic quantities appearing on the left-hand side of equations (1) to (3) are obtained
from perfect air (Z 1 = 1, 1 = 7/5) relations.
Equations (1) to (4) are solved by iteration. The iterative schemes used for inputs
Us, 1 ' P2 , or p 4 and T 4 are discussed in detail in reference 5. For all three combi-
nations of inputs, the air flow in region O is assumed to be in thermochemical
equilibrium.
The procedure for determining shock tube performance where p 4 and T 4 are
inputs is commonly referred to as "simple shock tube theory," since it is based on a
simplified one-dimensional, inviscid flow model which assumes instantaneous diaphragm
rupture, no shock wave attenuation, and a driver to driven cross-sectional area ratio of
unity. Imperfect gas effects in region 0 for helium at 200 K = T 4 _ 15 000 K and hydro-
gen at 273 K 5 T 4 5 600 K are included.
Two additional shock tube flow regions of interest (fig. 1) are the result of a standing
shock in region ( (region ) and a totally reflected shock into region O
(region ). Because of shock reflection at the secondary diaphragm of the expansion
tube, these two regions are also considered in the calculation of expansion tube flow quan-
tities and are discussed subsequently.
Effect of boundary layer on test time.- Shock tube wall boundary-layer growth
behind the incident shock introduces departures from ideal shock tube flow. (See refs. 6
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and 7.) The presence of this boundary layer causes the incident shock to decelerate, the
interface to accelerate, and the flow between the incident shock and interface to be non-
uniform. When the wall boundary-layer displacement thickness is large in comparison
with the tube diameter, the separation distance between the incident shock and the inter-
face and the test time approach limiting maximum values. (Test time is defined as the
time interval between arrival of incident shock in region O and arrival of the test-gas-
driver-gas interface at a given station.) Actual shock tube test times may be considerably
less than the values predicted by use of idealized theory. Thus, shock tube test time and
flow nonuniformity are considered in the present calculations. Since these flow phenom-
ena are dependent on the character of the shock tube wall boundary layer behind the inci-
dent shock, the effect of both laminar and turbulent wall boundary layers are included.
Shock tube test times have been treated analytically in reference 6 for laminar
boundary layers and in reference 7 for turbulent boundary layers. For a laminar
boundary layer, the test time t is obtained from the relation (ref. 6)
2 Pmax log 1- j ax + Us, 1t = -X (5)
where the separation distance between the incident shock in region () and the test-gas-
driver-gas interface f for a given distance X downstream of the diaphragm station
is given by (ref. 6)
2f o ( - + axx= 
-X (6)
Simple expressions for the maximum separation distance fmax in terms of
known quantities were obtained from curve fits applied to the real-air results of refer-
ence 6 and yielded the expressions
max = d2(2 2.060 - 2.056 x 10-1 Ms,1 + 8.09 5  10 - 3 M2 1) 4 < Ms, 1  14) (7a)
max = Pd2(8.723 10- - 7.488 x 10-3M 1  (14 < Ms, 1 < 30 (7b)
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The results of figure 6 of reference 6 were extrapolated to a value of Ms, 1 equal to 30
to obtain equation (7b). As the separation distance approaches this limiting value Imax'
the interface velocity approaches the incident shock velocity and is essentially equal to
Us,l at fmax'
The test time for a turbulent boundary layer is obtained from the relation (ref. 7)
f1 + t0.2 U t0.2
log max 0.2 + 4 U s , t =x (8)
2Us imax max -
max/
where I is obtained from the relation (ref. 7)
1 f 0.2
5fmax(P2) log - ax) -2 tan- 1(I  + 4- 0  -X (9)
max = -X (9)
Curve fits to the real-air results of reference 7 yielded the following expressions for
2max:
max 10.25d1.25(5.273 - 7.514 x 10-1 Ms, 1 + 3.435 x 10-2 M2, 1) 4 < M 1 < 10a  SY syl
(10a)
kmax = p 1 0 . 2 5 d1 .2 5 (1.546 - 3.017 x 10 - 2 Ms, 1 ) 10 Ms,1 < 30)
(10b)
For the inviscid case, the "ideal" test time is given by the relation (ref. 12)
t 1 X ()
ti' 2  P 2 U2
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Effect of boundary layer on flow nonuniformity.- A method for estimating flow non-
uniformity (axial variation of flow quantities) between the incident shock and interface
after maximum separation distance is reached is presented in references 6 and 13. In
these references, the concept of an equivalent inviscid channel is employed and yields the
following continuity equation:
P2 ,xs(U s ,1 - U2 ,X,) = P2,X=Us, - U2 ,Xs) - (12)
where n = 0.5 for a laminar boundary layer and n = 0.8 for a turbulent boundary
layer. Additional relations required for solution of flow conditions in the region between
the incident shock and interface are the isentropic condition for equivalent inviscid
channel flow
R ,Xs R Xs=0
and either the energy relation
h2 ,X + Us,1 - U2,Xs=h 2 ,Xs=0 + U - U2,Xs=0)  (14a)
if the AEDC real-air tape is used as the source of thermodynamic properties
(p = p(h, sWu/R)), or the momentum relation
P2,Xs+ P 2 ,Xs(Us,1 - U 2,Xs) 2 = P2,Xs=0 + P2 ,X=0(Us,1 - U 2,Xs=0) 2 (14b)
if the AEDC real-air curve fit expressions are used (p = p(p, sWu/R)). This system of
equations is solved for the unknowns P2,Xs, U2 ,Xs , and P2,Xs, in conjunction with the
equation of state, by iteration on P2,X s for a given value of Xs/fmax. As discussed
in reference 6, equation (12) is less accurate for the case where the maximum separation
distance has not been obtained. This inaccuracy is due to entropy variations (associated
with nonuniform shock motion) and the unsteady nature of the flow between the incident
shock and the interface. Since the accuracy of equation (12) decreases as f/2max
decreases from its limiting value near unity, the effect of flow nonuniformity is deter-
mined herein only when the condition IP/max = 0.9 is satisfied.
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Calculation Procedure for Expansion Tube
As discussed in reference 14, the flow energy lost in rupture of the secondary dia-
phragm must result in an upstream-facing shock wave reflected from this diaphragm.
When the diaphragm ruptures, the resulting expansion fan overtakes and weakens the
reflected shock. It is sometimes assumed that the reflected shock has been weakened to
a standing shock by the time it processes the flow which eventually becomes the test flow.
Therefore, the possible existence of a standing normal shock at the secondary diaphragm
(region B) was considered in reference 5.
Recently, tests were performed in the Langley expansion tube with helium as the
test gas. (See ref. 15.) The primary reason for employing helium was to divorce pos-
sible effects of flow chemistry on test-section flow quantities from the gas dynamics or
fluid mechanics of the flow and, thereby, to provide an approximate model of the expansion
tube fluid mechanics. These helium tests indicated the existence of a totally reflected
shock at the secondary diaphragm (region 0). Hence, the effects of a reflected shock,
as well as those of a standing shock, at the secondary diaphragm are considered herein.
As in region ®, flow quantities in regions @ and 0 are assumed to be in thermo-
chemical equilibrium. In computing flow quantities in regions B and 8 , flow quan-
tities in region Q are assumed to be uniform.
Standing shock at secondary diaphragm.- The conservation relations for a standing
shock at the secondary diaphragm are
P 2 U2 = P2sU2s 
(15)
P2 2 U 2 2 = s 2sU (16)
h2 + U2 2 = h2 s + 2s (17)
Since the conditions in region 0 are assumed to be known (that is, calculated previously),
equations (15) to (17) are solved in conjunction with the equation of state, by iteration, to
yield conditions behind the standing shock (region ) . (It should be noted that the flow
conditions in region are the same as those immediately behind a normal bow shock
wave on a model positioned in the shock tube test section.)
Totally reflected shock at secondary diaphragm.- For a totally reflected shock wave
at the secondary diaphragm, the conservation relations are
P2(U 2 + Ur) = P2rUr (18)
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P2 + P 2 (U 2 + Ur) 2 = P2r +P2rUr 2  (19)
h2 + 2 Ur = h2r + Ur 2  (20)
Again, the conditions in region Q are assumed to be known. Equations (18) to (20) are
solved by iteration for the thermodynamic properties in region D and the reflected
shock velocity Ur.
Thermochemical-equilibrium unsteady expansion.- Region ® is defined as being
region ® for the case of no shock reflection at the secondary diaphragm, region
for a standing shock, and region B for a totally reflected shock. As discussed pre-
viously, the expansion tube flow undergoes an isentropic, unsteady expansion from
region 0 to region U. Across an upstream-facing unsteady expansion wave, the
velocity increment is related to the thermodynamic properties by the integral expression
(ref. 1)
AU = U5 - UA =- (h a (21)
A SAWu/R
Either free-stream pressure or test-air-acceleration-gas interface velocity U5 is
considered, individually, as inputs necessary for the solution of equation (21). As is
typical of high-enthalpy facilities, the assumption of thermochemical-equilibrium air flow
is subject to question. Hence, limiting cases are obtained by performing both a thermo-
chemical equilibrium expansion and a frozen expansion.
For an equilibrium expansion where the quantity U5 is an input, the AU of equa-
tion (21) is known. If the AEDC real-air tape is to be used as the source of thermodynamic
properties, the enthalpy is decreased from a maximum value of hA in given increments.
Since an isentropic (sAWu/R = s 5Wu/R) expansion is assumed, subroutine SLOW
(inputs h and sAWu/R) is used to generate corresponding values of the inverse of the
speed of sound a - 1 . If the AEDC real-air curve-fit relations are to be used instead of
the AEDC tape, pressure is decreased in given increments from a maximum value of pA'
These values of pressure are used in the subroutine SAVE with constant entropy sAWu/R
to generate corresponding values of enthalpy (the maximum value being hA) and the
inverse of the speed of sound. Equation (21) is integrated numerically between the known
limit hA and the unknown limit h5 . The value of h which equates the integral of
equation (21) to AU is the desired value of h5. Corresponding thermodynamic quan-
tities in region ® are obtained from the real-air source, since the quantities s 5Wu/R
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and h5 or p5 are now known. When p 5 is an input, the thermodynamic quantities
in region b are obtained directly from the real-air source since s 5Wu/R and p 5 are
known. With the limits of integration known, the integral in equation (21) is evaluated
numerically to give AU, and hence U5 .
Additional conditions in region @ that are of interest are free-stream Mach num-
ber M 5 and free-stream unit Reynolds number NRe,5. For values of T 5 less than
or equal to 1500 K, the free-stream viscosity 45 required in determining NRe,5 is
calculated from Sutherland's viscosity law (ref. 10), whereas for values of T 5 greater
than 1500 K, p 5 is obtained by use of the results of reference 16.
Frozen unsteady expansion.- Frozen flow is defined herein as flow in which the
vibrational energy and chemistry remain unchanged during the expansion of the test air.
For the expansion tube, this freezing of the vibrational energy and chemistry is assumed
to occur in region ®. Hence, the energy in region ® may be viewed as consisting of
an active or available part which provides the energy for flow expansion and a frozen or
nonavailable part. Since the energy associated with vibration and chemistry is constant
for a frozen expansion, the ratio of specific heats y will be constant and the test air
behaves as a perfect gas. To obtain an estimate of the ratio of frozen specific heats yf
for dissociated but unionized air, it is assumed that the dissociated air may be modeled
by atoms (O and N) and molecules (N 2 , 02, and NO). It is further assumed that the atoms
are not distinguishable and the molecules are not distinguishable. This is a reasonable
assumption since W O is approximately equal to WN, and WO 2 , WN 2 , and WNO are
approximately equal. The molecular weight for this composition is given by the relation
W = XaWa + XmWm = Wa(2- xa) (22)
where the sum of the mole fractions is unity (xa + xm = 1) and the molecular weight
of a molecule (02, N2 , NO) is approximately twice that of an atom (O, N). From the
relation Z* equal to Wu/W, where Wu is approximately Wm, the expression




is obtained. By letting the quantity Z* be defined as 1 + a, it can be shown 
that
7 + 3a (24)
Yf= 5+a!
Since the quantity ZA* is assumed to be known, values of a, and hence yf, may be
obtained.
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For a frozen (perfect) gas, equation (21) may be evaluated in closed form to yield
U5 f - UA = yf 1 (aAf - a 5 f) (25)
If a value of U5 ,f is known, the frozen free-stream speed of sound a 5 ,f follows from
equation (25) and the corresponding frozen thermodynamic quantities in region @ are
determined from the isentropic perfect gas relations of reference 17. (See ref. 5.) For
the case where a value of p5 ,f is known, the quantity a5,f is determined from the
isentropic perfect gas relation (ref. 17)
f -1
a5,f= Af pA (26)
Corresponding frozen quantities in region ( are determined similarly, and U5 ,f is
obtained from equation (25).
The ideal test time for the expansion tube (test time is defined as the time interval
between arrival of the acceleration-gas--test-air interface and the expansion fan (ref. 1)
is given by the relation
ti, 5 = L a 5 1 a5 (27)
The actual test time may be somewhat less than this ideal test time because of the early
arrival of a downstream expansion wave. (See ref. 14.) The time of arrival of this
downstream expansion wave for real air is not determined in the present study.
Flow attenuation.- The air-test-gas-helium-acceleration-gas interface velocity in
the acceleration section of the Langley pilot model expansion tube was observed (ref. 14)
to decrease in traversing the acceleration section. A decrease in flow velocity along the
acceleration section was also observed in recent tests (ref. 15) performed in the Langley
6-inch expansion tube with air test gas and air acceleration gas. Thus, the effect of
flow attenuation on calculated flow quantities in region @ and on the post-normal-
shock region of a test model subjected to flow in region t is considered herein.
A method for determining the effect of flow attenuation on thermodynamic quantities
in region @ is discussed in reference 14. To illustrate this method, consider a thermo-
dynamic quantity in region U, such as p 5, plotted as a function of interface velocity U5
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at the exit of the acceleration section. Application of the method of reference 14 is
equivalent to a shift of point P 5 , U 5 for no flow attenuation to point p 5, U5 - 2AU 5
with flow attenuation. The quantity AU 5 is the difference between the 
maximum and
minimum (that is, acceleration section exit) values of interface velocity observed along
the acceleration section. In the present program, the unsteady expansion 
is performed to
the acceleration section exit (region (U) and the interface velocity U5 changed to
U5 - 2AU 5 to account for flow attenuation. 
Post-normal-shock flow quantities
(regions G and ) are calculated by the shock crossing 
procedure to be discussed
subsequently, where the free-stream velocity is equal to U5 -
2AU 5 . The effect of flow
attenuation is included for an equilibrium expansion only.
Acceleration-gas flow quantities and quiescent pressure.- An important 
parameter
in the operation of an expansion tube is the initial pressure of the acceleration gas P 1 0 .
This pressure is the controlling factor in determining the degree of 
expansion in the
acceleration section. In reference 5, a range of p 1 0 was determined for each U5 with
helium acceleration gas. Only helium was considered in reference 
5, since helium was
used exclusively as the acceleration gas in the Langley pilot model expansion tube. (See
ref. 14.) However, more recent tests in the Langley 6-inch expansion tube (ref. 15) have
indicated the desirability of using the same gas for both test gas and acceleration gas.
In the present study, the conditions in region ( are determined prior to calculating
the corresponding value of p 1 0 required. Since the values of pl0 are relatively low
and since the quiescent acceleration air temperature T 1 0 is ambient, 
thermodynamic
conditions in region 0 obey ideal air relations. At the interface 
of the acceleration air
and test air, it is required that p 2 0 equal p 5 and U2 0 equal U5 . Hence, 
the con-
servation relations for an incident shock wave into region , excluding 
the effect of
boundary-layer growth along the tube wall, are
W10 10U,1 2 0 Us, 1 0 - U5) (28)
RT 10
P 1 0 1 l+ U, 10) P5 + 2 0 Us, 1 0 -
(29)
W RT10
2 W- T 1 0 + U2 s,10 = h 2 0 
+  s,10-U) 2  (30)
where the unknowns are P 1 0 , P 2 0 ' h2 0 , and Us 1 0 . The equation 
of state represents
the required fourth relation. These relations are solved by iteration. An 
initial guess
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of the quantity Us, 1 0 is made, this being 1.11 times U5 (corresponding to P2 0 /P 10
equal to 10), and h2 0 is obtained from equation (30). The quantity p2 0 (which is equal
to P5) and this initial estimate of h2 0 are used as inputs to the source of thermodynamic
properties and a value of p 2 0 is obtained. This value of p 2 0 is used in equation (29)
to obtain a value of P 10 . A new (up-dated) value of Us, 1 0 is determined from equa-
tion (28), and if not within 0.1 percent of the initial guess of Us, 1 0 , the procedure is
repeated. Iteration on the quantity Us,10 is continued until successive values of Us,10
are within the desired tolerance.
If helium is to be used as the acceleration gas, as in the experimental study of ref-
erence 14, the corresponding value of p1 0 for helium may be estimated from that for
air. Combining equations (28) and (29) yields the expression
P 5 = P 1 0 + P10 Us,1 0 U5
For a strong incident shock, p1 0 is small compared with the product P 1 0 Us, 1 0 U5;hence, p 5 is approximately equal to p 1 0 Us, 1 0 U5 . Equating P5 and U5 for both
acceleration gases gives
(P0Us,10) He (Pl0Us,10)air
For the same value of U5 , the incident shock velocities in air and helium are relatively
close; in the limit of maximum separation distance between the shock and interface,
these Us,10 values are equal. Thus, P10,He is approximately equal to Pl0,air and
P10,He is equal to 7.24 times Pl0,air'
An often employed method of measuring the velocity of a moving gas is the micro-
wave interferometer technique (refs. 14 and 15). If helium is used as the acceleration
gas, the helium behind the incident shock into region 0 is generally not ionized and
thus is transparent to the microwave signal. Hence, the flow being tracked by the signal
is the helium-acceleration-gas--air 
-test -gas interface and the quantity U5 is inferredfrom measurement. When air is used as the acceleration gas, the microwave signal tracks
the incident shock into region 0 and not the interface. For this reason, the laminar
theory of reference 6 (discussed previously) is used in the present program to determine
the U5 from measured values of Us, 1 0 , known thermodynamic conditions in region ,
and acceleration-section diameter and length. At the acceleration-section station wheref/fmax is nearly unity, the quantity U5 is equal to Us, 1 0 and may be inferred directly
from measurement.
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Calculation Procedure for Expansion Tunnel
Thermochemical-equilibrium steady expansion.- The entrance conditions at the noz-
zle of the expansion tunnel correspond to the conditions in region ®. As discussed pre-
viously, the expansion tunnel flow is assumed to undergo an isentropic steady expansion
from region @ to region . The basic differential equation for this expansion is
(ref. 1)
dU = suR (31)
which may be integrated between regions 0 and ( to give
1 2 1 2 (32)
h5 + ~2 U5 hg U6
The left-hand side of equation (32) is considered to be known. Inputs considered
(individually) for determining expansion tunnel flow conditions are p6 and U6 . For an
equilibrium nozzle expansion in which the quantity U6 is known, h 6 
is obtained from
equation (32) and the corresponding thermodynamic quantities in region ® are deter-
mined from the source of thermodynamic properties with the quantities h6 and s 6 Wu/R
(which is equal to sAWu/R) as input. For the case where a value of p 6 is known, the
thermodynamic quantities in region ® follow from the source of thermodynamic proper-
ties with the quantities p6 and s 6 Wu/R as input, and the corresponding value of U6
is obtained from equation (32).
Frozen steady expansion.- For a frozen nozzle expansion, it is assumed that the
flow in region Q is in equilibrium, and the assumption is made that freezing occurs at
the nozzle throat. The procedure for calculating frozen flow conditions in region 7 is
similar to that discussed previously for region ( of the expansion tube, whereby the
equilibrium conditions in region @ correspond to those of region ® and the frozen
conditions of region © correspond to those of region 0. The difference is that equa-
tion (32) for a steady expansion replaces equation (25) which applies to an unsteady
expansion.
Nozzle boundary-layer displacement thickness.- A quantity of interest is the nozzle
boundary-layer displacement thickness. This quantity, with one-dimensional flow assumed,
is given by the relation
6*= rgeo - reff (33)
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where the radius of the inviscid core is given by
rff=r A 1/2
r = reffA (34)e f eff
and rgeo is the nozzle wall radius. The ratio (A/A*)eff is determined from the con-
tinuity equation for one-dimensional, steady flow
(A _5 (35)eff - P6 U6  (35)
where quantities appearing on the right-hand side have been calculated previously. With
the assumption that the displacement thickness at the nozzle entrance (throat) is zero
r* = reff), equation (33) becomes
6*= r - reo55 1/2 (36)
Calculation of Flow Quantities Behind Normal Bow Shock at Test Model
For some tests in the shock tube and most tests in the expansion tube or expansion
tunnel, a test model is positioned in the test section. Hence, it is desirable to determine
the flow quantities behind the normal part of the bow shock of a blunt test model. The
conservation relations for a standing normal shock at a blunt body are given in equa-
tions (15) to (17), where the subscripts 2 and 2s are now replaced by 5 and 5s for the
expansion tube and 6 and 6s for the expansion tunnel. For an equilibrium expansion, the
flow behind the normal bow shock is assumed to be in equilibrium; for a frozen expansion,
the flow behind the normal bow shock is assumed to be either in equilibrium or frozen.
For the case of equilibrium post-bow-shock flow, the conservation relations are solved,
in conjunction with the equation of state, by iteration to obtain the static conditions
immediately behind the shock. Stagnation-point properties are determined by using the
assumption that the flow region from immediately behind the bow shock to the stagnation
point is isentropic (that is, ks Wu/R = t,kWu/R, where k is equal to 2 for shock tube,
5 for expansion tube, and 6 for expansion tunnel) and the energy relation for an equili-
brium expansion to the test section is (k = 2,5, or 6)
ht,k = hk + Uk 2  (37)
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and for a frozen expansion is (k = 5 or 6)
h + 1 2  (38)
ht,k = hk,f + hA,f + k,f
This procedure, in which st,kWu/R and ht,k are known, requires usage of the 
AEDC
tape. A second procedure considered, which makes use of the AEDC 
curve fits, is to




Pt,k = Pk + 2 M 
(39)
This value of ptk is used in conjunction with stkWu/R as input to the subroutine
SAVE. If the value of ht,k obtained from SAVE is not within 0.1 percent 
of the value
obtained from equation (37) or (38), Pt,k is up-dated by the relation
(Pt,k)previous( h t ' k)known (40)
(Pt,k new ht k previous
(where (ht,k)known was obtained from eq. (37) or (38)) and the 
iterative procedure
repeated until the desired criteria on ht,k is obtained. The stagnation-point 
heat-
transfer rate for a spherical body positioned in the shock tube (k = 2), expansion tube
(k = 5), or expansion tunnel (k = 6) is determined from the expression (ref. 18)
qt,k = 3.88 x 10 4  r (ht,k hw) 
(41)
For the case of frozen post-bow-shock flow, normal-shock crossing relations for
perfect air (ref. 17) are used to obtain conditions immediately behind the shock 
and isen-
tropic, perfect air relations are used to obtain stagnation-point 
conditions.
It should be noted that flow properties behind the normal part of the bow shock 
wave
of an entry body at high velocity are equivalent to the properties behind an 
incident shock
in a shock tube traveling at that velocity. In free flight, the free-stream conditions 
and
flight velocity correspond to the initial conditions in region Q and the incident shock
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velocity Us,l, respectively, whereas static and stagnation conditions behind the bow
shock correspond to conditions in regions and , respectively.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Description of the inputs necessary to utilize the present computer program is pre-
sented in appendix A along with a flow chart, listing of the program, brief description of
basic subroutines, and sample printout. The accuracy and limitations of the program arediscussed in appendix B. Results of calculations illustrating the application of the program
to shock tube and expansion tube flows are presented in figures 3 to 20, with figures 3, 4, 5,and 18 for the shock tube and figures 6 to 17, 19, and 20 for the expansion tube.
Flow quantities in region ® may be obtained by using the basic measured inputs
in the following combinations:
Case (1): pl', T 1 , and Us, 1
Case (2): pl, T 1 , and p2
Case (3): pl' T1 P4 , T4 , and W 4
Case (3) is useful in ascertaining the theoretical performance prior to a test and in com-
parison of measured quantities Us, 1 and P2 with predicted values from simple shock
tube theory. The computational method for case (3) is illustrated in figure 3 where
velocity-pressure (U 3, P3 ) curves for perfect and imperfect, isentropic unsteady expan-
sion of helium and hydrogen driver gases are shown in conjunction with velocity-
pressure (U 2 , P 2 ) curves for incident normal shocks in equilibrium, real air. In figure 3,
the value of p4 was 68.95 MN/m 2 for both driver gases and T 4 is varied from 300 K
to 10 000 K for helium (figs. 3(a) to 3(c)) and from 300 K to 600 K for hydrogen (figs. 3(d)
and 3(e)). The ambient air temperature T 1 was 300 K and pl was varied from
6.9 N/m 2 to 6.9 MN/m 2 . Solutions for case (3) are the intersections of the U2 ' p 2 air
curves (generated by using 20 values of Us, 1 for each value of pl and the AEDC curve-fit expressions as a source of thermodynamic properties) and U3 ' P 3 helium or hydrogencurves. (That is, the solution is obtained when U2 = U3 and p2 = P 3 .) For a helium
driver gas and the conditions in region @ of figure 3, no appreciable imperfect helium
effects on the predicted isentropic expansion are observed. A small effe.ct of imperfect
hydrogen is observed in figures 3(d) and 3(e).
Shock tube performance for real air with helium and hydrogen driver gases is
shown in figure 4, where incident shock velocity Us, 1 is plotted as a function of pressure
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ratio p4 /p 1 . These results were generated by two methods. First, two values of pl
(6.9 N/m 2 and 6.9 kN/m 2 ) were used in conjunction with various values of p 4 to obtain
the range of p4/p 1 shown. Compressibility factors for the higher values of p4 for
helium and hydrogen driver gases are given in the following table:
Z 4 for -
P4 , MN/m
2  T 4 , K
Helium Hydrogen
0.69 600 1.001 1.002
3.45 600 1.007 1.012
6.90 600 1.015 1.024
13.79 600 1.029 1.051
34.47 600 1.071 1.135
68.95 600 1.139 1.282
137.90 600 1.264 1.566
Second, p4 was held constant at 68.95 MN/m
2 and pl varied from 6.9 N/m 2 to
6.9 MN/m 2 . In both cases, T 1 was equal to 300 K and T 4 was equal to 600 K. The
curves from these two methods were found to be identical for both the helium driver gas
and the hydrogen driver gas. Differences between perfect hydrogen (Z 4 = 1.0) and
imperfect hydrogen driver gas are observed (fig. 4) to be small, and the perfect hydrogen
driver gas yields somewhat higher values of Us, 1 for a given p4/P 1 in agreement with
reference 19. The improved performance expected with hydrogen driver gas, in compar-
ison with helium driver gas, is evident in figure 4.
Simple shock tube predictions for real air are shown for helium (figs. 5(a) and 5(b))
and hydrogen (fig. 5(c)) driver gases at p4 equal to 68.95 MN/m 2 . The T 4 for
helium is varied in 50 K increments from 300 K to 700 K (fig. 5(a)) and in 1000 K incre-
ments from 1000 K to 12 000 K (fig. 5(b)) and for hydrogen (fig. 5(c)) is varied in 50 K
increments from 300 K to 600 K. The value T 4 = 700 K for helium represents the max-
imum value obtainable in the Langley expansion tube with resistance heating and the value
T 4 = 600 K for hydrogen represents the limit of curve fitting as applied to virial coef-
ficients in reference 5. For an arc-driven shock tube or expansion tube using helium
driver gas, much higher T 4 values than presented in figure 5(a) are realized; hence,
figure 5(b) represents an extension in range of T4 to figure 5(a). At the maximum T4
of 12 000 K, ionization of the helium driver gas is essentially negligible. (See ref. 20.)
Values of Pl, P4 , and T 4 being known, a theoretical value of Us, 1 in real air may be
obtained from figure 5.
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Combinations of measured input for obtaining stagnation-point conditions in the
expansion tube test section (region 8), when it is assumed that thermochemical equi-
librium flow conditions in region ( are known (previously calculated), are summarized
in the following table:
Case Measured Unsteady Post normal
input expansion shock
(1) U 5 or P 5  Equilibrium Equilibrium
(2) U 5 or p 5  Frozen Equilibrium
(3) U 5 or P 5  Frozen Frozen
Similarly, combinations of measured input for obtaining stagnation-point conditions in the
expansion tunnel test section (region ), when thermochemical equilibrium flow condi-
tions in region Q are known, are summarized in the following table:
Case Measured Steady Post normal
input expansion shock
(1) U6 or p6  Equilibrium Equilibrium
(2) U6 or p6  Frozen Equilibrium
(3) U6 or p6  Frozen Frozen
The first consideration in performing a test in an expansion tube or expansion
tunnel is to determine theoretical flow quantities for the chosen mode of operation. Such
a procedure is necessary in order to obtain approximate magnitudes of quantities to be
measured in the various flow regions. Because of the wide range of flow conditions that
may be generated in the expansion tube and the long computer times associated with the
program of reference 5, the program of reference 5 was not exercised to generate a
family of working plots illustrating expansion tube performance. However, the provision
of such plots would be a worthwhile convenience to the experimenter and would also illus-
trate the versatility of such a facility. Since the present program requires much less
computer time than that of reference 5 (present program is approximately 60 to 80 times
faster than the program of reference 5 with a 10 species air model), working plots were
generated for real-air expansion tube flows and are presented in figures 6 to 17.
Various flow quantities in region G (p 5, P5, T 5 , M 5 , and NRe,5) , region
P5s/P5),and region (Pt,5' Pt,5' T t,5 ht, 5 , and t,5 for rn = 2.54 cm) are
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plotted as a function of input U5 for values of pl equal to 0.7, 3.45, 6.9, 34.47, 68.95,
and 344.7 kN/m 2 in figures 6 to 11, respectively. In figures 6 to 11, the flow in region ®
is assumed to be in equilibrium and there is no shock reflection at the secondary dia-
phragm. These results are shown for a range of Us,1 from 2.1 to 4.5 km/sec. The
upper limit on Us, 1 represents the highest value obtained to date in the Langley expan-
sion tube using arc-heated helium as the driver gas. Also shown in figures 6 to 11 are
values of p1 0 required to produce the corresponding flow conditions. Figures 12 to 17
correspond to figures 6 to 11, respectively, except that a totally reflected shock at the
secondary diaphragm is included. Thus, limiting cases for these shock-wave reflection
phenomena are provided. The results of figures 6 to 17 were obtained by using the AEDC
real-air curve-fit expressions to determine conditions in regions , , , and
S and the AEDC real-air tape for determination of the unsteady expansion quantities
of region O. (The reader is referred to appendix B for discussion of the computational
procedures incorporated.in the present program. For these results, method (2)
(ISAV = 2, IEXP = 1) was employed, JAC being 100.) These figures were generated by
machine and linear line segments were used to connect adjacent data points.
For purposes of illustration, let it be assumed that a study is to be performed in
the expansion tube at U5 equal to 5.4 km/sec and M 5 equal to 10. Both the case of
no shock reflection at the secondary diaphragm and the existence of a totally reflected
shock are considered. The driver gas is unheated helium (T 4 = 300 K) and a value of
pl equal to 3.45 kN/m 2 is selected. From figures 7 and 13, flow conditions and the
required p 1 0 for this example are as follows:
Condition No shock reflection Totally reflected shock
Us,1, km/sec ........... . 2.48 2.25
P5 ,' kN/m2 
. . . . . .
. . . . .
. 0.78 0.45
T5, kK .... . . . . . .... . 0.76 0.75
P5 , g/m3 .
. . . . .




NRe 5, m-1 . . . . . . . 5.6 x 105 3.2 x 105
P5s/P5 
. . . . .
. . . . . 
. . . .  
11.85 12.1
Pt,5' kN/m2 . . . . . . . . .
. . 
. 100.0 57.7
Tt,5, kK ........ . .. 6.0 5.9
Pt,5' g/m 3  . . . . . . . . . . . . 44.5 25.7
ht,5, MJ/kg .... . . . . ... . 15.5 15.3
4t,5, MW/m 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.6 8.8
Pl0' N/m2 . . . . . . . . . .  . . 1.9 1.2
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The value of Us, 1 corresponding to the chosen values of U 5 and M 5 is obtained
from figure 7(d) for no shock reflection and from figure 13(d) for a totally reflected
shock. These Us, 1 values are, in turn, used to obtain the remaining flow quantities
presented in figures 7 and 13. At this point the range of p 1 0 required to generate the
desired values of U5 and M 5 for pl equal to 3.45 kN/m 2 is known. The corre-
sponding range of p 4 required to produce this range of Us,1, for a given p l , is
obtained from figure 5. The pressure in region ( is obtained from figure 18, where
the quantities p2 /P1 P 2 /P 1l T2 /T 1 , h2 /hl, and s 2 Wu/R (predicted by using the
AEDC real-air tape) are plotted as a function of Us, 1 for the values of pl considered
in figures 6 to 17.
Figure 19 illustrates the effect of frozen expansion, in comparison with a thermo-
chemical equilibrium expansion, for several sample cases. These cases show a large
effect of shock reflection at the secondary diaphragm on predicted frozen flow quantities.
Such large differences are the result of the increase in dissociation in region 0 from
the case of no shock reflection to the case of a standing shock or totally reflected shock,
coupled with the assumption that the flow freezes in region 0.
As discussed previously, it is often necessary to infer the test-air-acceleration-
air interface velocity UI from measured Us, 1 0 by using the theory of reference 6.
Figure 20 shows flow quantities Ti , TI /fmax, and Us,1 0/U I as a function of non-
dimensionalized distance downstream of the secondary diaphragm for a representative
expansion tube test. For the results of figure 20, Pi is equal to 3.45 kN/m 2 , Us, 1
is equal to 2.85 km/sec, and La is equal to 17 m. From figure 20(b), the time a
model positioned at the test section (tube exit) is subjected to acceleration-air flow
diminishes with increasing U 5 . The separation distance between the incident shock
in region @ and the test-air-acceleration-air interface approaches the maximum
separation distance Jmax more rapidly with increasing U5 (fig. 20(c)). When the
value of f is essentially equal to fmax, the interface velocity Ui is essentially equal
to the incident shock velocity Us, 1 0 , as illustrated in figure 20(d). For this sample case,
the interface velocity is equal to the incident shock velocity (measured) at the tube exit
for values of U5 in excess of 5.0 km/sec.
Several expansion tunnel flow quantities (P6' T 6 , U6 , M 6 , NRe,6 P6s/P6'
and Pt,6) are shown in figure 21 as a function of effective area ratio (A/A*) eff Nozzle
entrance conditions (conditions at (A/A*)eff of unity) correspond to a representative
expansion tube test (ref. 15) with unheated helium driver gas and air test gas having a
value of pl of 3.45 kN/m 2 . These entrance conditions were determined by assuming
no shock reflection at the secondary diaphragm, no flow attenuation in the acceleration
section, and a thermochemical equilibrium expansion to region (. The tunnel results
were generated, assuming quasi one-dimensional flow, by increasing input U6 from
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5.3 to 5.5 km/sec in increments of 50 m/sec and from 5.50 to 5.57 km/sec in increments
of 10 m/sec. These tunnel predictions also assume a thermochemical equilibrium
expansion.
The results of figure 21 may be used to obtain a rough estimate of inviscid test
core diameter and corresponding nozzle exit flow quantities for given entrance conditions.
For example, use the dimensions of the Langley expansion tunnel configuration and
assume that the conical nozzle has an entrance diameter of 7.62 cm, an exit diameter of
63.75 cm, and a length of 1.59 m. Hence, the geometric area ratio (A/A*) is 70
and the nozzle half angle if 100. Now, let (A/A*)eff be equal to (A/A*)geo, corre-
sponding to zero tunnel wall boundary-layer displacement thickness. The quantities M 6
and NRe,6 corresponding to this first estimate of (A/A*)eff may be obtained from
figure 21. From these quantities, the displacement thickness at the nozzle exit may be
estimated by using simple expressions in terms of M6 and NRe,6 based on nozzle
axial distance from the nozzle apex. (See ref. 21.) (Eq. (7) of ref. 21 was used to pre-
dict 6* for this example, where YE,6 was equal to 1.4.) Having determined an initial
estimate of 6* at the nozzle exit, a new value of (A/A*)eff is calculated where the
effective exit diameter is the nozzle (geometric) exit diameter minus 26*. At the nozzle
entrance, the effective entrance diameter is assumed equal to the geometric entrance
diameter and hence a constant. From figure 21, M 6 and NRe,6 corresponding to this
new value of (A/A*)eff are obtained and a second value of 6* is calculated. This iter-
ative procedure is continued until successive values of (A/A*)eff are within a desired
tolerance. For this particular example, iteration to within 2 percent on (A/A*)eff
(three iterations required) showed that the inviscid test core diameter is approximately
48.5 cm. The corresponding values of M 6 and NRe,6 are 13.2 and 7.4 x 104 per meter,
respectively.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A computer program written in FORTRAN IV language which determines shock tube,
expansion tube, and expansion tunnel flow quantities for real-air test gas is presented.
This program permits, as input data, a number of possible combinations of flow quantities
generally measured during a test. The versatility of the program is enhanced-by the
inclusion of such effects as a standing or totally reflected shock at the secondary dia-
phragm, thermochemical-equilibrium flow expansion and frozen flow expansion for the
expansion tube and expansion tunnel, flow attenuation in traversing the acceleration sec-
tion of the expansion tube, real air as the acceleration gas, and the effect of wall boundary
layer on the acceleration section air flow. The effects of several of these phenomena are
demonstrated by sample calculations.
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The usage of the program in preparing the shock tube and expansion tube for testing
is illustrated from working charts. These charts, which were generated with the present
program, cover a wide range of flow conditions and should prove to be a convenience for
the experimenter in such facilities. The expansion tunnel phase of the program is
demonstrated by a sample calculation. This program is similar to, but more compre-
hensive than, the real-gas mixture program previously available for air test gas. The
present program requires approximately 1/70 the computer time of the gas-mixture pro-
gram with no appreciable sacrifice in accuracy.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Hampton, Va., September 4, 1974.
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APPENDIX A
COMPUTER-PROGRAM INPUTS, FLOW CHART, AND
LISTING WITH SAMPLE DATA PRINTOUTS
The present program is written in FORTRAN IV language for Control Data series
6000 computer systems. Minimum machine requirements are 110000 octal locations of
core storage. The FORTRAN NAMELIST capability is used for data input with INP as the
NAMELIST name. The units for the inputs which are physical quantities are given in the
section entitled "Symbols." The program symbols and a brief description of the inputs
necessary to utilize the computer program are listed as follows:
Program symbol Description
P1 Pressure of quiescent test air in region Q
T1 Temperature of quiescent test air in region Q
US1 Incident-shock velocity into region ®
P2 Static pressure in region (
P4 Driver-gas pressure in region @
T4 Driver-gas temperature in region ®
U5 Velocity in, region @
P5 Static pressure in region (
U6 Velocity in region ®
P6 Static pressure in region @
DIA Shock tube or expansion tube diameter
DIAT Nozzle entrance diameter
DIAN Nozzle test-section diameter
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XIS Distance downstream of primary diaphragm
XAS Distance downstream of secondary diaphragm
TW Model surface temperature
BNR Model nose radius
RUN Facility test number
NDRIV NDRIV = 0 denotes helium driver gas
NDRIV = 1 denotes hydrogen driver gas
LB LB = 0 denotes inputs p l , T 1 , and Us, 1 used to find region 0
quantities
LB = 1 denotes inputs pl' T 1 , and p2 used to find region ®
quantities
LB = 2 denotes inputs pl , T 1, p4 , and T 4 used to find
region . quantities
ISTET ISTET = 0 denotes only quantities in regions , ,and 0
determined
ISTET = 1 denotes shock tube and expansion tube flow quantities
determined
ISTET = 2 denotes shock tube, expansion tube, and expansion tunnel
flow quantities determined
LF LF = 1 denotes U5 is basic input in region Q
LF = 2 denotes p 5 is basic input in region ®
LG LG = 1 denotes U6 is basic input in region
LG = 2 denotes p 6 is basic input in region
ISAV ISAV = 1 denotes use of AEDC real-air tape (subroutines SLOW
and SEARCH)




INU INU = 1 denotes use of AEDC real-air tape in determining flow
nonuniformities in region 0
INU = 2 denotes use of AEDC real-air curve fits in determining
flow nonuniformities in region /
IEXP IEXP = 1 denotes use of AEDC real-air tape in determining
unsteady expansion process for expansion tube
IEXP = 2 denotes use of AEDC real-air curve fits in determining
unsteady expansion process for expansion tube
JAC Number of enthalpy increments used in unsteady expansion from
region " for IEXP = 1 (300 maximum)
IAC Number of pressure increments used in unsteady expansion from
region ® for IEXP = 2 (100 maximum)
IREP IREP = 1 denotes only a single value of U5 is of interest for
given region ® quantities
IREP = 2 denotes several U 5 of interest for given region (
quantities
U51 Velocity increment for IREP = 2
NVEL Total number of U5 of interest for IREP = 2 (10 maximum)
DELU5 Difference between maximum and minimum interface velocity along
acceleration section
LREP LREP = 1 denotes only a single value of U6 is of interest for
given region ® quantities
LREP = 2 denotes several U6 values of interest for given
region 0 quantities
NUMU6 Total number of U6 of interest for LREP = 2 (10 maximum)
U6I Velocity increment for LREP = 2
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LD LD = 1 denotes no shock reflection at secondary diaphragm
LD = 2 denotes existence of standing shock at secondary diaphragm
for ISTET = 1; for ISTET = 0, LD = 2 denotes conditions in
regions , ®, and @ determined
LD = 3 denotes existence of totally reflected shock from secondary
diaphragm
LD = 4 denotes all three cases (LD = 1, LD = 2, and LD = 3) are
performed
To minimize the number of inputs required for running cases on the computer, inputs
are assigned values within the program. These assigned values, which represent values
most commonly used for data reduction in the Langley 6-inch expansion tube, are as
follows:































Each of these values may be changed from its assigned value by a card change or inclu-
sion in the NAMELIST INP. For a given LB, only the basic parameters pl, T 1 , and
Us,1 (LB = 0), P2 (LB = 1), or p4 and T 4 (LB = 2) need be included in INP. Similarly,
for a given LF, only U5 (LF = 1) or p 5 (LF = 2) need be included in INP; for a given LG,
only U6 (LG = 1) or p6 (LG = 2) need be included in INP.
Three options exist for determining flow conditions in region @ for LF equal to 1





Thus, for option (1), the AEDC real-air tape is used as the source of real-air thermo-
dynamic properties necessary to generate tables of h as a function of a - 1 required
for numerical integration. Corresponding flow properties in region @ are also obtained
from the tape. For option (2), the tape is used for the numerical integration and for
obtaining conditions in region k, whereas real-air curve-fit expressions are used to
obtain corresponding flow properties for the other flow regions (that is, regions ,® , @ , & and . Curve-fit expressions are used in option (3) for the integra-
tion and determination of corresponding properties. Option (1) will provide the highest
accuracy (appendix B) in calculated flow parameters and demand the most computer time,
whereas option (3) will have the lowest accuracy but fastest computational time.
33
APPENDIX A
The basic subroutines of this program are as follows:
(1) SLOW - determines imperfect, real-air thermodynamic quantities p, p, h, T,
a, Z, YE and Z* from AEDC real-air tape for given sWu/R and any one of
the thermodynamic quantities
(2) SEARCH - determines imperfect, real-air thermodynamic quantities p, sWu/R,
T, a, Z, yE, and Z* from AEDC real-air tape for given p and h
(3) SAVE - determines real-air thermodynamic quantities from AEDC real-air curve-fit
expressions with combinations
(1) p and sWu/R
(2) p and p
(3) p and h
(4) p and h
(5) p and T
(4) VISC - computes real-air p for given p and T
(5) BDT - computes virial coefficients for helium or hydrogen for given T
(6) SOLUT - given (p 2 , U2) array and (p 3 , U3) array, finds solution to curves
(7) SC - iterative procedure for solving conservation relations for a moving normal
shock
(8) SNS - iterative procedure for solving conservation relations for a standing shock at
secondary diaphragm or a normal bow shock at a model, including stagnation-point
conditions
(9) SIMR - computes u/Rby Simpson's rule
Langley Library Subroutines ITR1, ITR2, FTLUP, and DISCOT are used with this
program and are presented as appendixes C, D, E, and F.






























CALL ITR1 VIS2=1? Yes
No












































CALL SLOW D=1 or 4. Yes F
No
CALL SAVE LD=3? Yes
No






































































LCODE=2? Yes VIS5=1? Yes
No No
CALL SNS




CALL SLOW DELU5=0? Yes
No
CALL SLOW
CALL SLOW CALL SAVE

















































Yes YP Yes LC=1?
No





_No CATA > 0?
No Yes














































A listing of this program, including subroutines and comments, is 
reproduced on the
following pages.
jr9.R,1 (17(I I 52( Pn' O. A -1P7 0 -A 4 
In-"o
USEPOMILLFQ. rHfAPL"'S 0 1 1 1 
A~ 
-; 1472'n








"X IT 0 .
cPPP INT (nlITPUT.
9 ),
k INLfAn(TAP R) .
PPO(PA V LFT(I NJUT . rlTP)T, T AF ;I NI IT. T)M TQI 
A'-
DIMENSION T AFHP (3J)9 T APA !On) , T AFANc(I 
I) . TAPPI9n, o I7P- A i
) I MFNS ICON R tJ-T ( ?) . I N (4) 01-K ( 1 )^ 
A
n1MFNSION TAPT(r), TAPDT( -n). TM'PI( n). TAP71I'). 
TARHI(=,) A
"DI MNS ION U' ,I I(Pn 'IP1(71, r 9I (Pe Y HI 
(-9,r OH I (Pe) A -7
" IMFNI
5 I ON'XLI) Yl() ?() ~() HPY( ). T"YVU-)- MPYV(C) A 0






"7XTFQNAL 9SX ,~qFMS onr9SAr)X nc- Yqr--rrAYT 
,'r'YT A














CMN /flLKo,/ -TA1 ,r--TA'PAI
NA""L.IcT /INP/ Ti -PI Ulr,,.PLbS,,,0qIInA 
A "
?AN.PO Nt I MI 6.1161 , jAr7 - rLI 
A P
CALL (rAYTI" (Pr-SlJLT) 
A j:'
A P A




C NnPTV=O DrNOT"S IMP PFFCT Hf-LIIJm 
nqIVP CZA-,aP




C LRAO CFNOTr~S SHOCK T119F INIP(ITS 
MI ,Tl .I'1A 
n
C LR=1 rFNOTES FSHOCK TIP I1r1ilT~z Inj 
,TJ MP ?





C XIS, IS 7ITFTANC(' rO9WN-TP Am Dnm POTMARY 
nTAHAr. A 'A




C. nIA I; SHOC( TUR ()P FXnANTnIN T~inr nIAmr7T 0A1
C nIAT IS NOZ7LF THPOAT nIA"I'TFP
C nIAN 1, NOZZL TPST C5(CTION nlAfv T-QAn
C 
A A'
C ISTI'T DE NnT ' OHAqFE7) rALr~jLAT97)A 
I
C ISTPT~n nFNnT'c. cHorw TUPI oHAS7 
('NLvAA




C ISA\/=I OPNOT7 111F7 Oc' Q1AI AIM TAD 




1 4 1 V I I IN I zjj
441 V QG1 INIdd
'd I I V OV4 1 IN I CJCJ
ov i V VU L INIdd
ovi Q INI '17CO IN I iticl
d..v I V 
'6LZ INIbzi
,so v I V 30N I INUD
av 4 V ji
V L V Uv--jd
r- v i V U .= I gn
awt V ou V= 1 6(l
4 w i v V .eu =CjNe
V%.o L V 00 0 y = ,Vx
00 V GY*O=Slx
ri u V 
e .vy * =Nv I (j
lj V dqLo*=Ivl(j
WL, V ve .I * =V I u
=0 V *UUE=AIl= 11
vc V U -=DVI=iVr
Q V 
=yf W-IN







4- u V 
N I V
V 
L9b =14 up u V 
L + zi t? L I I I
L. d V 
L,=AN d a 
V 
d=11 i tj V
vt; V 'Ju" -1ZI-3d 11'41 JU ;JU 
djtj"(iN -)V.LU.L Sl 91-IYYIIN OIL V 
6 cljc:il dui iNz;vyjdjNl 90 Sl Ign D ts V
IL d- V IzIjoj.LNl J(d 9f) -lVd.-jAdS >j.LUNJ(l 2=cjdo-j
v,:- V I Iz;cj IINI JU 9(l J( z;illvA -Jlt)Nj > 
I =,L V
vi- V e=Uzbl dUJ lbj43zjlNl -JU -I) JU dAUVYr)N -IVIU.L 
; I _UAN D
V &=CJ--JC31 dQj IN.:jWJdDNI Gn si 1 .n D
V 
j V 
JU nO -IVOJAzS SJIUNJU 7=d--jtj I Z)
V jv if! J(j [I-IVA S.:j.LoiNjCj I =d=d I 
D u V
t:% IV V NI NUIkVfINJ-L.LV 
t;l .11-1-:JU j V
v 
u ,i JU zili-IVA NliwlXVw SVH JV1 j
.v V o uA j UU JNUIZ:IINVUA AQV-Z.L; ,Nfj INJ U.J' (l S.LN=W.Jd:)Nl -30 dzjuvyON 
Sl Jvl D t/ V V
L V v jv --JU :j WIVA 1,4flvylXVW 
SVH JVr D
r- V i4Ul :,-'4VCJX.'J AQViz Nll 041 U-:Ibfl IN.,jv --jdJNI JU id--Jk AnN Sl 
jvr D V
9 V IN ,I' NVIJXz AUV=IbNlI all--j J.L-j jAdf)j JU --JSO S j.LoNj(j O=I:JX-ij
U .V AUV--J.L ,Nfl dU.-j ddV.1 --jU -j ;f) S.JJUN- 
Kj 1=(dXjl D d. v 
j 4-= V 
iNI bNUl.LluINU:) ','=U-l NV 00A
v 
D V 
U.-JI-I J-1,iJb UNV 6 )NIUNVib"IN- IJIDNI V=U-1 D
VP= V A-INU AJUH :, (JAIJ-j-lAJd L=CJI
L -V A-INU A.JUHb )NIGNVIS :;-=IUN--JO 
d=Ul D d= V 
A-ljNU AJUHS IN-zulDNI ;.:UUN.J I=Ul D
d iNJlZjzjd ili AjjwyCjv,,jl'.fjjNjjN o,,U-lz (nU-j Slij =IAb(-)j JU ASCI SAION--Jo d=(INI 
j UIR V C fNUl'-)-ZC3 041 -)-IV-) A.LJwY0-zliNIINUN 





PRI ,IT 153. PUN Pl T .I IR D 










HW=I 0O046F+*TIA A 121
RHIl=(P I *IWI ) /(PU*T I
HI =.49 (PU/w ) -T I A 13
Al = OT( o4(PtI/W)*TI ) A 134
IF (L9o.~o?) r Tn I A I
C A 1A
C INPI ITS Pl TI, ANr) IJcl LP=0) A 1
C INPuTS PI, TI. ANn PP(LO=1) A 1?
A nc)
CALL SC (PH02,U2oP2.H2oRPOHeI ,lt I q 1 H1.T!-ANI) a 1
S?P= cp a 1 1
TP=TI I A Ir
72=7 I A I-4
m2=(UP/AP A 1n
CALL VTSC (T?2.P2\/IS?) A "nO
IF (VISp.O0olo() rO TO 3 A 141
RF2.HOr)2*U/V ISP A 1 1
3 CONTINUF A 142
GO TO 31 A 14'
r A 14a
C INPIUTS P4o T4 Pl. ANMO TI(LR=?) A I A
C A 140
4 L1J=' A 4-'
R=o!1 434F+l A 14A
IF (NhlnVoFl.I C-O TO 9 A I a
SA 1
C HFLTIIM DnIVFP C,(aNO)PV=01 A 1
r A 1 cz
HRPT=2 A Il1
C'/RT1 =Io A 1A
SRFF=4o8024 I.
"
,AMA= roAAA A I A
W4=4o003 A I,-
RHOG=(P4*W4)/(IPT4) A I=A
ALOW= .o70aH HOG A 1;
r,O TO 6 H A -
A 1l
5 HWRT=3o5 A 1A4
CVRP=25 A 169
SRFF=-o.0363 A 14A
GAM4=1 .4 A 17
W4=Po0 016 A 14A
RHOG=(P4*W4)/(Ra*T4) A 160
ALOW= o0*RHOG A 17f
6 AUP=.OSR09*PHOC, A 171I
DFLTX=(AUP-ALOW)/1000 A 17P
Fl=oIF-6 A 17'
CALL BDT (9T4,CT4,nAT4fr)lT40PO2BT4 ,TT4 T4 ) A 174
RH04=1 oxHOG A "17
CALL ITRI (PHO4DFLTXFOPF1=F1FI.PnnICOnF) A 176
IF (ICODE) 7910.7 A 177
7 GO TO (8.9q9.c), ICOr)F A 17
8 PRTNT 154 A 170
GO TO 1 A IR
47
APPENDIX A
9 PRINT 1999 ICOOE A 1RI
C.O TO I A Inp
TO Z4=l .+PHO4*9T4+PH04**?*CT4 A 1q'
H4=(P*T4/W4)*(HWPT+PHO4*(RT4-T4*DRT4)+cPHo4**P/P.)*(,*T4-4*.nrrA A IR4
1 11 A I Q-
1 T4*nCT4 1+SFr~ A 1R-?
14)) A lPO
PPTP=(PHO4*R/4)*(l.+PH4*(RT4+T4*T44+co QH4***cr4+r+T-, rT.A A 100n
PPPT=(T4*P/W,4)*(1.+2.*PHO)4*9T4+1.*PH4**P*rT4I A 101
A4=SORT(PPPT+C (T4*W.4 )/(C-VR*R*RH04**2, )*PO)TO**?) A 102
TART! (1 )T4 A 191
TAqPI I'! =P4 A 104
TARP! (1)=PHn4 A 10=






no 11 i=2,1 O A pm?
TART! (I)=TSC-FLOAT( I-I )*nFLT A PPP
TART! (I)=10.**TARTI (1) A PA
1) CONTINUE A ?oq
AUP= 1 *P*H04 A PM
ALOUW=1 E-6 A P07
DFLR= (AUP-AL OW )/POO. A 2P
RI =PHO4 A PAO
DO 17 I?,.Co A '>I
TI =TABT 1(1) A ?II
IF (TI.LT.3.) GO TO 18 A PIP
CALL ROT (RTI9CTI.DRTID)CTID2RTID2CT1,TI) A P1l
CALL ITP2 (RI9ALOWAUJPDFLP.FOFR.FI,1*F.4OO,ICO0FI A P14
IF (ICOrF) 1P.16012 A PIM
12p GO TO (13.114,1.c), ICOOF A P Iic
11 PRINT 154 A P1-7
GO TO)I A P
14 PRINT 155.i TCODE A PIC)
GO TO)I A P P
19 PRINT 156t TCODERI~nFLP A P
-0 TO 1 A
16 TARRI(I)=RI A P?'
TAR! (I )=1 .+RI*BTI+P-R**2*rTI A ?P4
TARP! (I)=TI*(R/W4)*PI*TAR7TI(I) A PP-
TARHI(!)=(R*T!/w4)*(HWPT+RI*cBTI..T*DTI+cP**P/P.*(Po*CT!T!'*n. A ?P6







I7 CONT I NtJE A P
is CALL SIMP (TA8HTTAPtAI.NlIJ.NU,TA8ANS) A Pq4
PRINT 157 A P-1c
DO 19 !=1.NL, A Pl
P9INT 150, TARPI(I),TAR3TCI ),TARRI(I ).TAR7I (I),TAPHI(I I.TARA (I ),T A P-47
I ARAN- (I) AP3
To CKIT NUEA ?"In
MS=1 .4 A P4r'
rFLS=. P A P61
CALL ITRI(SDL.FF51,1.0,(OF A P4P
IF CICODE) 20923920 A Pa,'
20 GO TO (PI212.P9PP, ICOOF A Pall
?1 POINT 194 A PA
GO TO I A PAf'
48
APPENDIX A
22 PRINT 1559 ICODE A ?a7
GO TO 1 A P40
23 Al=SORT(40Io8391TI) A o40





PRINT 159 A 24
rO P& I=IqPO P m
USII ( I )=USMAX-FLOAT(I- 1)nL1 )A 2P
CALL SC (RH2A (I)7U21 (I)Ho21 (I)qH2l I HOI SI ( 1 PI ISAV) A
PRINT 160. P21(1). PH21(I),H21(I ) 9U2 I( ) o I  I) A ? p
24 CONTINUE A P
CALL SOLUT (TABANSoTABDTI9 UPID21oNU ?O9URoD) A P26
P2=P A 241
U2=tUP A 24
U I= (PP-P )/( RHlt,) A PA
MSI =USI /AI A 2r4
H2=HI + o 5*U(S P 1 * -. _o* (tIS 1 !- ) * A P
GO TO (25q26). ISAV A P4o
2= CALL FAQCH (o2qRHO?2H2,P~?QToPAP 72GAM P7P)'Ip A 2Pr
GO TO 27 A 24
26 CALL SAVE (PPPRHO29HP*oS2' TP.A2oZPoAMPol) A ?
ZS2=Z2 A ?7m
27 MP=UP/A2 A 271
RF2=0oO A 27?
CALL VISC (T2qP29VI2) A ?7?
IF (VI52oFOoloO) GO TO 28 A 274
RPFo=HP*UP/VTc I A P'7
28 CONTIN UE A 27t
IF (LBoNEo2) GO TO 31 A 277
IF (NORIVo;OoO) GO TO 29 a 27n
PRINT 161 a 27n
GO TO 30 A 2?q
29 PRINT 162 A F1
30 PRINT 163 A 29C
PRINT 164 A ?97
PRINT 1650 P4oRHO49 T4.H4.,4PZ4,A4UW4 8 294
31 PRINT 147 A 2a=
PRINT 166 A ?A6
PRINT 147 A 297
PRINT 167 A 28P






PRINT 169 A 20,
PRINT 170 A 20A
PRINT 171o RAPoRARHORAToPAH*RAAoMSdURI A 20-
C A 2PO
C SHOCK TUBE TEST TIME-REFeRENCE MIRFLS(PHYS OF FLUIDSuSFOT 19631 A 299
C A 3r4
PRINT 172 A *1m
PRINT 173 A l02
IF (MS1OGFo4oANn.MS1,LLcA14o) rO TO A ''
IF (MSloGTol4o) GO TO 13 A 304
PRINT 174 A 0-
GO TSn 55A 0
C A 307
C XLMAX IS MAXIMUM SEPARATION DISTANrE-SHOCK TO INTPFArF A 0An
C XL IS SEPARATION DISTANCr-SHOCK TO INTFPFACF A I0M
C A 310
C LAMINAR CASE A 31I
49
APPENDIX A
GO TO 34 A 114
33 XLMA)(P1*nIA**?*( .R7P3-7.48PE-3*MSI1 A 71c:
34 BFTA1=YIS*RHO1/(2.*YLMAY*PHO?) A -1r,
BFTA'=2 .*PHO'3/PHOI A 117
AxuP=.*999999999) A I
AXL()itf - 0000 1 A 319
DFlLTAX=(AxUP-A)(LOlW)/I00. A IPA~
E 1=. 1 -6 A IPI
A X=. *9 A IPP
CALL ITP2 (AXAXLOWA~t)P.OFLTAXFFAXF1.PI,20nICOop1 ) A 7?3
IF (ICODE) 7935*7 A IP4
CA Ip
C PXL IS RATIO OF XL TO YLPAAY A IPO
r A IP'
3q PXL=AX**P A IPA
XL=PYL*XLMAX A IPC?
C A Ilm
C TAUT IS InEAL TEST T!MF A II1
r A -1-
TAUI =RHOI *X I / (PHO?*I '2) A qq34
C A 314
C 9X leS SOPT OF UIS*TAli/YLMAY A III=
C A 1 't 0
RyXtp= * 999ooqQ A 117
9XLOw * 00001 A 339R
DlLTRY=(BXLP-8XLOW)/1O0. A 339
8 Y =. C;A q4'm
CALL !TP2 (ReXOA*XDDLBorFXF Iqn) COF A 341
IF tICODF) 7-.36o7 A 14P
36 TAU=9X**P*XLMAX/USI A 343
Ut =XL/TAU A q44
C A 149c
C TUPRULFNT CA SF A 140;
C A 347
IF (MS1.GF.4..AN0*MSI.LT.I0., GO TO 37 A 34A
IF ("S1.GF.10.1 rO TO 18 A lac)
POINT 174 A q1ln
GO TO 9;9 A 1=
GO TO 39 A 3c~l
3p~ XLAT(l*2)()A*.P)(.16-nO7*' A I3;4
39 DELA)CT=O)FLTAY A l3~9
AXT= .9 A -%or
BFTA I=X I *RHO / (P.*XLMAXT*PH02) A 39 7
CALL ITR2 (AXTALO,AXJODFAXTFOFAXT,P,1.?O(,ICOl) A 399p
IF (ICOOF) -7,40,*7 A IM0
C A lorm
C PYLT 15 PATIO OF XLT TO LTMAYT(TJPRtJLFNT CASF) A 361
40 PXLT=AXT**9 A lor,
XLT=PXLT*XLMAYT A '364
FXTtuP= .999Q49999 A IA -
BXTLOW=.00001 A 1609
DFLAXT= (BXTUP-RXTLOW)IIrln* A 1067
RXT= .9 A 3I.P
CALL I TP2 (RXT, HXTLOII. BXTIJP ,DELBXTFOFRYT ,FI P I . OO .I (.nlF) A .1 r,
IF (ICODE) 7941*7 A 7
41 TAU =B)XT**9*XLMAX<T/t, I A 171
UIT=YLT/TAOT A -37
PPINT 179. XLMAX.XLR)L.TAti.olJ XLMAYTX(LTOYL.TAVT.I,TT.AIT A 1-7-
IF (ISTFT.NF.O) GO TO 59; A 174
r A -%7?




IF (RXLoGEoOo9) GO TO 42 A 
178
PRINT 176 A q
GO TO 50 A n
42 PRINT 177 
A 181




C FUD IS RATIO OF XS TO XL A
MNM=O A 1P7
FUD=o2 A nRa
XSLM(1 )=FUO*RXL A lpo
DO 49 I=Ioc A oma
BNON(I)=RHO2*(USI-t2)*(lo-SORT(XSLM(I))) A 0Q1
43 CNON=H2+o5~(USI-U2)**2 A 19?
DNON=P2+RHO2*(USI-U2)**2 A ~!'
R2X(I)=lo01*RH02 a q04
44 U2Y(I)=USI-RNON(I)/R2X(I) A 'q7
GO TO (45o47)o IN!U A -
45 H2X(I)=CNON-o,*(USI-U2X(T))**2 A 97
Z(4)=ALOGIO(H2X(I)/287o024r) A 19
IMFT(1)=IMFT(2)= 0  
A 00
CALL SLOW (S2ReZo4o2oIToNVoNERR9YX) A 4es
R2YN=(10.o*Z(2))*o29148A9 A 4^1
IF (ABS(Io-R2X(I)/RXN)oLFooO01) GO TO 46 A 4MP
R2X(I)=RXN A A1
GO TO 44 A 4f4
46 Z(2)=ALOGIO(R2X(I)/Io?914889) A 4 m
CALL SLOW (S2oZo2oI lToNVoNERoYIX) A 4m6
T2X(I)=Z(t) A 4M7
CALL SLOW (SRoZo2. 0 3ITNVqNERRoY9Y) A 4m
PPX(I)=(io*Z(3))*1o01I?41A+I A 4n0
CALL SLOW (S2RoZ.26oITNVoNERRoYoX) A 41
n
A2y(I)=Z(6)*331 4193 A 411
GO TO 48 A 41P
C A 41
C INU=I BASED ON ENERGY EOo AND INU=2 RA~O ON MOMFNTUM FOo A 414
C A 41
47 P2X(I)=DNON-RX(I)4(USI
- U 2 X (I))* A2 41)
CALL SAVF (P2X(l).P2XN H2X(T)ASRoTPX(I).APY(I .Z2X GAMPI) a 417
IF (ABS(Io-R?X(I)/R2XN)oLFooO01) -O TO 48 A 41P
R2X(I)=R2XN A 410
GO TO 44 A 4PM
48 RX(I)=9?X()/PHOP A 4P1
RXH(I)=HpX( I /H al




PRINT 180o XSLM(I)oRXP(I)g RXR(I).~T(I) .RY(I ) RYAt).Dt(I) A 4-7
IF (MNMoFOol) GO TO 52 A 4PR
FUI=FUD+o2 A 4Po
XSLM(I+1)=FUD*RXL A 4%n
49 CONTINUF A 4'
C A 4-1
C SHOCK TUBF FLOW NONUNIFORMTTIFS-T1tRtJULFNT rA~F a 41~
C A 414
5n IF (RXLToGEoo9) GO TO 51 A 41
PRINT 181 A 4 q
GO TO 54 A 417
51 PRINT 182 A 4a9
PRINT 178 A 419
PRINT 179 A 44m
FUDt=o2 A 441
XSLM(1 )=FUD*RYLT A a44
00 3 1=1o5 A 441
51
APPENDIX A
RNONCI)=RHOP*(JSI-U;)*(I.-(yLM( I) )*+.8) A 444
MNM=1 A 44q
GO TO 43 A 4AA
52 FJUD=FUD+*P A 447
XSLMI+1 )=FID*RXLT A 44P
53 CONTINUE A 44o0
C 
A 4m)
C STANDING OR RFFLFCTFr SHOCK AT SECOND OIAPHPAGM A 4;1
C A 4P
54 IF (LD.EO.I.AND.ISTFT.FO.n) GO TO 1 A 451
55 GO TO (57.56,60,57), LD A 4=4
C A 4=m
C STANnING SHOCK PHASF A anA
C A 457
56 CALL SNS (RHOA.UA.PAHAARTAAA.7A,r-AMA,7STARA.MA.,RPH 




GO TO 58 A A
C CONDITIONS IN REGION A FOR NO STANAING SHOCK A 404
C 
A 4o
5 PA=P: A A ,










-; MA /AA A 4a
IFO=I A 470
CALL VISC (TA9PAVISA) A 40n
IF (VISA.FO.I.n) CO TO 5q A 401
RPA=PHOA*(A/VTIA 
A 4?P
09 CONTINUE A 40R
IF (LD.FO.I) 0O TO 6o A 404










PRINT 168. PA.PHOA.TA*HA,.AR.7AGAMA,AA,IA,MA,.;A A 400
IF (ISTET.N.O0) GO To 66 A 401
A 402





PRINT 184 A 40
PRINT 185 A 4P7
PRINT 212, PT?,RT2TTIHT2,oAR 7TP.GT2.ATPOT?.ANP A 4QR
A 400
C REFLPCTED SHOCK PHASF A c n
A 
";n1
60 RHOR=IO1*PHO? A cA?
NMNN=1
61 UR=(Jp/(RHOR/RHO2-1.* A =^4
PR=PP+RHO?*( U+UR)**2)-RHOR*UR**? A 50n
~HR=HP+*5+(fU+UR) 2)- 2 A 506
GO TO (62,63). ISAV A 507
52
APPENDIX A
6? CALL SFARCH (PP oNF!.HR9 ~AQPR TRoAAPg 97OPo GAMRO7 I A c
GO TO 64 A f)
63 CALL SAVE (PRNFwHRoSAQQ.TRAPo.7R GAMRo3) A RIn
ZSp=R A 11
64 IF (ABS(Io-RNEW/RHOR)oLFoon0) GO TO 6R A RII.
PHOR=RNEW A 1
GO TO 61 A 14
65 RHOR=RNE, A
MR=PEAR=UP=OoO A A
PRINT 147 A ;
PRPNT 1AR6 a MI
PRINT 147 A :1j
PRINT 167 A ?'n















66 IF (ISTEToEOoO) GO TO 1 A R3R
A =-'6
r FXPANSTON T)URF PHAr~ A Ri7
C A -;-P
C LF=1 DFNOTFR Ukt I, RAITC IN tUT A co
C LF=? DENOTES PS IS PASIC INDUT A c;4
c A 941
C A c;4P
C FROZEN FLOW- FXPANSTON TU RF R4A
A c44
PRINT 147 A 94R
PRINT 187 A -4
PRINT 146 A 547
PRTNT 8AA A =a
PRINT 189 A mA4
IF(LFoFOol ) PR=OoO
IF(LFoEOo?) Uj=O o
PRINT 1909 U5 0 P)5XAS.OEL5,ISAV.IFXPoIRFPqNVLFIACoJAr 
A C;r
67 ALPHA=ZA-1o A R1t
GAMACT=(7o+?o*ALPHA)/(9o+ALPHA) A pR?
AACT=SORT(GAMACT7ARtUTA/WAI) A R
HA T=AACT**P/f(AMACT-Io )  A =a
HFRO=HA-HACT A RcR
IF (HFROoGToOo) GO TO 68 A ==6
PRTNT 101 A ~7
p-c 0 = rA o
GO TO 74 A R=Q
68 GO TO (69971)o LF A =
69 USF=U5 a mrI
ASF=AACT+( (GAMACT-I o)/2o )*(A-UF I A =
IF (ASFoGToOo) GO TO 70 A ;
PRINT 192 A r4
PRF=Oo I A
GO TO 74 A =A
70 pSF=PA*((ASF/AACT)**(2o*GAMACT/(GAMACT-1 ))) A 7
GO TO 72 A -68
71 pA=P A =





T5F=TA* (A9F/,AACT*? A M-?
PHnFP5F*W/ (PU*ZA*T9F) A M,74
.9Pr=SAP A M-7
H9F'=HACT* (T5F/TA) A M7A
7SMP=ZSAA=77
Z5F=7 A A ct7
GAM5F=GAMACT A c:-
PE'5F=O*O A 'Mvn
CALL VISC (T9FP5PvVISMF, A MAI
IF (VISSF*EO*I*O1 GO TO 71 A =A,
PE95PHOMF*U9F/VIS5F A MAI
71 CONOT INtJ A MA4
T19F=XAS*((I.O/(U9-AF)-(.O/U9F)I A MRM
PRINT 193 A MR
PRINT 167 A 0-
PRINT 1689 0F,PH9o.T9FH 
-S9RF.75FCAM ,F.A9F.,ImFMc*.P=Fr A =pp
C A MAO
C SHOCK CROSSING - FR07EN PYPANSION - =OILIRRPTM PnrT CHnCW A M-q
C 
A moH9FSC=H5F.+HFPO A Ml?;
CALL SNS (SFUSF P ,HS.SFTSFA5.7S, F7F.M A =0'
I 9PHO :.U9FP9F.H9FCC.HT,'T9P.PT ;.ST RF,TF.AT ,o7T ,(.T ,.7 ,?m A '0
2F) ~A Mat
PATF.F=P5SSFH09F A ;oj6
PRINT 203 A ROQ7
PRINT 194 A MQP
PRINT 209 A Moo
PRINT 206s P5SF.9P95F.T95F..HSSF..SRSRFZSSF. S F,A SFF.crk,SF.PATFr A 6mvmlE A 6rl,
PRINT 207 A or^
PRINT 194 A 6m-l
PRINT 208 A AM
OTZoF.=1.8798F.-4*SORT(PTC:;/NP*(HTI:.HI, A rn
PRINT 212. PT9F9RT.TT' ;,HT9FZTPGT.AT.,OT7nFPRNP.TIc: A f; 0
PRINT 203 A 6M7
PRINT 199 A oreP





T9SF.F=P9SFF'*W (P9FPF*PU*7A) A r, I
H9SFF.=H5F*T;SPF/.T9F A 611
Z9;F.F=ZA A or,1A
G~cP= AMArT A A I
A9SF.F=A9F.*SOT rT'SF-F/T9F A 6 16I
U 91F P H R F(J,F0 MF r A or1-7
Mc=MF.F, A~l~ A AI n
'SRCALOG=AL(P9/P=F,AMACT*AL (PZ.CPOHO F, )/f(AmArT-11!-~ A Al 01
PA TFF=RSSFF/RHOSF A 0;)
PRINT 206, ASSF. 5FF,~F~. S~7~F ~ ASF. AP I
I mR5rF * ATFFA 
p
PRINT 207 A 0; P'
PRINT 195 A o6?A
PRINT 20F A Apc
H T M F = H 9 F+ . C; YMF* A A6
TTF.Fr=TSF*HTg9~rHqSFF A 6P7
PTMF= P T-,PF*U (TT9F--*7A *Ql I A 6PO
Z~qrP=7AA 0;'x
GTMF'P=(AMACT 0 A1
A T MFP =A 9S FP* SO PT ( T T 9F F / T 9 C;rA 6'2p
QTZOF=3.878E4*rcPTTcFF/ANP,*CHT9FFHi,,) 
A 613








74 IF (LFoEOo2) GO TO 93 A f1o
C A qan
C LP=1 CASF A OaI
C A ;A?
IF (IEOoFOoPoANDoIFXPoFool) GO TO R7 A A%4
OFLLt=U-UA A mAa
GO TO (79.82). IFYP ,A 6A~
70 HM=I oIOE+4 A a46A
76 DFLH=(HUP-HMIN)/(tFLAT(JAr)-o ) A 647
PRINT 196 A 64A
IMFT(1)=IMET(P)=0 A 649
LCOp= I A h6
no 80 J=1oJAC A 6~1
Z(4)=(HUP-FtLOAT(J-I )*DFLH)/8R7o.P40 A 6mp
7(4)=ALOGrl(7(4)) A oAs
CALL.SLOW (SAPoZo4,6.IToNVNFPPoYxY) A 604
GO TO (79.77). LCOOr A A
77 L=J A fA
00 7R K=L.JAC A A?7
TAPH(K)=HUP- LOAT(K-I )*n-LH A 6 A
TARA(K)=Io5766/SOPT(TABHP(K)) A 6c
78 CONTINUE A 6AM
PRINT 197 A 6A1
GO Tn R1 A AAP
79 TAPHP(J)=(IOo**Z(4))*?870 0?44 A 6A?
TAPA(J)=1o/(Z(6)*lo314?oP' P A 6a
An CONI NUKF A 6A
AI CALL STMP (TAPHR9 TAPRAJAoJACoTARANq) A 6oA
IF (LFoFOo2) GO TO 90 6 6A7
GO ~o 86 A 66
82 IF (PSFoGFoOol) GO TO 83 A 66A
PF=o0oI A 67m
8? DFLPG=ALOGIO(PA/PA)/(CLOAT(-IAC)-I n) A 671
A4 PrG(1)=ALOG10(PA) A A7
PRINT 198 A 6rA
PK(I )=PA A 6'4
TAPHP(I)=HA A 67=
TARA(I)=1/AA A 76A
TAP(1 )=PA A A-7
no00 J=2. AC A r7t
P(G(J)=PG(J-I )-OrLP A 67o
P5K(J)=1o00*+PG(J) A 6PM




89 CONTINUE A OrA
CALL SIMP (TAHRoTABAoAC.ITAC9 TA8ANA) A 6R6
86 IF (LFoEOoI) GO TO A7 A A0R
U=UtA+TAPANq (I AC) A AR6
GO TO 103 A 689
A7 CALL FTLUP (OFLUoH9o2oNONoTA8ANSoTABHR) A 690
TM I A 691
GO TO (89.88) IFXO A 692
88 CALL FTLUP (DELt UoPo?.NONoTARANSoTARP) A 603
GO TO 100 A 604
89 IF (H9.GFooF+4) -O TO 90 A 60s
PRINT 199 A 606
GO TO 120 A 607




CALL SLOW (XXoZo4IolIToNVoNERRoYVX) A 702
GO TO (91.92)9 LCODEF A 7ml
55
APPENDIX A
91 CALL SLOW (XX.7,4.2,ITTNVNFRRY,) A 704
CALL SLOW (XX,7,4.3,IT,*NV.NPRYX) A 7m5
CALL SLOW (XXZ,4,9.IT,NVNFRR.Y.x) A 7^6
CALL SLOW (XX.Z.4,6.ITNVN'FRRP.YY) A 7h7






AR=7(6)*33 1 .4 1o0 A -1-
775=7(7) A 714
GO TO 103 A 71
9P PRINT 200 A 716
PRINT 201 A 717
P9=1a1325E+R*(Hc/2.99657P+9 * P(21.n-SA A 71A




GAM =I .4 A 7?P
GO TO ln A 7 d
C LF=P CASE A 7?P
A 37
91 GO TO (959,4). ISAV A 7;8
94 CALL SAVF (PeR5.H, CAR,TR.A5.77,GAM;,1) A 7P0
IF (IEXP.FO.I) GO TO 98 A 1
DOLPG=ALOGIO(PA/P)/(FLOAT(TAC)-I.) A v'1
GO TO 84 a 71p
95 Z(3)=ALOGIO(P9/1.013P46F+m) A 711
IMFT(1)=IMET(2)=O A 714
LCO == A 71q
CALL SLOW (SARZ,3.1,ITNVNFRPV.,X) A 71
GO TO (96,97), LCODF A 717
96 CALL SLOW (SARPZ.3,?.ITN\,.NERRY.Y) A 718
CALL SLOW (SAR,Z,3,4.ITNVNERP,*YX) A 73
CALL SLOW (SAPRZ3.95,1TNVNERPPY.) A 740
CALL SLOW (SAP.Z,3q,6,ITNV.NERP!,YX) A 741






ZZ =7(7) A 74P
GO TO 98 A 740
97 PRINT 200 A 7m~
PRTNT 201 A 71I






98 HMIN=HE A 7 ?
GO TO 76 A 7o
90 U.;=I.'A+TARANS(JAC) A 74
GO TO 103 A 761
100 GO TO (101,102), ISAV A 7,f
101 CALL SEARCH (P5R99,H9,SAP.T5.A5.ZZ ,GAM,7T=,ISP) A 74
GO TO 103 A 7?4
102 CALL SAVE (P4,R5,H5,SARTReA5ZZ5.GAM5,e) A 7rg
ZST5=ZZ5 A 746
103 M5=1gC/A A 7
PES-,=O. 0A 7AR
CALL VISC (T5SP5,vIS9) A 74o
56
APPENDIX A










PRINT 1689 P9PR59T5qHSSARo75GAM9A99Ai9o5 M.RF 
A 77A






PRINT -'3 A 7AM
PRINT 204 
A 791
PRINT 20O A 7R1
PRINT 206, P95S 9 RHOSo 0 T55 HSS
p
R7" 9 GAMFS 























IF (IMODoFOoP) GO To 10, 
A 70P










U9=U9-PoO *OFLJ A 70R
GO TO 103 
A 700









107 H20=104o E9Q*TI+ +0 SO**2 0 1'-n(i 0-ltJS) A P^
CALL SAVE (pAPoHO20H2020 90,T2pAPZ.72nGAM2n.') A RnA
SP) O=(PP0+RHoPO7( - fl)-?lon4860o)/T1
USONEW=U5/(!o-(oOO34A4*oO)/(TI*WHOP) )  A 8An
IF (ARS(o-USONFW/UEO)oLFoo 0 0 1
0 ) GO TO 10A A A0n
USO=USNE'w A R1l




MS I J=USO/A 1 A RI-


















C ACCLERATION TEST TIME- MIPFL- THPORY (LAMINAP) A RP?
C AP
XA(I)=ol~*AC A a
IF (MS10oGEo4oo.ANDoMS1noLFo14o) GO TO 109 A Pp
=
IF (MS10.GTl4o) GO TO 110 A API
PRINT 219 A 0P7
Go 'n 11A A oOp
109 XXMAX=PItO*On IA**2 (P.6.oA-p *MS10+Rop9- MSJ**P) A R





Z ( ) A 11
C 
A A2?









BETA2=2.*RHO20/RHOIO A A 
AXUP=. 99999 A AiA
AXLOW=.* 00001 A A~q
nFLTAX= (AXUP-AXLOwI/100. a A8n
AFl=1 F-F A A4
AX= A 84A
CALL ITR2 (AXAXLOWAXUP*DFLTAXqFAX,.FI,,2OTronF) A A4'
IF (ICODF) 113.112*113 A 844
112 RXL=AX**2 A 4
XL= XL*XYMAX A pAo





CALL ITR (RXPXLOWAXP.DLTAXF.XF1 F1,2o,yro Tn qp
IF (ICOOF) 112? 116,11' A R8z
113 GO TO (114,1!llM,1 A. TICOnF  R=4
114 PRTNT !54 A m8a
GO TO 118 A ARA
11 PRINT 1c;, ICOOF A aP7
GO TO 118 A e;a




PRINT 216. XAS.XA(I IXXMAXXYIRXLTAtl IUDATIPA.TAIsy A 86
XA(I+1 )=YXA(T+. 1*XA! A a4
117 CONTINUE A AA
118 IF (ISTET.FO.2) GO TO 122 A pIA
119 IF (LF.FO.2) GO TO 121 A P67
NN=NN+I A 86R
IF (IRFPFOQ.I.OP.NVFL.=O.NN) GO TO 120 A Aqo
IF (NN.GT.10) GO TO 120 A 870
' =t%+US I A -71
DELI=l=U9-UA A 87?
IFO=P A 81
GO TO 67 A a74
120 IF (LD.NF4) GO TO 1 A A87
IF(!RFP.FO.1I) rO TO PRV
U'=tIJ-(FLOAT(NVEL)-I .)*UIT 87a
250 NN=O A 87
IMFT(I)=IMET(21=0 A A7a
LCOF= 1 A A70
IF (NMN*EO.1) GO TO 46 8ARM
IF (NMNEO.2) GO TO 60 A A 1
GO TO I A AP
121 IF (LO.NE.4) GO TO 1 A A8P
I FO=2 A 4
ImPT(1)=IMPT(P)=0 A RP=
LCOnF=1 A pp,
IF (NMN.FO.I) GO TO 46 A PP8
IF (NMNoEO*2) GO TO 60 A AAA
GO TO 1 A AA
C A A9n
C EXPANSION TUNNFL - EOIIILIRRIUM EXPANSION A 891
C A PoP
122 PRINT 147 A A89
PRINT 217 A A04
PRINT 146 A 805
PRINT p18 A poo
PRINT 219 A 407
IF(LG.FO I) P6=0.0
IFT(Lr-.FO.2) U6=0,n




C FPOZFN FLOW- FXPANqION TI)NNFL a 91%t'%
C A Pell
123 ALP-,=ZZ5-1. A 9tp
GACT95= 7o+3*A t,-P'5)/ ( o+ALP9) A RfV3
AACT';=SORT (GACT5*Z79*RU*Tq/W) 8 QM4
HACT9;=AACT9**2/(GACTc;-1o A Q
HrPOq=H5-HACTq A qfmA
IF (HFPOS0 GTo0 oO) GO TO J :4 A oe%7
PPINT ?p1 A nMQ
GO TO (130.140)o LG A qesQ
124 GO TO (12 -. 1?7)o LG A 8
1?R tf~r1 1 A Oil
CATA=(GACT9-1.0O*u(**?-,6**?+AArTq**P A C)
IF (CATA.CToO.0 1 (rO TO 126 A 91'
PRINT 2?2 A 014
GO TO 130 A C) c
126 A6F=!ZQRTtCATA) A 0 1 r
P6F=P9*(6F/AACT5)**(2.*GACT5/(GACTO;-1o0)1 8) 17
GO TO 1 PP A OIR
1'7 Ppr=D6 A 01 0
A~p=ACT;* P6F/c;)* ((r-A~c;I I/ (P *rr~c) IA O0l
U6FSOPT (tJc;**2+ (ACT~**>A**2) (r8CTR-1 n A O0l
128l M6F=i,6F/A6F A 9?P
T6P=T9* (A6F/AAC.TS )**2 A Q, -
RH06F=P6F*W/ (RU*ZZI;*T6F) A OP4
H6F=HACT943(T6F/Tq) A 9 :-
Z6r=7Z" a OPF
GAMFGACT9 A OP7
S6RF S AR A 0 -,
RF~p=o~o 8 QPQ
CALL VISC (T6qP6' oVISfF) A O-I
IF (VIS6FoFO0o1O) rO TO 1'9 A 0-31
P F 6= H0 6Ct16 F /V 1 I S6F A 0~'
129 PRINT P23 A "x
PRINT 167 A C)04
PRINT 1689 06FORHOAFQT6FoHFSAOZ4FGAM6FA6FII6FM6QPF.F, A 0O-I
H6FSC=H6F+HFPOm A OQ'6
CALL SNS tR6SFoU6SFoP6SFoH6SFoS6SR .T6' F.A SFg76SF.6F7ASF oM~SF A 91~7
1 oPHO6FoU6F P6F.H6FSCoHT6FeDT6F9RT F 9 5T6 9gTT6F9 AT4Fo7T,ForT6',7cT6 A "'R
2p) A QqO
PA TF6=R6SF/RHO6F A PAM
PRINT 224 A Q41
PRINT 194 A 04?
PRINT 2?c; A q4-
PRINT ?06v 6FA 6FHSo6RoA GS 0  ~O~FPT A 044
16 *8 0A c:
PRINT ?25 A 04 if
PRINT 194 A 94-P
PRINT 208 A P
OTF6=3,8798F-4*SORT (PT6F/RNR )*(HTFF-HW) A Q40
TI 6F=Oo 0 a ocz
PRINT 2129 PT6F.RT6F.TT6F0.HT6F0 ZT6P.GT6F 9 AT6F 9 QTF*6.ANR0 TIAF A 9-;1
PRINT 224 A 0MP
PRINT 195 A 0=1
PRINT 209 A 0=4
P6F=6*P*AT;mF*-~TII(~T+. A q0c
SA Qmo




A6Srr=A6F*S0RT (T6SFPF/T6P) A Qrl
U6 SFF= H06F * U6F /P6 SFF A 0,2
M6SFr=U6SFF/A6SFF A P0r"
6 SPFF =(A LOG(P6 SFP /P6F) -G A CT*A L Or,(P6S FP /PH6F n (A C T C- I )+ ZcP r A 4
PATFP6=P65F7/HO6F A Orc




PRINT ?25 A 904
PRINT 195 A 0oo








OTFF6=3.879AF-4*SO T(PT6FP/NR)*(HT6 FF-H A 07A
PRINT ?12, PT6FFRT6PF.TT6FF HT6FF7T6FFrT6TFF ATFFOOTF,PNN,TTI A 070
IF A man
GO TO (130,140), LG A o9l
C A Op9
C LG=I DENOTES U6 IS INDUT A cAq
C A 0P4
130 H6=H4+ (UR**2-L)6**?) A qR
IF (H6.GF*2.F+4) t-O TO 1I1 A 9Ph
PRINT 226 A 097
GO TO I A Opp
I 1 Z(4)=ALOGIO(H6/287.O 45) A O0o
IMFT(1)=IMET(?)=0 A 000
LCO0r=I A 001
CALL SLOW (SAR.7.4,3.1T.NV.N=RRY.x) A 00o
GO TO (132.13<), LCOOF A qm'
132 P6=(lO.O**Z(3))*lOl32?E+9 A 004
GO TO (133.134). ISAV A 900
133 CALL SLOW (SAR.Z.4.I.IT.NVNFPRYX) A 906
CALL SLOW (SAR,7Z4.2.1ITNV.NERRY,X) A 907
CALL SLOW (SAR.Z.4.,51TNv/,NEPRY,) A 998
CALL SLOW (SARPZ,4,6.TT.NV*NFRRIY.x) A o00
CALL SLOW (A.Z4.7,IT.NV.NFRReVY) Al hhn
T6=7(1) Alen l





GO TO 137 Alnn7
134 CALL SAVF (P6.R6.H6,*ART6.A6.Z76,GAM61) AlhmP
PRINT 228 Aln09
IF (LG.EO.1) CO TO 1I7 Al 1t
U6= ORT(2.*(H9-H6)+J+**P) An 11
GO TO 137 A1012






PRINT ?29 Al 0t
1j7 M6=gI1/A6 Al In0
R 6=o.0 A 1 1
CALL VISC (T6*P6,VIR6) AlnI
IF (VIS6.FO*I.0) GO TO 13 4 1A~l
RE6=P6*U6/VS16 Aln4
18 POINT 230 Al^P=
PRINT 167 AlmA
PRINT 1689 06,R6,T6.H6,SARPZ76*GAM.A6.UJ6,MAR,*6 A1^'7














PRINT P06. P6SMHO6SoTAA 
H A
6S 

















PRINT 206. PT6oRT6,TT6.HT6o7T6.GAMFT6oAT6oOT6RBNPoAA6,)FLT6 
Aln41




IF (NUMU6oEQoNNN) GO TO 139 
Al044




GO TO 123 
A 1M47
139 U6=u- (FLOAT (NUMU6)-l o )*I6 Ala4
NNN=O 
Al tn4
GO TO 119 
Allo0I
C A I1 c;1









CALL SLOW (SARZo3o9IIToNV.NERR Y) 
A19)7
GO TO (1410143). LCOF 
ABl
141 GO TO (142.134)9 ISAV 
Al 9o





CALL SLOW (ARoZ.7 ,4.ITNViNFRVX) 
AInoI
CALL SLOW (SARZ3 .ITToNVNFRRYoX) A
CALL SLOW (SAP.Z3.69lIT*NVNERRPYoX) 
Al063
















U6=SORT (2 * (H9-H6 144 2) A
GO TO 137 
A n71









149 FORMAT (/I1H FOLLOWING FOIJILIRRIUM CONDITIONS INCLUDF 
FLOw ATTN) AIoA1










Y Y Y y Y Y Y
YYY Alr
IX)




148 FORMAT (//46H FXPANSION Tt3R9 PROGRAM OF MILLRP FOP PFAL 
AIR) Al064
149 FORMAT (51H ALL PHYSICAL OUANTITIFS IN MKS UNITS- NASA fl-712) A1097
150 FORMAT (//28H SHOCK TURF PHASE OF PROGRAM) AI nP
151 FORMAT (//37H MEASURFO INPUTS FOR SHOCK TtU P PHACF 
AlPO
152 FORMAT (/105H RUN P1 TI USI 
Pp AI410
1P4 T4 XIS 0IA ITAv TN t LD) Aia1
153 FORMAT (9EI0o3.3153 
AlnOP
194 FORMAT (20H MAX COtUNT EXCFOFO )AlOM
159 FORMAT (17H DERIVATIVF = Oo ,91) 
Alo04
156 FORMAT (7H ICODF=~IH RI=.F1 2?17H OFLO=9FIPo3) A no
197 FORMAT (/69H P3 T 3  DHO1 71 1/ AlnoA
143 U3) A! 0o
158 FORMAT (7Fo1o3) Alfop
61
APPENDIX A
159 FORMAT (/46H P2 RH02 HP? Ui SI) Almoo
160 FORMAT (5E10.3) Al nn
161 FORMAT (//30H IMPFRFFCT HYDROGEN DRIVER rAr) Allml
162 FORMAT (//28H IMPERFPCT HFLIUM DRIVFR GAS) Al np
163 FORMAT (//13H 4 CONDITIONS) Al n
164 FORMAT (/75H P RHO T H S/R 7 AltIn
1 A wIt) A IIM
165 FORMAT (AFIO. ) Allr
166 FORMAT (//44H CONDITIONS RFHIND INCTOFNT CHOCK - PFGTON 2) All7
167 FORMAT (/106H P RHO T H C/P Alln
17 GAMP A U M NPF) I llo
168 FORMAT (IIElO.3) All In
169 FORMAT (//44H RATIO- P TO I CONDITIONS AND SHOCK VFLOCTTV) al411
170 FORMAT (/66H P RHO T H A M A111
IS1 U I) A1 li
171 FORMAT (7F10.3) A6114
172 FORMAT (//47H SHOCK TURJ FLOW DARAMFTFRS UITNG MIRFLS THORPY) Alli~
173 FORMAT (/107H LMAX L. L/LMAY TIM IT 611IA
ILMAXT LT LT/LMAXT TIMT UIT TIMI) A1117
174 FORMAT (/45H SHOCK TURF TFST TIME NOT CnMmtTFn 
- MS1I LT 4) AIlIA
I7 FORMAT (11F10.1) Allro
176 FORMAT (//91H SHOCK TUR.L LAMINAR PLOW NONUNITFORMITY NOT COMUIjTFD,)  A1 2177 FORMAT (//45H SHOCK TIJRF FLOW NONUiNTlFOMITTS-LAMINAR rA'F) All!l
178 FORMAT (/44H RATIOS-PARAMPTFR AT YM TO PAPAMFTFP AT XS=n) All
179 FORMAT (/65H XS/L P RHO T H A AI1
I UA) 11P4
180 FORMAT (7FI0.3) Allpm
181 FORMAT (//93H SHOCK TURF TUIRPULFNT FLOW NONUtNIFORMITY NmT COMPUITFD All I
1) All ?
182 FORMAT (//47H SHOCK TUBEF FLOW NONI)NIFORMITTS-TURPRULFNT CASF) A11?A
183 FORMAT (//5?H CONDITIONS RFHIND STANDING SHOCK AT SFCONDAPY nIAPHI A411o
184 FORMAT (//54H STAGNATION CONDITIONS AFHINn STANDING SHOrnK-RFTION T Alln
I?1) 
AI I
185 FORMAT (/AQH P RHO T H /0p 7 A1112
1 GAME A OT ON) 4ll ~
186 FORMAT (//59H CONDITIONS RFHIND RFFLFCTFn CHOCK AT SFrONnARY nIAoH Al4 4
1) All
187 FORMAT (/32H EXPANSION TURF PHAS OF PROGPAM) Al11 1188 FORMAT (//32H INPUTS FOR FXPANSION TUBF PHASF) A1117
189 FORMAT (/72H U5 PS XAS DFLU5 TIAV IFYP I A 114
IRFP NVFL TAC JAC ) All
190 FORMAT (4F10O.3615) 
A114n
191 FORMAT (40H FROZFN PNTHALPV IN RFGION A TS NFGATTVFl 41141192 FORMAT (/16H A5F IS NEGATIVF) A lln193 FORMAT (//34H 5 CONDITIONS FOR FRPO7N FxPANSION) 4 a
194 FORMAT (41H FROZFN FXPANSION--ROUILIRRIITM DOST SHOCK) Al an
195 FORMAT (37H FROZEN FXPANSION-- FROZEN POST SHOCK) A114c
196 FORMAT (/54H AFDC REAL-AIR TAPE USED FOR IUNSTPADY FXPANrION-IXYP=1 A11A
11 
A147197 FORMAT (/93H PERFFCT AIR OFLATIONS USFD FOP NUMFPICAL INTFGPATION) A1lan
198 FORMAT (/;9H AFOC CURVE FIT FXPRPSSIONS USJC POP (INSTFAnY FXPANSIO Allda
IN) 
All=n199 FORMAT (/SOH H- LT SF+4- FOUILIRIUM 5 CONDITIONS NOT CnvoMTFO) A1 qI200 FORMAT (//37H OUANTITIFS IN RFGION 5 OFF AFD TADP) All=
201 FORMAT (53H THESF OUANTITTIFS ETERMINFO FROM IDFAL AIp PFLATION() Al1 ~
20? FORMAT (//39H ; CONDITIONC FOR POU(ILIRRII)M PXPANSION) A 14
203 FORMAT (//47H STATIC CONnITIONS maHINn PRO SHOCK - P TeION CS All
204 FORMAT (46H FOUILIRRTUM FXDANSTON--FROIILTDI IM POCT SHOCK) All A205 FORMAT (/108H P RHO T H S/R All 7
lZ GAME A U M RATIOl All
206 FORMAT (110,IO.) 
oAll207 FORMAT (//4qH STAGNATION CONDITIONS RFHIND 80W SHOCK-RFnION TS) AllAn208 FORMAT (/97H P RHO T H 7 c A11I
IAMF A OT RN TIMy) AlAI?209 FORMAT (10F103) AMA
210 FORMAT (//48H ACCeLERATION AIR CONDITIONS (RFGION 20) ANn Pln) A1144
62
APPENDIX A
211 FORMAT (101H P20 RHOO2 T2n H2n 72
n  A11b
1M;0 p1 US ID M51n DATTO IAIIA
212 FORMAT (10F103) Al 17
213 FORMAT (//53H ACCELPRATTON AI.' FLOW PARAMPT=RS IISIN- m!R IS THFRPV AlAp
1)
214 FORMAT (/97H XAS yA LMA L L/LMAY Al
?17
ITIM UI UJI/U9 I)CS20/Ut TIMT) A1171
215 FORMAT (//50H ACCFLFRATION AIR LFAKY PISTON FFFFCT NOT rCmPI)T D) A11 ?
216 FORMAT (10E10o3) AIl17
217 FORMAT (/34H EXPANSION TU!NNFL PHASE OF PROGRAM) 41174
218 FORMAT (//34H INPUT- FOR ExPANSION TtUNNL DHASE) A1179
219 FORMAT (/47H U6 P6 -THROAT D-NOZ7LF TSAV) 41176
22 FORMAT (4F10o0311) A117-
221 FORMAT (/40H FROZFN FNTHALPY IN REGION 5 TI NPGATIVF) A17-p
?J2 FORMAT (/46H A6F NPGATIVP - FROZFN CONITTIONS NOT COMPITFn) Al o
7
223 FORMAT (//41H 6 CONDITIONS FOR FROZFN NOZZLF FXPANSION) AllAn
224 FORMAT (//47H STATIC CONDITIONS 9FHIND ROW SHOCK - QFGTION 6S) AllPA
225 FORMAT (//51H STAGNATION CONDITIONS RFHINn 90W SHOCK - RFPION TA) AlMP;
226 FORMAT (//44H H6 LESS THAN p2oF+4- T6 LESC THAN 20 DnG K) AllA1
227 FORMAT (/43H AEDC TAPF uS- FOR STFADY NO7ZLF FXPANSION) AIIA4
228 FORPMAT (/93H AFDC CURVF PIT FXPRESSIONS USFO FOR N077LF FXPANSION) All R
229 FORMAT (/m4H REGION 6 OUANTITIES OFF TAPE - PFePFCT PRLATIONS USF AI IA
230 FORMAT (//46H 6 CONITTIONS FOR rOUILTIRIUM NOZ7LF EXPANSION) AllmP
231 FORMAT (//4cH STATIr CONDITIONS AcHINn ROW SHOCK-PGToN 6c) AlIpo
232 FOOMAT (//49H STAGNATION CONDITIONS RFHINO ROW SHOCK--OrION TA) A110
233 FORMAT (/109H o RHO T H 7 A1191
IGAMF A OT RN A/ASTAR DFLSTA R) A41?
234 FORMAT (4A10) A110
25 FORMAT (IHI.AII/) A11o
END All9-
SURROUTINF VISC (ToPqVIS) p 1
DIMENSION TAPY(4). TARTY(13). TABNUY(52) ) 2
C 
P
C TARLF OF VISCOSITY FROM YOS(AVCO PAO-TM-63-7) R 4
DATA R
DATA TAPY/loOi3 P+03o"197+




F + A9 ?  /
DATA TABTY/IOOO00oo2000o3Onoo,4OOO
on n OOo6000o700 0 o.POnOqOO 0
e l  7
1000,o1200 o 14000o016000/ P A
DATA TABNt)Y/o418F-4o648r-4oAAo8R -4ooAP-49 l 0 F-4olo
;4F- 4 alo P6- aO
l4,2 0o1l-4 9 24E-4 9 0o6E-4063E-40lo77F-4o96 -4qo4l8F-A oA4E-4o 
P In
?857F-4oloO7F-4*olr e-4ol2-4lonF-4o24 -4P4-4o66P- P 11
RE-42o34E-49l15l3-4o44AF-4o649F=-4o A7F-4, 007F-4l0O0F-4oloIF p I
4-4,1o 7 6 E-4.2o.6 E--4.2.4E-42o67E-493e1OF-4oP2F-4Po? 4F-4.41A~F-4 P 1
qo64PF-4.86E-4 loP6F-4tloP7F-49o "5-4olo -4.?onnF-4.Po PF-4. o p 14
663E-43 .06E-4.3.10F-4266F-
4 / I
IF (ToLFoISO 0 0) GO TO 2 m 16
IF (ToGTol600n o O.oRoGTooO4F+06) n0 TO 1 q 17
CALL DISCnT (TD.TPB TY o T RNl vYoTApvl 1 20P4 V I lS) p !R
GO TO 3 I
1 VIS=loO
GO TO 3 ?1
p VIS=1o46P?-6* SRT(T)/(o+l 12o/T) p
3 RETIJPN ? IS
P 24-
SiRPntUT INF SHOCK (RN CNN a oNUN ,DyHN) C 1
RN=tRN UN C 2
CN=pN+9N*UN *2
DN=HN!+ o 5*JN*2 r
CcTI RN C
E'Nn C 6-
FJNCTION FOFAXT (AXT) D 1






FONCTION 'rOF9T (RYT) I










FUNCT ION FOFOXY (R I~
COMMON /RL<6/ PFT'I .RPTA?
FOc 9X=-RPTA 1 -At.OC (I *-RY) -RY**?/rTA7!Ry
PPTi QPN r 4
FUNCTION =flFX (RN) H I
COMMON /RLKI/ PT4oCT4.QHnr H p
Fn v=RHOr- (PT4*PNI**2+rT4*O'**IIw
PrTf OPN H 4
Fk]NCTION FOFOP (PNI,
COMMON /PLKP/ RTT.CTI.TI.rVOIS4O. PFF=.nRTT~rCTI p
A=CVPI*ALOr(TTI,
R=PT I+T I*nRT 1 4
C=CTI+TI*nCT I
I N PrT(I-
FUNCTION rOFmSr (mqNi)J I





F= (C AM4-I *)/P.4
C=S0PT(.04Rll*( T 1 *114,((,A m4*T4)) A




S(JR~rOJTINP SIMP (TARX9TAPV.NoNMAX,TAPANS) le 1
nImcZNSTON TAPY(Nm~y), T~nY(KIMAX.), T~AN(NIMAY) 
.
D I MENS ION NOP(4 l
COMMON ICOUJNT.MT2)N*APr-.rA--l)FrtLI seK 4
COMMON /BLK4/ t.F.NON .LkJ.ND I VqLR .LrOLG I<~




C TABY(THAT IS TARHPI IN OCrPFASINS npnFQ - nrLY TH11c Ncf TIT~cK




X=TAF'X(J-1 )+rDFIX l< in
CALL FTLtJP (X.Y.-2.N,TAPy.TA~v, w( 1 4
TARANS(J)=TARAN~z(jI )+StUM K
I CONT I NtE k' -7
RF=T(JRN k' lP




COMMON I COUNT. IMFT (P INO, ARAD, MFMr, nmt-(,CII.  A\f L











GO TO (?q-)o ISAVf L. Ior
2 CALL SFAPrH L 17
GO TO 4 1- in
CALL SAVF (P XPN,HYXTV.AY,7YX .') L la
Zlx=zx L
4 I F (AR!'(1oPX/PNrl-) LF- ) C Tn
P X= PNF W
GO TO 1
Iz PX=PNFi~f L ->4
MX=i iX/AX I ;
,STY=SX L.
GO TO (6*7). ISAV L
6 HT y= HY + .5*tX* * P L
7 (a =ALOG I1r (7 (4 nm








8 CALL SAVF (PTXPTX.HTY.,STyTT~,ATY.7TXGTY.I) t'-7
ZT!ZY=ZTX 
L'R
TIF (AB;( Io -HTY/ (HX+ o c*IJ**2))oLP nn 1) nn 7n n L a0
PTY= (PTX* (HX+o;*U)Y**P) )/HTY L 11 "
GO TO P L 61
* PFTi PN A
FNO
SU9POUTTNF ROfT (PTM,CTM,On',OncmOppn',r,N.TMA)
COMMON /RL<4/ I FNO)NLW,"IO~r IV\/LR ,L-,LG Nr
IF (KICPIVoFrO.I 1 -) TO I
C HPLTI(IM IJS;Fn As, rOPT%/P CAq '
AMTI =1 -. 8q?;2-At.OG (TN') N
DpM=(10onrO4O-c/TM) *A MT ** 7 o 4P 'R-* X(A KIT P)N'
I XP(AMT?) I t
GO TO? N'!
C HYnOOCN LlS, AS DPl\/PR rAo 1, -7
1 PT1M1 .6994P-3*TM**0 ?P, 0,4i
CTM=Po)- C) N
nP RM 3o ,28R6 4 T*4* T N' kA
p PFTIIRN v'2
S ORRQOU T INF- FSA PCH H0 H.I!.)P T I A 171.r A V7 7 e I NJ I
nIMFNSION G(4). NT(4), JYP'(24 ' Y (). 4(), Y(4) (). VO 7(4) K I
D!IMFNSION ISAV0EH T(2?0',) . VF A0 ( 2 , ,v( ' .AV (.) P 0 H 0 ( ,P =NI 4
r)I MENS ION SA VF H(2--, 4 \iAV(2 ., NI - l- q4 A f p-.6
r) IMF N'- ION H 1 (?7,) 9 TI1 (7-); A1 (20 71 (?1) S002) GA(21 7c.(P= N
65
APPENDIX A
nIMFN!;ION TAMT(!9,'. TARQPC1;C,, TI~ID(Im0,, TAnH(I= ) N
D I MENSION TAPA( 19-1).TA0,7( 1 =r) TAnrG( I mn T4m7se(I1rlKe
rI Oil ( I =I ki
JFLAC( I =0 N 1
I CONT INUF N1J
JUMp=O N 1
I T=R i 1
PEW I Nr I T N I -2 PFAO (IT) X9NV.((Y(I*L),I=1o'g1,L=).NlV) N 16
IF (FNDFILF IT) 2.6 Ni 17
3 C ONT INUE N 18
II8ITF (6916) KI 10
Do ' I=1.1.1p N pe0
IF (JFL4G(1).E O.Ol c.n TO 4 NI Pi
CO TO ,K 5
4 CONTINUr i'E :
RHO(! )=. N '>
TI( (1=0.I'l>=
Al (I )=0. jP
71(l 1=0. Ni P-
sop( 1)=O. l pGAm( I1)=0. P"p
CONTINUF N -11
GO TO Il K -,
rl~~~N Cn1 INP 2
D0 14 J=1.ISP Il -14IF (JFLAG(J).rO.11 rO TO 14 N )C;
NN= I COUNT (J N or,
PP=ALOGIO(P(J,,I.')I!?=P+q N 17
HH=ALOGlO(H1 (J1/P97.n0?4 ,) N - p
IF ((PP-Y(3.I))*(rO-Y(3,NV)).LT.o.) GO TO 7 N -no
SAVFH(J.I =0. N 4n
SAVFP(JI 1=0. N 41
SAVFT(J, 11=n. NI 4
SAVFA(J.1 1=0. N 4
S;AVF7(J.I 1=n. NJ 44
'A\/F (j. I I=n N A=
SAVrrG;( j.I )=0. Ni 6ASAVF7S(J. I )=0. N 47
NN=p? 
N 4P
GO TO 10 N 407 DO 8 1=1.NV N cz e
TART (II =Y (11 N. I K
TA8DRPI )=YU', I11 NJ cz;
TARP( I )Y(3,I) N :Z
TARH( I 1Y(4, 11 N qfi
TAp,( I ) =yc (11 N qc
TAPIA (I=y(6, I)
TAR7( I )=Y(7, I NIq7
TAR7s,( I)=Y(9.I I M8 CONTINUEJ 
No CZ0
CALL DISCOT (PD.PPTAAPTAPH.TARH.I13.V0.ANII) N An
CALL DISCOT (PP~cOD.TAeP.TAPP.TArR.-13qNV.0.ANS?) NJ Al
CALL DISCOT (PP.PPTAPDTATTAT..I3O.NV,n,ANr-I N or?
CALL CISCOT (PP.PP.TABDDTA9ATARA.-110,NVOIANG4) N! or1
CALL CISCOT (OP.PD,TAPP,TAR7TARZ,..1O,N\,..Ns,-l NJ 64
CALL DISCOT (O.OT~)T~.Ar.1 NO,,N6 N 'r'
CALL rISCrT (rDP.Pm.TAP. T A7T4q7l,. - '.N"f. noANC71 NJ ororS;AVFI-(J.NN1XY 
NI 017
SAV-H (J.NN I=AN-,l NI or,
SAVFP (-J.NN I=ANG-? 
NI
SA\IFT (J.NNI =ANS,3
SAX/A (J.NN1=AN ,4 Nf 71




SAVr7S CJ.NN) =ANS7 N
I~ F SAVEH (J. NN ). T.HH) 'ZO TO I I N'




GO TO 10 N
0 SAVFPCJgl)=qA~JrPCJgP)





SAVES(JQ1 ,=SAVrS(J.?, Nv P4
SAVFGCJQ )=SAVFGCJqP) Nj Q=
SAVEZS(Jql1,SAVEZ'S(J921 NI R or,




1 ) NI o
1,AVF 7 (J %P I-A \/F 7 (J .- I) KI 01






I1P I COUNT (J) NN 
kI nc
GO TO 14 
N1 r)or
1t IF (NNcF0o4) GO TO 1? N 07
NN=NN+l 
anN
COUNT CJ) =NN no0
GO TO 14NI1'
12 JrLAr(CJ)=lI ~
00r Il M =I, oI 4
GCMi=SAVFH(J9 M 1N 
0
YI Cm)SAVPPCJM1 I )
Y2(M)=SAVrT(J.M)NI1
VI (M) =;AvrA (J. M) N 0c,
Y4 (M )=SAVFZCJ.N') N^-?
Y9 CM )=SAVE.S (J.M) NIF'*'
Y6Cm)=3AVIrCJqM) no 0~
Y7(M)=SAVFZS(J 9 m) 
1 I1,
Iq CrONT INJ NI 1II1
CALL INTRP (4.GoYlHH.P) N lip
CALL INTPP (4C7.Y,?qHHqT) NI 11
CALL INTPP C49G 9 Y1,NHA)N 
1
CALL INTPP (4.r.Y4oHHqZ) N 1
CALL INTPP (4orgqY gHH.CP1 NII1
CALL INTPP (4,CV6.HH*GAmi) I1-
CALL INTPP C49GoY7oHHZ
3 11) NI 1
RHc(J)=CI0o**P)*1 o291489 N 110
TI CJ)=TN
Al CJ)=A*31I 0 41P4IA1~
ZICj)=7 NI 1
SOP CJI =SPI N? 1q
CAN CJ I=nAmI NI 
pa
71CJ 1=7S1 NI 11=
JUmP~Jt fmp+ I N1I 1:,or
IF CJUmPPFOo ISP) (nO TO I mNI P-
14 CONTTIMU Jr I I p
GO TO? PNI I pa
I C5 CONTINUE NJ 1 
-10











SUBIPOUTINF SLOW CXV,7 9 I1qJlITNl1V.KIF0P9YQX)0 1
C TAPE IS WPITTFN WITH LINF' OF f'nNcTANJT Y
67
APPENDIX A
C 7(11) ANn XX APr TNnrPFN-KNT VAQTAPLP q
C Z(Jl IS THF D~PCNENNT VTDIAL 4
C AK= +1. IF XX INCFASES MONOTONICAILY AN TAnc
C AK= -1. IF XX DECREAqFS MONOTONIrALLY ON TAE P P
C IT= TAPE UNIT ) 7
C NV= NO. OF VAPIARLES ON TAPP FOP FACH xy ,(NOT rGDATFD THAN 0) 0 P
C NO. OF POINTS POR PACH XX NOT GPEATFP THAN I~n n
C BFGIN EXFCUT ION I^
DI FNSION X(4). Y(4.Q,1i n), 7(0), 11(1). V1(4). w(4), K1t(4) n 11
COMMON ICOtJNT I MFT(2) , ND AqP, MF .SAR ,LCOrF rFLt n 12
PFAL MF.MF 0 1'
ICOUINT=ICOUNT+I 0 14
IF (IMFT(1)) 3.1.1 1
R1 ACKCPACF IT A 1A
PFAD (IT) OUM 1-7
PRFwIND IT 0n 1
DO 2 K=1.3 0 10
READ (IT) X(K).J,((Y(K*I.L) I=INV)*L=I J) p 2p










C FXCFPT FOP FIRST TIM THPOrtlH
IF ((XX-X(MI))*(XX-X(M2))) 25.29,4 0 -2





IF (RlP2) 9.3m 4 16P
C 
010
C NFGATIVE DIRECTION e 4P
S IF (GO) 6.3r.7 n al





IF (IM) 8,8,9 n 478 IM=4 4
9 M1=TM+1 n 40
RACKqPACF IT
PACKGPACF IT P I
IF (MI-4) I1l1ql 1 P n2
12 M1=1
11 MP=M1+ 1
IF (M2-4) 13n13 1 q
13 RFAD (IT) X(IM).J,((Y(IMITL),I=INV),L=I.
J )  n Z7
NP(IM)=J
IF ((XX-X(MI))*(XX-X(M2))) 25,2me14 n -
14 IF (X(MI)-X(M?)) 7,1,7 0 An
C FPPOP, VAPT PLF OFF CpONT FDPr) OF TA ,
19 CONTIN1IF
NFP= e
GO TO 36 n A6
C P F4
C POSITIVE DIPPCTION 0 or
16 IF (GO) 17,9.18 0 A7
68
APPENDIX A
17 REAr (IT) rIUM o, A
READ (IT) OUM ' 6
RFAD (IT) DUM
GO TO 20
S IM= n M+-P
IT IM=1 0 -p




22 MP=MI-I 0 7P
IF (M2) 23023,24 0 79
23 M2=4 A r
24 READ (IT) X(IM) Jo((Y(TM.ToL),I=1
I
. '
V ) L = 1QJ )  0 Al
NP(IM)=J
IF ((XX-X(MI))5(XX--(M2))) 2 q52Iolp s A1
0 P4
C TAPP SPARCH COMPLPTF 0o0 CROSS FIOUR POINT 0 R
?P DO 34 K=1.4 n pA
NDK=NP(K -1 P 7
DO 26 I=1NPK 0 RP
IF ((Y(Ko I .I )-Z( I ) ) (Y(f l l 1 4-1 1 -7(11 1
) )  27 27 26 t0
26 CONTINUE 0 on
NER)=1 O 01
GO TO 36 0 oP
27 IF (I-1) 29,28029 0 01
28 J=0 oa
GO TO 32
20 IF (I-NMDK) I qI )* a F
i0 J=NP<- 
o n




32 DO 33 L=1.4 0 In
MX=L+J M 11
S(L) =Y (K * 1I. MX) n 10?
3 V(L)=Y(KJlI.X) 
n 10










IF (IMFT(?)) m0,7 0 10
37 IMFT(2)=1 0 
I1





39 FORMAT (///39H NO SOLtUTION ON TAD FOR THF 'ONOMTTION,// ,*Y6H /P= 0 117
IF1PoA,6o17X,9H FVAL1UATF/6X2pH7(?I1?H)=F16oPPYo-R 7(°11T )///) 0 10
END 
110-
SUP OUTINF SAV- (PRHOHDT,AMq7,GAMP,,<() I
C 
2
C SAVF ORTAINS THPRMODYNAMIC PROP PTIS r ' PRAL AIR a
C IS RASFO ON CURVE FIT FXPRFSr.ONS OF AFnr-TnDR-6--11P 0
C EXPRESSIONS OF AEDC-TOR-63-13 APDLICAPL cPP T=9R Tn 
l="-n m C
C




C INMPUTS ARE PRF-S-jPF(N/cO MFTER) AND- 1
C (1) ENTROPYoS/R (K<=) 0 1-
C (21 rFNSITYo KG/CrItJC MPTcR (<=P D la




C ALSO, INPUTS DENSITY AND ENTHALPY ARF IjNLUnPr (K=4) P 17
C la
C i n
C MODIFIED 9/7/71 FOR INPUTS P ANn T (K=c) P0 P
C 0
DIMENSION TARSP.(6). TARP(6), TABH(6) a p
DIMENSION TARPM(13~. TARHM(13). TA!SpVIl?). PM(121 a pm












GO TO 6 
o 14
1 TAm P( II)=Sp P R
TAPHR(II)=HA P 4







CALL FTLUP (T.SR2.I17.TARTPTARSPP) P 49
CALL FTLUD (TH.P,17.TAPTqTAPHP) D 44
CALL FTLUO (T.Z.2.17.TARTQ.TAPZP) o 4-
CALL FTLUP (TPHO*2.17,TAPTP.TAPQQ) D 4
MM, n 4-
GO Tn R An
3 IF (K.NE.4) CO TO 4 o 4n
CON~= 03











S COTTNUE 0 At
CALL FTLUP (H.D.?.I'.TAmHM.TAPPM) D 42
CALL FTLUP (HScPs2.13.TAPHM.TAB PM) 0 Al
MM= p 44D
6 PLOG =ALOIO(P/1.013?r+=) 0
A=PLOG*PLOG n 46
C=A*PLOG o '7
IF (KGO.I) GO TO A 0 AR
IF (K*EO.4.ANn.MM.FO.3) GO TO 8 0 ,9
SRPUP=1 4P. r
SPLOW= 14. 71
sp=('-PUP- cpt.rOlql )/2+14. n p
7 DFLRQ= (SPUP-qPOL- )/* P ?.
IF (NN.FO.O) GO TO RA 74
SR=P PUD-DFL' P 7c




XI =-39.l442+83.05RASgQLOG-3R.2842q42LOG OLLO o 70
X I =- O.*(PLOG-XI) an
IF (X151-40.) 10,9,9 0 mi
70
APPENDIX A
Q T I ==r) 0
GO TO 13 1
10 P (Y I1 +4r) 11 1'.12 P 04
GO TO 13 1
12 T I = Io/(I,-e-PXP (Y11;1)) 0~
1-3 1 r (K.Q. 3. ANr)MM. NP. 2) rO TO IQ pt A
I F (KoF0o2oAND*MmoFO.?) r eO TO 3Q PC)0
IF (KoF~o.4.ANnoMMoFn.3) rO TO) 61 on0
I F (KoPQo4oANDoMM.o.r2) r-O TO n0 19
IFr (KrQ,9.ANflmm.-o,) GO TO '30 00
IF WoPFQ ANnommoFO.
3 ) G0 TO n1 0 q
C COMPUTINrG PHO A, A FtINCTION P- AN0 C 0 /n 0oc
C M 0$A
14 XPI ?=-16o5527+ -7.44*S;PLOG-1Oo8036*P q




, -*0 P 00
XR4R=489.6P0-41,8,-*$ PLOG,+1062 *R 0 100
XRI21 =-IO.* (PLOG-XPIP 21 10
XP?I3= Io.* (PLOG-)CP?7) 0 1mp
XP14I=-Io,*(PLOG-XP!4) 0. 10'
XP491 =-I0,*(PLOG-XP4 -) 0 10e4
IF 1XP121-4O.) l1;,10,10 D 1mc
I - IF (YPI1+.40l 1,1-7,17 0 4
16 TPI?=1.O 10
GO TO 1 9 0 10
17 TPI?=1,/(1.+ 9XPYP?1)) 0100
GO TO 19 0110)
IR TPIP=O.O Ill
1Q IF (XR231-40.1 20.21.23 li11
2 0 IF 1XP231+40,1) 21.22.22 1 11'
21 TP?1=1.0 C3 114
GO TO ?4 0jI1
P? TP;-= I o/ (1o+ XP (XP231) Y 0 1 1 "
GO TO 24 0 11-7
P3 TPP7=OO 0 liP
P4 IF (XP341-40o. 2q.?0,2A m 110
2 IF U'C0
341+40o1 26,P7,7 05 I ,n
26 TR141,o 0 171
GO TO P9 n 17p
P7 TP'14=l./(1,4-FYP()<P14l)) 0 1 )
GO TO P0 1 o 1
2A TP74=OO 0 m
p9 IF (XR491-40o) 3C.31.:13 0 16
i0 I F (YP4':1l+40 .1 1?3P2 1P7
31 TP4'-=.O 0 t'p
GO TO 34 0 17
32 TP4== o/ ( I.+FY0 (Y04 11 01-2n
GZO TO 14 0 -2
'1 TR4 -O.O 0 117
34 1 q-21
I79681;*PL0G*SPLOG+7.I 79974*R 0 114
P 11740
20G-4 19* 0881*n 1
PHL=2o79loP62PO-6,47rP*P~~~)43rQAoPP 0 lOP
1 7*PLOG*SLr+4677*,OO17O3344*C,1ASOlOO*A* ,PLOG,oO
4 41 7 *P 05 1-
?*9DLOG-Ql o 131 S8i *n 0 140n
RHCL4=2O6o2144-RP7O7*PLOG2Oo46 ,*S0LOG+,37P4IO1*A+OPPP416 0 141
1*LGSLG11.l"1Ron~744Co~ 47** LnPC(Pl4 0 ~p
2R*PLrOG-31 .2-17R74*0 0 141
PH~.;-9o-~;+2PP7*LG41614qLGoQ641*-o3> M 144
I4477*PLOG*SPLOn-l06o467Ij*R 0 14M
RHCAL=PHCLI+(PHCL2-PHCL1 ,*TP124+(PHC7L3-PHCL7)*TP23+CPHr1-4-0HG7L')*TP 0 1404
134+ (PHCL9-PHCL4 )*TP4c P 14-7






'IF (K.;EO.) GO TO 39 0
IF (K.OO.3) CO TO 61 0 1R4
IF (K.CO.?.ANn.MM.FO.I) GO TO ;9 5 Ieg
IF (K.FO.4.AND.MM.C0.1) GO TO 9 0 16
IF (K.FO.5.ANO.MMeO.1) GO TO 9 a I My
a t
C CONVERGENCF TFST FOP K=2 o 1'9
IF (APS(I.-RHO/PHOA).LF..nl) GO Tn 39 II
NN=NN+I 0 16
IF (RHO.GT.PHOA) GO TO '7 0 1 1
3 P S LOi=SR 0 1'4
Sr P=SP+FLSR 0 106
IF (rFLR.GT.I.) ,O TO 7 0 A
TASR(I )=SPLOW 0 167
TARSRPF(6 )=PlP m Io0
IF (KW.FO.P.ORP.K.0.4) GO TO 36 m jr0
IF (K.FO.5) GO TO 36 0 170
N=2 0 !71
GO TO 52 o 172
36 N=-2 0 P17
GO TO 97 0 174
37 SRpIP=SR 0 1~=
SPLOlw=SR-DFtSP 0 176
IF (OFLSP.GT.1.) GO TO 7 a 1-?
T tPD(I )=RPIrP 0
TAPSR(6)=SPLOW 17)
IF (K*FO.?.OR.K.FO.4 GO TO 38 p l1n
IF (K.FO.9) GO TO 3P 0 121
N=-2 a 1Ap
GO TO ?2 p 1'
38 N=? P 194
GO TO 97 0 1 R
C V IRA
C COMPUTING FNTHALDY As A FUNCTION OF P ANn 5S/ p 1R7
C 0 19I3. I (RPLOG-1.6) 40,00.41 0 1~ o40 H oCAL=126938 9 1nLO- 79L7 1
1 7 4 *DLOG*SLOG+48.19278*R+. OO4Oo4113P?*+.0n011473*A*!spLLr+l.P 0 101
229*PLOG*8-13.065267*n 0 10?
GO TO DI 0 1o
41 IF (SRLOG-1.76) 4?.4?.48 1o04
42 HRPP=-156.37194+6.6 O9222AoLOG+26o.D0974toIOG-.A 7179oAns -7.,<70 a Ioc
I
7 14 *PLOG*SRLOG-12.1 9a86 *R+.OOO nM 17Co,+om,?.7oemA*4PLOG+ 3.1lo a o1022755*PLOG*B+28.940026*D 0 107
HR21=- 8 4 .nOS52P+P.7A131R*MoLOG+1n7.o61oP*LOG- 
.0n14,on 4 *p~,=, A 0 ton
1194*PLOG*SPLOG-3.I6419*R o I 0
XH=-61.2053+114.IO3*04LOG-47.9932*R 0 ~?n
XHI=-IO.*(PLOG-XHI a 2P1
IF (XH1-40.) 43.46*46 
, p
43 IF (XHI+40.) 444,49.4q9 ?0
44 TH=I. 
M 204




GO TO 47 0 207
46 TH=n.O p 209
47 HRCAL=H?1I+(H 2-HR?21)*TH 0 ?0o
GO TO 51 o 21
4R IF (SRLOG-I.92) 49,40.a0 n p21
49 HPCAL=39.160671+.:366PP AoLOG+ 6. 009 mRSRLOG 
-. O226 A-61 * n47m a 2pI
IO5*pLOG*PLoG-P7.641oe7*o+nOOo5Ap9PAS9prr*+Op2oo4
6 AWoL~D r+ 4
+
7 1 P 21'2606**PLOG+4.712261*n 
a 214




HPCAL=HPIc9+(CHRCAL-HPI -)*TI - 0 PP
HA C lO,**H~rAL*P.7,'~P 0
I F C F0,1,oopolccno?) GO TO 610 ~'
IF (I<F0,c~ rO To Arl p p>
IF (KoF~o3.tNfloMMoF~oI) 1,n TO c 0 p .0
IF IKoF0.4) GO) TO 4 D 5)
C CONVEPGFNCF TP5T FOP <=3 P?2
C0
IF (ABSCCIH/HA)oLFoo0O1) nO TO 14 5:-2
NN=NN+l p I
IF (HAonToHI rO TO ~70 P-2-
GO TO 19 0 '
C INT-PPOLATTON -nP nrLSO LrlSS THANd I 0
9P TAPH(I)=HA rpn
R3 OFL' =(TAPSP(6)-TA8SPQ(I)1/9;o 0D pq'
DO =4 1=2.9 0 n
TAPS,( I )=TARPSPC I-I,+rLqP 0 24
94 CONT INUE 0 4P
IF (KoF~o2oO~oKoEOo4) GO TO 9P M, P4 -
IF (KoFOoSI) GO TO 98B D 2:44
DO 96 to pd6
MM=l n PA 0;
SR=TARBP( ) n Pa47
GO TO P 0 !4p
.;,m TAPH(I)=HA 0 Pao
';6 CONTINUE D P~n
CALL FTLUP) (HvSP.N,f6,TAPH.TAP~cSP) 0D~
MM=p 0 2
GO TO 8 0 P~q
-7 TARP(l)=PHOA p ~
GO TO 93 72
58 Do 60 1=296 m-
MM= Im'
SP=TA4P( ) r3 1;1%
GOn TO A 0) p=0
9 TAPP(I)=PHOA m P a
6n CONTINUF r) P O,
CALL FTLUP (PHO .SP.Nq.oTA9PTA9SP) p 26?
MM=2 0 p o,
GO TO 8 r)P c 2A
C rOMPUTING 7PAor
C n PA7




' ,94 -4lo7q*cPLOG 0 20
X7? 4=69o79_17o5*SPLOCG 0 7
X74==6P.9P-lP>n?,PLOCG 0 2'
X7 1PI=100*(PLnG-Y7I1?) P -7,
XZ?31= 100* PLOG-X7?3) 0 27-
X7?14I=-1Oo*(PLOG--X7'l4) 0 274











IF (xZ121-40o) 6?.69.69 MPa
6P IF (XZ12I+4no) 61,64,64 D o6q TZIP=lo M ~
GO TO 66 93
64 T71P=I./(lo+F7YP(XlPI)) 0
GO TO 66 0Po
69 TZIP=0.0 0 Po1
66 IF (XZ231-40o) 67070.7n C) PQ
67 IF (x7Z'31+40o) 6R.Ac.60 M
6P T7PI=1.
GO TO1 71 Pc
GO TO 71 
2770 TZPI=O.0 O
71 IF (XZ341-40o. 7P*79,79 Pq72 IF CXZ341+40o) 773.74,74 of)
73 TZ34=1. 
P Im1
GO TO 76 In74 TZ34=I./(1.+FXP(Y734I)) 
1n1~
GO TO 76 
-%0%4
7 , TZ!4=O.O 
P 1-z
76 IF (YZ451-40o) 77.P80.80 0;






3 4 +c 4 o P 3131
I 0-7c4L4 )*TZ4 , 0 .114
7CAL=1 .+(7CAL-I.* *TI - 0 jc
Z=Zr:AL 15 16r
C 0 1 -?
c COMPUTING T(Drn K) C5 1I
C C3-li)
IF (K.FOo2oOP.K.F0.4) GO TO A? 0 IPM




IF CK.F~o.) GO TO I P 1P4
(7 rOMPUTING ACM/SrC) I-
91 IF (T-210no) 84984.87 03'
84. IF (T-190o.) R6.86.8 
-
815 IF (PLOG+1., 87*87,8. 
01186 CONI=SORT(T/?71.1qi q 1?
AOAO=-.O793808+CONI*cI 
.12644-.0c~?696*roN1I jq031
Am=31 IAIo31 1 *AOAO 0 '%,1
GO TO 1 08 0 Alm
9731
XA34=1703o7-6?oP7*OLe,+137.)-*R.?.l 45'?#O. 0 1
XA??=10 4 3.37-1820.34*SPLO+176.16*...2I.o44-*o' 010
XA341=-I0o*(PLOG-.XA74) E0142
XA2 -IO.* (PLOG-XA?P) qd




A21=-1814.9I 17+86.09A078*PL0G43319.0 qO*SPL (-1o7 #lfq4A-1O7oq' PA
1*PLOG*SPLoG-~2O23.2O1*R+oOI6?P76
7
9*C+I ol 313l4*A*L41, 2o=9 ,7*rj 0 14R
2OG*9+41I3o41 941*D 0 74n
I *PLOG*SRLOG+907o70PQ*P 0
IF eXAP?1-40.1 80R 0 1
88 TA?P=00  P1
GO TO 92 01
89 IF (XA?21+4Oo1 9nO0O.91l
90 TAPP=1.0
GO TO 92
91 TAPP=I0 /(l 0 +FXP(X'2P1)) P
9? A2=A;)1+(A?2-A?1 )*TA22~1~
2LOCG*R+53, 1 2007*D 0 ll
IPLOG*SRLOn+4486.o11 I *R 0 qAA
IF (YA121-40.) 94.01.0'1 o -46
93 TAIP=0.0 n Aor
GO TO 97 n f -
94 IF CX4121+40o ) 9590Q;o96 P r
99 TA12=IoO p 140
GO TO P7C5%7
97 IF (X(A231-40o) 99.PB498 0'27P
98 TA23!=Oo0 17'
GO TO 102 -*o
99 IF (xA231+40.0 1 I00IO@Ilt 03
100 TA?I0 "or
r-O TO 102 ---
101 TA21=10 /(I.+FXP(XA?
1 1)) 7
102 IF (A341-40.) 104.1039101 ,7
103 TA74=O.0 1P
GO TO 107 0 -IRl
104 IF (XA141+40o) 12,1~ 10 P 'P
109 TA34=10 pOp
GO TO 107 '4
10r6 TA734=10 /C1 0 +FYP(XA34I)) 1P
107 A00A+( AP A20(AA:,*A +A-q)TA3
AM='2 1,31 19*A04 010
C rOMPUTINn rAMF' 0 po
108 GAME=WO*AM**?/(PUNIV*7*T) "I~
IF (KoFOo?) GO TO 109 "p10
IF (IWoO.0P.K. 0.4) GO TO 110 0 19
IF (KoE~o9) GO TO 11n0 P ,o
H=HA 0 oc
GO TO 110 5 -%06
109 H=HA p 107-
11I PlrT(UN M n
C 05 q00
FNn 4^PP-.
SuRPoUTINF INTPP (N9XY 9 X!NTqYINT) I
DIMENSION X(Nh, Y(N) p
VINT=O. 0 1
DO n 1=19N 0 4
S!,MN= I c0
SLUmrO I or,
no ? J=IeN 0 7
IF (J-I) bopqI r) q
I SUMN=S(JMN*(XINT-XCJ)) Q








COMMON /BLK4/ t.FNON.LUqNDrIPVLrI.rLn. P
COMMON /BLK9/ SRP,TTI I .47! .nI.KiP. P 0
R?T=1O.*RIl I 0
IF CLB.FO.I) GO TO P c
CALL SHOCK CA.Crfl.PIT.U,D.H) 0
IF CL9.FO.2) nO TO ' 1
GO TO (2.:1). ISAV 0 1
2 CALL SEARCH CP,~?HqRTIA.IGCC)P IP
GO TO 4 0 P
3 CALL SAVE (PI.RNFW,41HI.SR;.TII.AI,71.G.,") 0 14
4 IF (ABSCI.-NW/2).LF..OO!, I r TO n 0 1P2! =RNFW P 16
GO TO 1 0 179 LJS=qORTC(CP I-P) /C(PI I C.pI ))) 1
U I =tI,* ( I. -P I /P? I ) P
H I=H. 9* U*?(15.U I)**P) 0
GO TO (6.7). IcA~f P P
6 CALL SPARCH P ,
GO TO R
7 CALL SAVF P4.N''H.QT~.I7.I~
8 FCAC.PFWRI.E.o GO TO 0
PP I=RNEW
rO TO 9 0 ~
9 RETuRPN P ~
END
SURPOUTINF SOLUT C1.3,~p,.* ~~
DIMENSION U7(?O). 01(P201. lip(10.. p21) ''
C
C USP ND POINTS FOR FIRST INTFRS~rTTnN
C 
c
IF (P2Hl).GT.PP(?)) NRP=-NR 1
IF CP3(l).GT.P3C2-), MP=-M4P C
P' I=P3l(1 I I 1
P32=0' CM) I
P21=P2CI I 1 4
PP?=02 (N) C1
U?P=t2 (N) 1 7




C C =FUN C D(P21 1uq ,A A )
OOD=F(NCD(P3I U13I RR) 2
tJR= (CC-DD))/CPA-AA 1 
'4
PP=CC+OR*AA C -:z
CALL FTLUP (PR,UCI ),NR.N.0?,U?)
CALL 17TLUP CPP.uC?.RMPjl1)C2





P2I =P2P m "
P21=P22 1
U31 =U32 S "
U3?=U(2) '4
U21=U22 q I





LoEoTo PROGRAM FOR EQUILIBrRIU RFAL AIP 9
SINP RUN=441 1=3447o5qUS I=2869 CU=9;50n I RP=1 oDFLU= 37nS
$ INP RUN=86 PI=6895,USI=430q~ )s=7500. IRFP=1 or)PLIJq= ;nO
Sample data printouts for representative tests in the Langley 6-inch expansion tube
with unheated and arc-heated helium driver gases are presented on the following pages.
In most instances, the headings for various flow regions correspond to those in the sec-
tion entitled "Symbols." Exceptions are UI, which denotes either the test-air-driver-
gas interface velocity or acceleration-air-test-air interface velocity, RATIO, which
denotes the ratio of density immediately behind an incident or standing shock to free-
stream density, and labels ending in T (under heading "Shock Tube Flow Parameters
Using Mirels Theory") which denote turbulent flow quantities. The sample printouts are
as follows:
Unheated Helium Driver Gas
06/19/74
L.E.T. PROGRAM FOR EQUILIBRIU REAL AIR
EXPANSION TUBE PROGRAM OF MILLER FOR REAL AIR
ALL PHYSICAL QUANTITIES IN MKS UNITS- NASA SP-7012
SHOCK TUBE PHASE OF PROGRAM
4EASURED INPUTS FOR SHOCK TUBE PHASE
RUN P1 TI US1 P2 P4 T4 XIS DIA ISAV INU LD
6.410E02 3.447E+03 3.000E+02 2.865E+03 0. 0. 0. 4.650F+00 1.524E-01 2 2 4
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
CONDITIONS BEHIND INCIDENT SHOCK - REGION 2
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
p RHO T H S/R Z GAME A U M NRE
2.895E+05 3.08TE-01 3.175E+03 4.336E+06 3.302E+01 1.029E+00 1.151E+00 1.039E*03 2.493E+03 2.400E+00 8.604F+06b
AATIO- 2 TO I CONDITIONS AND SHOCK VELOCITY
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P RHO T H A MS1 Usi
8.396E+01 7.710E+00 1.058E+O 1.443E+01 2.992E+00 8.252E+00 2.865E+03
SHOCK TUBE FLOW PARAMETERS USING MIRELS THEORY
LMAX L L/LMAX TIM Ul LMAXT LT LT/LMAXT TIMT. UIT TIMI
7.324E+01 5.675E-01 T.748E-03 2.245E-04 2.527E+03 1.030E+00 4.235E-01 4.111E-01 1.580E-04 2.681E+03 2.49 E-04
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
EXPANSION TUBE PHASE OF PROGRAM
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
INPUTS FOR EXPANSION TUBE PHASE
U5 P5 XAS DELU5 ISAV IEXP IREP NVEL IAC JAC
5.500E+03 0. 1.698E+01 3.300E+02 2 1 1 8 50 50
5 CONDITIONS FOR FROZEN EXPANSION
P RHO T H S/R I GAME A U M NRE
1.481E+03 7.307E-03 6.850E+02 6.979F+05 3.302F+01 1.029E+00 1.409E+00 5.345E+02 5.500E+03 1.029E+1O 1.221E+06
STATIC CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK - REGION 5S
FROZEN EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
P RHO T H S/R Z GAME A U M DATI3
2.027E+05 8.157E-02 6.398E+03 1.681E+07 4.243E+01 1.353E+00 1.144E+00 1.686E+03 4.924E+02 2.921E-01 1.116E+01
STAGNATION CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK-REGION TS
FROZEN EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
P RHO T H Z GAME A QT RN TIMI
2.128E+05 8.510E-02 6.427E+03 L.693E+07 1.356E+00 1.144E+00 1.691E+03 1.867E+07 2.540E-02 3.323E-04
STATIC CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK - REGION 5S
FROZEN EXPANSION-- FROZEN POST SHOCK
P RHO T H S/R Z GAME A U M QrTIr
1.832E+05 4.111E-02 1.509E+04 1.535E+07 3.885E+01 1.029E+00 1.409E+00 2.506E+03 9.775E+02 3.900E-01 5.626E00
STAGNATION CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK-REGION TS
FROZEN EXPANSION-- FROZEN POST SHOCK
P RHO T H Z GAME A QT R4 TIMI
2.036E+05 4.431-02 1.555E+04 1.582E+07 1.029E+00 1.409E+00 2.545E+03 1.705E+07 2.540E-02 3.323E-04
AEOC REAL-AIR TAPE USED FOR UNSTEADY EXPANSION-IEXP=1
5 CONDITIONS FOR EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION
P R-O T H S/P Z GAME A U M E
4.457E+03 1.060E-02 1.464E+03 1.596E+06 3.302E+01 1.000E+00 1.306E+00 7.410E+02 5.500E+03 7.423E+00 1.122E+06
STATIC CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK - REGION 5S
EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
P R40 T H S/R Z GAME A U M RATIO
2.964E805 1..186E-01 6.484E+03 1.660E+07 4.180E+01 1.342E+00 1.147E+00 1.693E+03 4.910E+02 2.900E-01 1.120E+01
STAGNATION CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK-REGION TS
EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
P RHO T H Z 1 GAMF A QT P TIMI
3.110E+05 1.237E-01 6.514E+03 1.672E+07 1.345E+00 1.147E+00 1.698E+03 2.229E+07 2.540E-02 4.807E-04
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX




5 CONDITIONS FOR EQUILI3RIUM EXPANSION
P RHO T H SIR Z GAME A U M %RE
4.45TE+03 1.060E-02 L.464E*03 1.596F+06 3.302F+01 0OOOE+00 1.306E+00 7.41OE+02 4.840E+03 6.532E+00 9.87OE05
STATIC CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK - REGION 5S
EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
P RHO T H S/R Z GAME A U M RATI3
2.282E+05 1.074E-01 5.855E+03 1.319E+07 4.019E+O1 1.264E~00 1.163EOO 1.572E+03 4.775E+02 3.038E-01 1.013E*01
STAGNATION CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK-REGION T5
EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
P RHO T H Z GAME A QT RN TIMI
2.407E+05 1.124E-01 5.890E03 1.331E+67 1.266E+00 1.L62EOO0 1.578E+03 1.553E+07 2.540E-02 6.342E-04
NCCELERATION AIR CONDITIONS (REGION 20) AND P10
P20 RHOZO T20 H20 Z20 M20 PIO USLO MS10 RATIO
4.457E+03 L.986E-03 5.493E+03 1.767EO07 1.423E+00 3.477E+00 1.178E+01 5.908E+03 1.702E+01 1.452E+01
ACCELERATION AIR FLOW PARAMETERS USING MIRELS THEORY
XAS XA L4AX L LLMAX TIM U UIIU5 US20/UI TIMI
L.698E+01 1.698E+00 2.038E-01 6.847E-02 3.359E-01 1.193E-05 5.738E+03 1.043E+00 1.030E+00 2.127E-05
1.698E+01 3.396E+00 2.03BE-01 1.OB0E-01 5.299E-01 1.863E-05 5.798E+03 1.054E+00 L.019E+00 4.253E-05
1.698E+01 5.094E+00 2.038E-01 1.34'E-01 6.599E-01 2.306E-05 5.832E+03 1.060E+00 1.013E+00 6.380E-05
1.698E+o0 6.792E+00 2.038E-01 1.531E-01 7.509E-01 2.615E-05 5.854E+03 1.064E+00 L.009E+00 8.507E-05
1.698E+01 8.490E+00 2.038E-01 1.664E-01 8.163E-01 2.835E-05 5.869Eo03 1.067E+00 L.007E+00 1.063E-04
1.698E01 1.019E-01 2.038E-01 1.761E-01 8.638E-01 2.995E-05 5.88OE03 1.069E+00 1.005E+00 1.276E-04
1.698E+01 I.189E+OL 2.038E-0I 1.832E-01 8.987E-01 3.112E-05 5.887E+03 1.070E+00 1.004E+00 1.489E-04
L.698E+01 1.358E+01 2.03BE-01 1.BB4E-01 9.245E-01 3.198E-05 5.892E03 1.071E+00 1.003E+00 1.701E-04
1.698E+01 1.528E+01 2.038E-01 1.923E-01 9.436E-01 3.262E-05 5.896E+03 1.072E+00 1.OO2E+00 1.914E-04
L.698E+01 1.698E+01 2.038E-01 1.q52E-01 9.578E-01 3.310E-05 5.899E+03 1.073E+00 I.001E+OO 2.127E-04
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
:ONDITIONS BEHIND STANDING SHOCK AT SECONDARY DIAPH
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
P RHO T H S/R Z GAME A U M NRE
1.751E+06 L.294E+00 4.307E03 7.267E+06 3.380E+01 1.094E+00 1.201E+00 1.275E+03 5.946E+02 4.665E-01 6.781E06
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
EXPANSION TUBE PHASE OF PROGRAM
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
INPUTS FOR EXPANSION TUBE PHASE
US P5 XAS DELU5 ISAV IEXP IREP NVEL IAC JAC
5.500E+03 0. 1.698E+01 3.300E+02 2 1 1 8 50 50
5 CONDITIONS FOR FROZEN EXPANSION
P RHO T H S/R Z GAME A U N NRE
1.400E+02 1.T62E-03 2.529E+02 2.643E+05 3.380+01 1.094E+00 1.430E+00 3.370E+02 5.500E+03 1.632E+01 6.015E+05
STATIC CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK - REGION 5S
FROZEN EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
P RHO T H S/R I GAME A U 1 RATI3
4.868E+04 1.972E-02 6.122E+03 L.803E+07 4.512E01 1.405E+00 1.131E+00 1.67LE+03 4.913E+02 2.941E-01 1.119E+01
STAGNATION CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK-REGION T5
FROZEN EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
p RHO T H Z GAME A QT RN TIMI
5.111E+04 2.058E-02 6.146E+03 1.815E+07 L.408E+00 1.131Eo00 1.676E03 9.826E06 2.540E-02 2.015E-04
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STATIC CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK - REGION SS
FROZEN EXPANSION-- FROZEN POST SHOCK
P RHO T H S/R I GAME A U M RATI34.385E#04 9.794E-03 1.426E+04 L.490E+07 4.147E+01 1.094E+00 1.430E+00 2.530E+03 9.896E+02 3.911E-01 5.558E00D
STAGNATION CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK-REGION T5
FROZEN EXPANSION-- FROZEN POST SHOCK
P RHO T H Z GAME A QT RN TIMI
4.883E+04 1.056E-02 1.472E+04 1.539E+07 1.094E+00 1.430E+00 2.571E+03 8.117E+06 2.540E-02 2.015E-04
4EDC REAL-AIR TAPE USED FOR UNSTEADY EXPANSION-IEXP=I
5 CONDITIONS FOR EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION
P RHO T H S/R Z GAME A U M NRE
6.052E+03 1.126E-02 1.870E+03 2.111E+06 3.380E+01 1.000E+00 1.278E+00 8.284E+02 5.500E+03 6.639E+00 1.002E+06
STATIC CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK - REGION 5S
EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
P RHO T H S/R Z GAME A U M RATID
3.156E+05 1.236E-01 6.571E+03 1.711E+07 4.200E+01 1.354E+00 1.147E+00 1.7IIE+03 5.009E+02 2.927E-01 1.097E*01
STAGNATION CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK-REGION T5
EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
P RHO T H Z GAME A QT RN TIMI
3.315E+05 1.289E-01 6.602E+03 1.725E+07 1.357E00 1.147E+00 1.717E+03 2.375E+07 2.540E-02 5.475E-04
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
FOLLOWING EQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS INCLUDE FLOW ATTN
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
5 CONDITIONS FOR EQIIILIBRIUM EXPANSION
P RHO T H S/R Z GAME A U M NRE
6.052E+03 1.126E-02 1.870E+03 2.111E+06 3.380E.01 1.000E+00 1.278E+00 8.284E+02 4.840E+03 5.842E+00 8.817E*05
STATIC CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK - REGION 5S
EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
P RHO T H S/R I GAME A U M RATIO
2.431E+05 1.113E-01 5.969E+03 1.370E+07 4.041E+01 1.275E+00 1.160E+00 1.592E+03 4.897E+02 3.077E-01 9.882E+00
STAGNATION CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK-REGION T5
EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
P . RHO T H Z GAME A QT RN TIMI
2.568E+05 1.166E-01 6.005E+03 1.382E+07 1.277E+00 1.159E+00 1.598E+03 1.668E+07 2.540E-02 7.245E-04
ACCELERATION AIR CONDITIONS (REGION 20) AND PIO
P20 R4020 T20 H20 20 M20 PLO USIO MSIO RATIO
5.052E+03 2.667E-03 5.565E+03 1.769E+07 1.421E+00 3.455E+00 1.599E+01 5.912E+03 1.703E+01 1.436E+01
ACCELERATION AIR FLOW PARAMETERS USING MIRELS THEORY
XAS XA LMAX L L/LMAX TIM UI UI/US US20/UI TIMI1.698E+01 1.698E+00 2.765E-01 7.471E-02 2.702E-01 1.307E-05 5.717E+03 1.039E+00 1.034E+00 2.149E-05
1.698E+01 3.396E+00 2.765E-01 1.221E-01 4.414E-01 2.113E-05 5.776E+03 1.050E+00 L.024E+00 4.298E-05
1.698E+01 5.094E+00 2.765E-01 1.562E-01 5.649E-01 2.688E-05 5.812E+03 1.057E+00 1.017E+00 6.448E-05
1.698E+01 6.792E+00 2.765E-01 1.819E-01 6.577E-01 3.116E-05 5.836E+03 1.061E+00 1.013E+00 8.597E-05
1.698E+01 8.490E+00 2.765E-01 2.016E-01 7.289E-01 3.444E-05 5.853E+03 1.064E+00 1.010E+00 1.075E-04
1.698E+01 1.019E+01 2.765E-01 2.169E-01 7.843E-01 3.697E-05 5.866E+03 1.067E+00 1.008E+00 1.290E-041.698E+01 1.189E+0L 2.765E-01 2.289E-01 8.278E-01 3.896E-05 5.876E+03 1.068E+00 1.006E+00 1.504E-04
1.698E+01 1.358F+01 2.765E-01 2.384E-01 8.622E-01 4.052E-05 5.883E+03 1.070E+00 1.005E+00 1.719E-04
1.698E+01 1.528E+01 2.765E-01 2.460E-01 8.895E-01 4.176E-05 5.889E+03 1.071E+00 1.004E+00 1.934E-04




CONDITIONS BEHIND REFLECTED SHOCK AT SECONDARY DIAPH
KXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
P RHO T H S/R Z 
GAME A U M NRE
2.654E406 L.639E+00 4.984E+03 8.887E+06 3.451E+01 .L32E+00 
1.225E#00 1.408E+03 0. 0. 0.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
EXPANSION TUBE PHASE OF PROGRAM
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
INPUTS FOR EXPANSION TUBE PHASE
U5 P5 XAS DELUS ISAV IEXP 
IREP NVEL IAC JAC
5.500E+03 0. t.698E01 3.300E+02 2 1 
1 8 5.0 50
5 CONDITIONS FOR FROZEN EXPANSION
P RHO T H S/R 
Z GAME A U N 
NRE
8.689E 01 1.266E-03 2.112E02 2.242E+05 3.451E,01 
1.132E+00 1.441E400 3.145E+02 5.500E+03 1.749E+01 
5.016E+05
STATIC CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK - REGION 5S
FROZEN EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
P RO T H 
S/R Z GAME A U 
M RATI)
3.491E+04 1.394E-02 6.097E+03 1.82E+07 4.605E+01 
1.431E+00 1.127E+00 1.680E+03 4.991E*02 2.971E-01 
1.IOIE+01
STAGNATION CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK-REGION 
T5
FROZEN EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
P RHO T H 
Z GAME A OT RN 
TIMI
3.669E+04 1.457E-02 6.120E+03 1.895E+07 1.433E+00 
1.128E+0D 1.685E+03 8.694E+06 2.540E-02 1.872E-04
STATIC CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK - REGION 
5S
FROZEN EXPANSION-- FROZEN POST SHOCK
p RHO T H 
S/R Z GAME A U 
MN ATI3
3.137E+04 6.90OE-03 L.398E+04 1.484E+07 4.232E+01 
1.132E+00 1.441EO00 2.559E+03 1.009E+03 3.942E-01 5.453EO00
STAGNATION CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK-REGION 
TS
FROZEN EXPANSION-- FROZEN POST SHOCK
p RHO T H 
Z GAME A OT RN 
TINI
3.502E+04 7T.52E-03 I.446EO04 L.535EOT7 1.132E+00 1.441E+00 
2.602E+03 6.855E+06 2.540E-02 1.872E-04




5 CONDITIONS FOR EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION
p RHO T H S/R 
Z GAME A U M 
NRE
7.729E*03 1.B8E-02 2.256E+03 2.676E+06 3.451E*01 1.003E+00 
1.225E+00 8.925E+02 5.500E+03 6.163E+00 9.309E*05
STATIC CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK - REGION 
5S
EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
p RHO T H S/R Z 
GAME A U M RATI
3.338E+05 1.278E-01 6.656E+03 1.767Eo07 4.222E+01 1.367E00 
1.146E00 1.730E+03 5.111E+02 2.954E-01 1.075F+01
STAGNATION CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK-REGION 
T5
EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
P RHO T H Z 
GAME A QT RN TIMI
3.50BE+05 1.334E-01 6.688E+03 1.780E+07 1.370E+00 
1.146E+00 1.736E+03 2.523E+07 2.540E-02 5.980E-04
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 
X




5 CONDITIONS FOR EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION
P R4O T H SIR Z GAME A U M 4RE7.729E+03 1.188E-02 2.256E+03 2.676E#06 3.451E+01 1.003E+00 1.225E+00 8.925E+02 4.840E+03 5.423E+00 8.192E+05
STATIC CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK - REGION 5S
EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
P RHO T H S/R I GAME A U M RATT3
2.571E+05 1.143E-01 6.085E+03 1.426E+07 4.067E+01 1.2B8E+00 1.156E+00 1.613E+03 5.029E+02 3.118E-01 9.623Eo00
STAGNATION CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK-REGION T5
EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
P RHO T H Z GAME A QT RN TIMI2.720E+05 1.200E-01 6.121E+03 1.439E+07 1.290E+00 1.156E+00 1.619E+03 1.788E+07 2.540E-02 7.932E-04
ACCELERATION AIR CONDITIONS (REGION 201 AND PlO
P20 RHOZO T20 H20 Z20 M20 PIO USIO MSIO RATIO7.729E+03 3.375E-03 5.623E+03 1.772E+07 1.419E+00 3.437E+00 2.040E+01 5.916E+03 1.704E+O 1.424E+01
ACCELERATION AIR FLOW PARAMETERS USING MIRELS THEORY
XAS XA LMAX L LLMAX TIM UI UIIU5 US20/UI TIMI1.698E+01 1.698E+00 3.529E-01 7.945E-02 2.251E-01 1.394E-05 5.700E+03 1.036E+00 1.038E+00 2.167E-05
1.69BE+01 3.396E+00 3.529E-01 1.330E-01 3.769E-01 2.310E-05 5.758E+03 1.047E+00 1.028E+00 4.335E-051.698E+01 5.094E+00 3.529E-01 1.735E-01 4.916E-01 2.995E-05 5.794E+03 1.053E+00 1.021E+00 6.502E-05
1.698E+01 6.792E+00 3.529E-01 2.053E-01 5.817E-01 3.528E-05 5.819E+03 1.058E+00 1.017E+00 8.670E-051.698E+01 8.490E+00 3.529E-01 2.3071E-01 6.537E-01 3.952E-05 5.838E+03 1.061E+00 1.03E+00 1.084E-04
1.698E+01 1.019E+01 3.529E-01 2.513E-01 7.122E-01 4.295E-05 5.852E+03 1.064E+00 1.OIE+00 1.300E-04L.698E+01 t.1891E01 3.529E-01 2.682E-01 7.600E-01 4.574E-05 5.864E+03 1.066E+00 L.009E+00 1.517E-041.698E+01 1.358E+01 3.529E-01 2.821E-01 7.994E-01 4.804E-05 5.873E+03 1.068E+00 1.007E+00 1.734E-041.698E+01 1.528E+01 3.529E-01 2.936E-01 8.320E-01 4.993E-05 5.880E+03 1.069E+00 1.006E+00 1.951E-04
1.698E+01 1.698E+01 3.529E-01 3.032E-01 8.591E-01 5.151E-05 5.886E03 .070E+00 1.005E+OO 00 2.167E-04
Arc-Heated Helium Driver Gas
06/19/74
L.E.T. PROGRAM FOR EQUILIBRIUM REAL AIR
EXPANSION TUBE PROGRAM OF MILLER FOR REAL AIR
ALL PHYSICAL QUANTITIES IN MKS UNITS- NASA SP-7012
SHOCK TUBE PHASE OF PROGRAM
MEASURED INPUTS FOR SHOCK TUBE PHASE
RUN P1 TI USI P2 P4 T4 XIS DIA ISAV INU LOD
8.600E+01 6.895E+03 3.000E+02 4.300E+03 0. 0. 0. 4.650E+00 1.524E-01 2 2 4
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
CONDITIONS BEHIND INCIDENT SHOCK - REGION 2
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
P RHO T H S/R Z GAME A U M NRE1.337E+06 7.865E-01 5.114E+03 9.450E+06 3.566E+01 1.L58E+00 1.224E+00 1.442E+03 3.862E+03 2.678E+00 2.302E+07
RATIO- 2 TO I CONDITIONS AND SHOCK VELOCITY
P RHO T H A MSI US1L.939E+02 9.823E+00 1.705E+OL 3.144E+01 4.154E+00 1.238E+01 4.300E+03
SHOCK TUBE FLOW PARAMETERS USING MIRELS THEORY




EXPANSION TUBE PHASE OF PROGRAM
XXXXXXXXXXXxxxXX xXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
INPUTS FOR EXPANSION TUBE PHASE
U5 P5 XAS OELU5 ISAV IEXP IREP NVEL IAC JAC
7.500E+03 0. 1.698E+01 5.000E+02 2 1 1 8 50 50
5 CONDITIONS FOR FROZEN EXPANSION
P RHO T H SIR Z GAME A 
U N NRE
L.165E+04 2.980E-02 1.177E+03 1.262E+06 3.566E+01 1.158E+00 1.449Eo00 7.527E+02 
7.500E03 9.964E+00 4.882E+06
STATIC CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK - REGION 55
FROZEN EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
P RHO T H SIR Z GAME A 
U M RATI3
1.550E+06 3.613E-0i 8.7.OE+03 3.316E+07 4.687EO01 1.710E+00 1.185E~OO 
2.254E+03 6.191E+02 2.746E-01 1.212E01
STAGNATION CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK-REGION T5
FROZEN EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
P RHO T H Z GAME A QT 
RN TIMI
L.620E+06 3.753E-01 B.783E+U3 3.336E+07 1.713E400 1.186E+00 2.262E403 1.024E+08 2.540E-02 2.526E-04
STATIC CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK - REGION 5S
FROZEN EXPANSION-- FROZEN POST SHOCK
P RHO T H SIR I GAME 
A U N RATIO
1.36TE+D6 1.556E-01 2.644E+04 2.835E+07 4.094E~O1 1.158E.0O 1.449E+00 3.568E-03 
1.437E*03 4.027E-01 5.220Eo00
STAGNATION CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK-REGION '5
FROZEN EXPANSION-- FROZEN POST SHOCK
P R4O T H Z GAME A 
QT RN TINI
1.534E+06 1.685E-01 2.740E+04 2.939E+07 1.158E00 L.449E00 3.632E+03 
8.770E+07 2.540E-02 2.526E-04
4EDC REAL-AIR TAPE USED FOR UNSTEADY EXPANSION-IEXP=t
5 CONDITIONS FOR EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION
p R40I T H S/R Z GAME 
A U N NRE
4. 77E+04 4.314E-02 3.184E+03 4.948E+06 3.566E+O0 1.058E+00 1.157EO00 
1.058E+03 7.500E*03 7.087E+00 3.59TEo06
STATIC CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK - REGION 5S
EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
P R40 T H S/R Z GAME A 
U M RATIO
2.269E+06 5.244E-01 8.905E-03 3.288Eo07 4.611E+01 1.693E+00 1.187E+00 
2.266E*03 6.176E+02 2.726E-01 1.216E+01
STAGNATION CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK-REGION T5
EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
p RHO T H Z GAME A OT 
RN TIMI
2.37tE+06 5.444E-0L 8.948E*03 3.308E+07 1.696Eo00 .187EOO0 2.274EO03 
1.228E+O8 2.540E-02 3.719E-04
FOLLOWING EQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS INCLUDE FLOW ATTN
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
5 CONDITIONS FOR EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION
P RHO T H SIR Z GAME A 
U M RF
4.7TTE+04 4.314E-02 3.184E403 4.948E+06 3.566E401 1.058E+00 1.157E+00 
1.058E+03 6.500E+03 6.142E+00 3.L17E+06
STATIC CONOITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK - REGION 5S
EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
83
APPENDIX A
P RHO T H S/R Z GAME A i M PATIJ1.699E+06 4.748E-01 B. 107E+03 2.590E+07 4.375E+01 1.5389E00 L.167E+00 2.044E+03 5.903E+02 2.888E-01 L.IOOE OI
STAGNATION CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK-REGION T5
EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
P RHO T H I GAME A QT RN TIMI1.783E+06 4.950E-01 8.146E+03 2.608E+07 1.541E+00 1.168E+00 2.051E+03 8.379E+07 2.540E-02 5.080E-04
ACCELERATION AIR CONDITIONS (REGION 20) AND P10P20 RHO20O T20 H20 Z20 M20 PIO USiO MSIO RATIO4.177E+04 1.156E-02 7.125E+03 3.206E+07 1.768E+00 3.66BE+00 6.O00E+01 7.984E+03 2.300E01 1.658E+01
ACCELERATION AIR FLOW PARAMETERS USING MIRELS THEORY
XAS XA LMAX L L/LMAX TIM UI UI/U5 USZO/UI TIMI1.698E+01 1.69BE00 9.757E-01 8.203E-02 B.40BE-02 1.073E-05 7.644E,03 1.O9EOO0 t.045E+0 1.365E-051.698E+01 3.396E+00 9.757E-01 1.492E-01 1.529E-01 1.939E-05 7.693E+03 1.026E+00 1.038E+00 2.731E-05I.698EO01 5.094E+00 9.757E-01 2.078E-01 2.129E-01 2.689E-05 7.727E 03 1.030E+00 1.033E+00 4.096E-051.698+O1 6.792E+00 9.757E-01 2.600E-01 2.665E-01 3.353E-05 7.753E C3 1.034EOO 1.030E00 5.461E-051.698E+01 8.4690E+oo0 9.757E-01 3.072E-01 3.148E-01 3.951E-05 7.775E 03 1.037E 00 1.027E+00 6.827E-051.698E+01 1.019E+01 9.757E-01 3.50IE-01 3.588E-01 4.493E-05 7.793E 03 1.039E+00 1.025E+00 8.192E-051.698E+01 1.189E01OI 9.757E-01 3.B95E-01 3.992E-01 4.98BE-05 7.809E03 1.041E+00 1.022E+00 9.557E-051.698E+01 1.358E+01 9.757E-01 4.257E-01 4.363E-01 5.442E-05 7.822E+03 1.043E+00 1.021E00 1.092E-041.698E+01 1.528E+01 9.757E-01 4.591E-01 4.705E-01 5.860E-05 7.835E+03 1.045E+00 I.09E+00 1.2291E-041.698E+01 1.698E+01 9.757E-01 4.901E-01 5.023E-01 6.247E-05 7.846E+03 1.046E+00 1.018E+00 1.365E-04
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
CONDITIONS BEHIND STANDING SHOCK AT SECONDARY DIAPH
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
P RHO T H S/R Z GAME A U M NRE1.062E+D7 3.761E+00 7.707E+03 1.658E+07 3.709E+01 1.276E+00 1.178E+0 1.824E+03 8.073E+02 4.427E-01 0.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
EXPANSION TUBE PHASE OF PROGRAM
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
INPUTS FOR EXPANSION TUBE PHASE
U5 P5 XAS DELU5 ISAV IEXP IREP NVEL IAC JAC7.500E+03 0. 1.698E+01 5.000OE+02 2 1 1 8 50 50
5 CONDITIONS FOR FROZEN EXPANSION
P RHO T H S/R Z GAME A U M NRE7.181E+02 5.821E-03 3.368E+02 3.784E+05 3.709E+OL 1.276E+00 1.484E+00 &-278E+02 7.500E+03 1.753E+01 2.168E+06
STATIC CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK - REGION 5S
FROZEN EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
P RHO T H S/R Z GAME A U M RATI93.006E+05 6.913E-02 8.327E+03 3.623E+07 5.100E+01 1.819E+00 1.176E+00 2.261E+03 6.310E+02 2.791E-01 1.188EO01
STAGNATION CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK-REGION T5
FROZEN EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
P RHO T H Z GAME A QT RN TIMI3.I46E+05 7.185E-02 8.371E+03 3.642E+07 1.822E+00 1.176E+00 2.269E+03 4.933E+07 2.540E-02 1.370E-04
STATIC CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK - REGION 55S
FROZEN EXPANSION-- FROZEN POST SHOCK
P RHO T H S/R Z GAME A U H AaTI12.635E+05 2.949E-02 2.439E+04 2.741E+07 4.432E+01 1.276E+00 1.484E+00 3.641E+03 1.480E+03 4.066E-01 5.066E030
STAGNATION CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK-REGION T5FROZEN EXPANSION-- FROZEN POST SHOCK
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P RHO T H Z GAME A OT RN TIMI
2.972E205 3.198E-02 2.537EO04 2.850E+T07 .276E+00 1.484E+00 3.713E+03 3.743E+0T 2.540E-02 1.370E-04
AEDC REAL-AIR TAPE USED FOR UNSTEADY EXPANSION-IEXP=I
NO SOLUTION ON TAPE FOR THE CONDITIONS
SIR= 37.090681 EVALUATE
L64)= 2.54208103E+00 Z(61
PERFECT AIR RELATIONS USED FOR NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
5 CONDITIONS FOR EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION
P RHO T H S/R I GAME A U M NRE
4.730EO04 4.146E-02 3.559E+03 6.461E+06 3.709E+01 L.115E+QO 1.171E+00 1.155E003 7.500E03 6.492E+00 
3.162E+06
STATIC CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK - REGION 5S
EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
P RHO T H S/R Z GAME A U M :ATIO
2.181E-06 4.866E-01 9.044E+03 3.438E+07 4.675E+01 1.727E00 1.189E+00 2.309E+03 6.390E+02 2.768E-01 
1.174E+01
STAGNATION CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK-REGION T5
EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
P RHO T H Z GAME A OT RN TIMI
2.282E+06 5.056E-01 9.090EO03 3.459E+07 1.730E+00 1.190E+00 2.318E+03 1.261E+08 2.540E-02 4.122E-04
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
FOLLOWING EQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS INCLUDE FLOW ATTN
KXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
5 CONDITIONS FOR EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION
P RHO T H S/R Z GAME A U M 
1RE
4.730E+04 4.146E-02 3.559E03 6.46tE+06 3.709E+01 1.115E+00 1.171E+00 
1.155E+03 6.500E+03 5.627E+00 2.740E+06
STATIC CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK - REGION 5S
EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
P R-0 T H S/R Z GAME 
A U M RATTI
1.634E+06 4.396E-01 8.222E+03 2.740E+07 4.445E+01 1.575E+00 1.71E+00 
2.086E+03 6.125E-02 2.936E-01 1.060E+01
STAGNATION CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK-REGION T5
EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
p RHO T H Z GAME A QT 
RN TIMI
1.718E+06 4.591E-01 8.263E+03 2.759E+07 1.578E+00 1.172E*00 2.094E403 
8.708E+07 2.540E-02 5.646E-04
ACCELERATION AIR CONDITIONS (REGION 20) AND PO1
P20 RHOZO T20 H20 Z20 M20 PIO 
USlo MSIO RATIO
'.730E+04 1.30LE-02 7.170E+03 3.208E+07 1.766E+00 3.657E+00 6.792E+01 7.987E+03 
2.300E*01 1.650E+01
ACCELERATION AIR FLOW PARAMETERS USING MIRELS THEORY
XAS X LMAX L L/LMAX TIM UI 
UI/US US2O/UI TIMI
1.698E01 I.69qE*0 1.104E+00 8.353E-02 7.564E-02 1.094E-05 7.637E+03 1.018E+00 
1.046E+00 1.372E-05
1.698E 01 3.396E+00 l.104E+OO 1.528E-01 1.384E-01 1.988E-05 7.685E+03 1.025E+00 
1.039E+00 2.744E-05
i.oo69E+0 3.094E+00 1.104E+00 2.138E-01 1.936E-01 2.770E-05 7.718E+03 1.029E+00 L.035E+00 
4.117E-05
1.698E+01 6.792E+00 1.104E+00 2.686E-01 2.432E-01 3.468E-05 7.743E+03 
1.032E+00 1.031E+00 5.489E-05
1.698E+01 8.490E+00 1.104E+00 3.184E-01 2.883E-01 4.101E-05 7.765E+03 1.035E+00 
1.029E+00 6.86tE-05
1.698E+01 .019EO01 1.104E+00 3.641E-01 3.297E-01 4.678E-05 7.783E+03 1.038E+00 
1.026E+00 8.233E-05
1.698E+01 1.189E+1O 1.L04E+00 4.062E-01 3.678E-01 5.209E-05 7.798E+03 L.040E+00 
1.024E+00 9.605E-05
1.698E+01 t.358E01 1.104EO00 4.452E-01 4.032E-01 5.699E-05 7.812E+03 
1.042E+00 L.022E+OO 1.098E-04
1.698E+1O 1.528E+01 1.104E+00 4.815E-01 4.360E-01 6.153E-05 7.824E+03 
L.043E+00 1.021E+00 1.235E-04
1.698E+01 1.698E+01 1.LO4E+00 5.152E-01 4.666E-01 6.576E-05 
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APPENDIX A
P RHO T H Z GAME A QT RN TIMI
2.355E+06 5.055E-OL 9.246E+03 3.583E+07 1.755E-00 1.192E+00 2.357E+03 1.327EO08 2.540E-02 4.545E-04
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
FOLLOWING EQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS INCLUDE FLOW ATTN
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
5 CONDITIONS FOR EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION
P RHO T H S/R Z GAME A U m NRE
5.576E+04 4.272E-02 3.919E+03 7.698E+06 3.806E+01 1.159E+00 1.205E+00 1.254E+03 6.500Eo03 5.84E00 2.609EO06
STATIC CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK - REGION 5S
EQUILIBRIUM EXPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
P RHO T H S/R I GAME A U M RATIO
.685E+06 4.3B7E-01 B.34TE+03 2.862E+07 4.491E+01 1.603E+00 1.174E00 2.124E+03 6.329E402 2.980E-01 1.O027E+O
STAGNATION CONDITIONS BEHIND BOW SHOCK-REGION T5
EQUILIBRIUM EKPANSION--EQUILIBRIUM POST SHOCK
P RHO T H Z GAME A QT R4 TIMI
1.775E+06 4.587E-01 8.391E403 2.883E+07 1.607E+00 1.175EO00 2.132E0O3 9.251E+07 2.50OE-02 6.244E-04
ACCELERATION AIR CONDITIONS (REGION 20) AND PRO
P20 RHO20 T20 H20 Z20 M20 PlO USio MSIO RATIO
5.576E+04 1.523E-02 7.231E03 3.210E+07 1.763E+00 3.642E+00 8.004E+01 7.990E+03 2.30LE+01 1.639E+01
ACCELERATION AIR FLOW PARAMETERS USING MIRELS THEORY
XAS XA L4AX L L/LHAX TIM UI UI I/US USZO/UI TIMI
L.698E+01 1.698E+00 1.301E+00 8.546E-02 6.56BE-02 1.120E-05 7.629E+03 L.017E+00 1.047E+00 1.381E-05
1.698E+01 3.396E+00 1.301E+00 1. 574E-01 1.210E-01 2.051E-05 7.674E+03 1.023E+00 1.041E+00 2.763E-05
1.698E+0O 5.094E+00 1.30tE+00 2.215E-01 1.702E-01 2.874E-05 7.706E+03 1.027E+00 1.037E+00 4.144E-05
L.698E+01 6.792E+00 1.301E+00 2.796E-01 2.149E-01 3.617E-05 7.731E+03 1.031E+00 1.034E+00 5.525E-05
1.698E+01 8.490E+00 1.301E+00 3.329E-01 2.559E-01 4.295E-05 7.75tE+03 1.033E+00 1.031E+00 6.907E-05
1.698E+01 1.019E+01 1.301E+00 3.822E-01 2.937E-01 4.920E-05 7.769E+03 1.036E+00 1.029E+00 8.288E-05
1.698E+01 1.189E+01 1.301E+00 4.280E-01 3.289E-01 5.498E-05 7.784E+03 1.038E+00 1.026E+00 9.669E-05
1.698E01 1.358E+01 1.30LE+00 4.707E-01 3.617E-01 6.036E-05 7.798E03 1.040E+00 1.025E+00 1.105E-04
1.698E+01 1.528E+01 1.301E+00 5.107E-01 3.925E-01 6.539E-05 7.810E+03 L.04tE+00 L.023E+00 1.243E-04
1.698E+01 1.698E+01 1.301E+00 5.482E-01 4.213E-01 7.009E-05 7.821E+03 1.043E+00 1.022E+00 1.381E-04
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PROGRAM LIMITATIONS AND UNCERTAINTIES
Limitations on the present program are those restrictions on the source of equi-
librium, real-air, thermodynamic properties. The temperature range of both the AEDC
real-air tape (ref. 9) and AEDC real-air curve-fit expressions (ref. 11) is 100 K to
15 000 K; however, the pressure range of the tape is greater than that of the curve-fit
expressions for given values of entropy. Imperfect air (intermolecular force) effects are
neglected in the curve-fit expressions; thus, discretion should be exercised in using these
expressions at pressures greater than 10 MN/m 2 or so. If the lower temperature limit
of the AEDC real-air tape is exceeded during the unsteady or steady flow expansion com-
putation, perfect air relations are used to determine thermodynamic properties at these
low temperatures. For this case, a statement is printed in the printout acknowledging
that perfect air relations were used; thereby, the user is cautioned that the temperature-
pressure range may be such that air condensation effects (see, for example, ref. 22) are
significant and should be considered.
Primary sources of uncertainties are iteration convergence criteria, source of
real-air thermodynamic properties, and computational procedure. To reduce uncertain-
ties arising from usage of various iteration convergence tolerances, tolerances were con-
stant for all iterations in the present study, being 0.1 percent. Real-air thermodynamic
properties as obtained from the AEDC tape are believed to be representative of the state
of the art in calculation of air properties. However, some differences exist between the
AEDC tape and the AEDC curve-fit expressions. For a pressure range of 10 to
1000 kN/m 2 and a temperature range of 2000 K to 15 000 K, the maximum percentage
errors in thermodynamic properties obtained from the curve-fit expressions, as com-
pared with those from the AEDC tape, are (ref. 11):
a, percent . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.78
h, percent ................................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.96
T , percent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.24
Z*, percent . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 0.75
YE' percent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..5.00
p, percent ........................... . . . ............. 2.52
Because of the wide range of possible shock tube and expansion tube flow conditions
and the large number of methods (combinations of inputs) contained within the present
program for computing these flow conditions, a comprehensive study of program uncer-
tainties is not feasible. Instead, computations for specific cases, representative of tests
performed in the Langley expansion tube, are considered. Values of flow quantities in
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regions ® and , obtained for various values of input Us ,1 (LB = 0; see appendix A)
and using the AEDC real-air tape, were compared with those values calculated by using
the program of reference 5. This comparison showed excellent agreement, as expected.
For the case where p 2 is an input, the values of p2 were obtained from the case
where Us,1 is an input. This cross-check showed exact agreement between the results.
Flow quantities in region ® where p4 and T 4 are inputs were also compared
with results from reference 5. For these comparisons, p4 was equal to 34.5 MN/m 2 ,
T4 was equal to 300 K and to 600 K, and pl was varied from 0.07 to 689.5 kN/m 2 .
Both helium and hydrogen driver gases are considered. For the present program, the
AEDC real-air curve-fit expressions (ISAV = 2; see appendix A) are used and 20 values
of Us, 1 are used in generating the (P 2 ' U2 ) curves. A 10-species (e-, Ar, N, N+, N2 ,
O, O+ , 02, NO, and NO+) air model is employed in reference 5, the air composition by
volume being 78.08 percent N 2 , 20.95 percent 02, and 0.97 percent Ar. This composition
yields an undissociated molecular weight Wu of 28.97 in agreement with references 9
and 11. As expected, thermodynamic properties in region @ were in perfect agreement
between the two programs for both driver gases. The maximum uncertainties observed
between flow quantities in region q and Us,1, as determined from the present program
and reference 5, are
p 2 , percent ..................... ................ 
. 0.3
p 2 , percent. . ................... . .... ............. 
. 2.3
T2 , percent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.6
h2 , percent ...................................... 0.5
s 2 W u/R , percent . . . ... . ... . .. . . .. .. ... ... .. ... ..... 
.. 0.2
a 2 , percent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . .... .. 1.6
U2 , percent ...................................... .. 0.2
Us,1, percent . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . .. 0.5
The ratios of flow conditions in region G to conditions in region presented in
figure 18 are shown in figure 22 as a function of Us, 1 . The results of figure 18 were
calculated by use of the AEDC tape, whereas the results of figure 22 were calculated by
use of the AEDC curve-fit expressions. Comparison of figures 18 and 22 shows p2/P1'
h2 /h 1 (which are relatively insensitive to variation in pl), and s 2 Wu/R are in good
agreement for the two sources of real-air thermodynamic properties. However, agree-
ment for p2 /P1 and T 2 /T 1 is poorer, differences up to approximately 10 percent
occurring for the range of Us, 1 examined. This comparison implies that some shock
tube parameters in regions 8 and 8 calculated by using the curve-fit expressions
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may also contain relatively large uncertainties. Thus, the user of the present program
should exercise discretion in using these expressions to calculate shock tube flow
quantities.
Expansion tube flow quantities in regions Q, , and S are compared for the
three methods of the present program and with the results of reference 5. The three





where ISAV = 1 denotes that the AEDC real-air tape is used to determine flow quantities
in the expansion tube cycle and ISAV = 2 denotes that the AEDC real-air curve-fit expres-
sions are used. For IEXP = 1, the required table of h as a function of a - 1 for the
unsteady expansion calculation is generated from the AEDC tape. This table is generated
by using subroutine SLOW with inputs sAWu/R and h, where h is varied from a maxi-
mum value of hA to a minimum value chosen to be 0.1 MJ/kg. This range of h is
divided into increments (number of increments is input JAC with maximum of 300) and the
numerical integration performed beginning with the upper limit hA. The integration by
Simpson's Rule is terminated when a value of h is obtained that equates to AU of equa-
tion (21). For IEXP = 2, this table is generated by using the curve-fit expressions. The
pressure is varied from a maximum value of PA to a minimum value of either P5,f
or 0.1 N/m 2 , whichever is largest. These values of p are inputs to subroutine SAVE,
in conjunction with sAWu/R, and the corresponding values of h and a- 1 are tabulated.
The number of pressure increments used in generating this table is an input (maximum
of 100). Method (1) (ISAV = IEXP = 1) is expected to be the most accurate method but
requires more computer time primarily because of the time required for tape manipula-
tion. Method (3) (ISAV = IEXP = 2) should contain the greatest uncertainty but has the
smallest computer time. Method (2) represents a compromise between methods (1)
and (3) and uses the AEDC tape only for the unsteady expansion calculations.
Flow quantities in regions , , and were calculated with these three
methods for the following basic inputs:
P1 = 1.724 kN/m
2
T 1 = 300 K
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Us, 1 = 2.865 km/sec
U5 = 4, 5, 6, and 7 km/sec
No shock reflection at the secondary diaphragm is considered. All quantities are based
on the assumption of thermochemical-equilibrium flow throughout the expansion tube flow
cycle. The results of methods (2) and (3) are compared with the results of method (1) in
the following table. Also illustrated in this table is a comparison of method (1) with
results from the program of reference 5 for a 10-species air model and with the same
inputs as method (1). For methods (1) and (2), input JAC is equal to 300, and for method (3),
input IAC is equal to 50. Fifty pressure increments are also used in the program of ref-
erence 5. Agreement between method (1) and the results from the program of reference 5
for all flow quantities of table I is good (generally within 0.5 percent). The results of
TABLE I.- PERCENT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FLOW QUANTITIES IN REGIONS O, s,
AND @ AS CALCULATED BY METHODS (1), (2), AND (3) AND REFERENCE 5
Percent difference between Percent difference between Percent difference between
methods (1) and (2) for methods (1) and (3) for method (1) and reference 5Flow U5 , km/sec, of - U5 , km/sec, of - for U5 , km/sec, of -quantity
4 5 6 7 4 5 6 7 4 5 6 7
p 5  5.47 5.48 5.50 5.54 1.67 
7.85 7.47 8.70 0.09 0.15 0.14 0.50
P5  5.43 5.43 5.48 5.49 3.98 
7.28 6.45 7.24 .18 .28 .22 .51
T 5  .04 .00 .08 .03 2.77 .45 1.01 1.51 
.04 .06 .00 .05
h5  .03 .05 .00 .03 .49 .30 .71 1.11 .00 .00 
.08 .06
Z5  .00 .00 .00 .00 .30 .00 .00 .00 .00 
.00 .00 .00
YE,5 .00 .00 .00 .00 3.67 6.88 .68 .65 .00 .00 
.00 .07
a 5  .05 .01 .01 .00 .60 3.26 .19 .45 .01 .01 .04 .02
M5  .05 .02 .01 .00 .59 3.26 .19 .43 .02 .02 .04 .00
NRe,5 5.44 5.46 5.47 5.44 5.87 7.02 5.88 6.26 .75 .38 .72 .00
P5s 5.32 5.40 5.46 5.47 3.79 7.22 4.28 7.19 .14 .20 .21 .51
5s 4.63 4.61 5.25 5.18 1.96 6.46 .62 6.83 .11 .18 .25 
.57
T5s  .87 .88 .53 .93 .74 .93 .59 1.03 .13 
.07 .05 .05
h5s .00 .00 .00 .00 .19 .07 .05 .04 .00 .00 .00 .00
S5sWu/R .05 .12 .29 .48 .79 .17 .31 .46 .00 .05 .04 .02
Z5 s  .25 .15 .42 .75 .25 .15 .42 .75 
.00 .00 .00 .00
YE,5s .91 .17 .26 .00 .99 .17 .26 .00 .08 .09 .00 .09
a5s  .86 .31 .23 .16 .80 .37 .29 
.22 .00 .00 .00 .05
5.37 5.42 5.65 5.49 3.85 7.31 6.54 7.24 .15 .23 .21 .50
Pt,5
Pt, 5 4.55 4.58 5.27 5.18 3.13 6.43 6.20 6.85 .14 .26 .27 .56
Tt, 5  .99 .86 .54 .93 .84 .92 .60 1.02 
.13 .06 .03 .05
ht .5 .00 .00 .00 .00 .09 .07 .05 .04 .00 .00 .00 .00
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method (3) are within 8 percent or so of those of method (1) for the range of U5
examined. (It should be noted that for a value of U5 of 7 km/sec, the corresponding
value of p 5 exceeded the range curve fitted in ref. 11.) Differences between method (1)
and method (2) or (3) in table I are believed to be representative of the present program
as applied to a wide range of practical expansion tube flow conditions.
Uncertainty in flow quantities is expected to be a function of the number of incre-
ments used for the numerical integration required for the unsteady expansion. Hence,
inputs JAC and IAC for methods (2) and (3), respectively, were varied to examine uncer-
tainties resulting from these inputs. Percentage differences for flow quantities in
region Q are shown for method (3) with various IAC in the following table. These dif-
ferences were obtained by comparing results for given values of IAC to results obtained
with the maximum value of 100. The inputs pl, T 1 , and Us, 1 are those considered
in the previous comparison and the input U5 is 7 km/sec; thereby, the maximum differ-
ence between hA and h 5 or pA and P 5 for this case is provided. To minimize
computer time without sacrificing accuracy in calculated flow quantities, a value of IAC
equal to 50 for method (3) is recommended for most cases.
Flow IAC of -
quantity 10 20 30 50
P 5  5.74 0.82 0.63 0.00
p5  4.23 .62 .45 .00
T 5  1.58 .22 .17 .00
h5  1.65 .23 .18 .00
Z5  .00 .00 .00 .00
yE,5 .07 .00 .00 .00
a5 .77 .10 .08 .00
M5  .07 .14 .07 .00
NRe,5 3.29 .39 .39 .00
A similar comparison for method (2) was performed, where the maximum value of
input JAC was 300. This comparison showed the maximum difference between flow quan-
tities in region ( for JAC equal to 25 and the maximum of 300 was less than 0.25 percent
for U5 equal to 7 km/sec. However, extending the velocity to 8 km/sec yielded differ-
ences up to 5.5 percent. Increasing input JAC from 25 to 50 diminished this difference to
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less than 0.2 percent. (It should be noted that for U 5 equal to 8 km/sec, the tempera-
ture T 5 was 250 K; hence, these conditions did not exceed the limits of the AEDC real-
air tape.) Therefore, for methods (1) and (2), a value of JAC equal to 50 is recommended
for most cases. More severe expansions from region ( to region D than for this
sample case may require larger values of JAC and IAC than recommended herein.
For the case where p 5 is an input (LF = 2; see appendix A), the values of p 5
calculated for methods (1) and (3) are, in turn, used as inputs. (The values from
method (1) were used for LF = 2 and ISAV = IEXP = 1, and the values from method (3)
were used for LF = 2 and ISAV = IEXP = 2.) This cross-check shows excellent agree-
ment between the results.
The present program was run at conditions for which air behaves, approximately,
as an ideal gas in all phases of the expansion tube cycle. Inputs for this case are
p1 = 6.895 kN/m
2
T 1 = 300 K
Us, 1 = 500 m/sec
U5 = 700, 900, and 1100 m/sec
and the AEDC tape was used for the unsteady expansion. The purpose of this case was to
compare flow quantities for a frozen expansion with those for a thermochemical equilib-
rium expansion. Flow quantities in region @, , and a were observed to be within
2 percent between the frozen and equilibrium cases. Comparison of frozen flow quantities
between the present program and the program of reference 5 showed agreement to worsen
with increasing level of dissociation in region ®. Since the composition of the air in
region Q is calculated in reference 5, the corresponding frozen flow calculations of ref-
erence 5 are believed to be more accurate than those of the present program.
Flow quantities calculated in region ) of the expansion tunnel were verified by
manual calculations and usage of reference 9. The same subroutine (SNS; see appendix A)
was used to obtain conditions in regionsB and a as was used to obtain conditions in
regions S and .
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LANGLEY LIBRARY SUBROUTINE ITRI
Language: FORTRAN
Purpose: To solve the single equation of the form x = f(x) for one real root by the
Newton-Raphson iteration method.
Use: CALL ITRI (X, DELTX, FOFX, El, E2, MAXI, ICODE)
X An initial guess supplied by the user. On a normal return to the calling
program from ITRI, X contains the root.
DELTX An increment supplied by the user so that f(x + DELTX) - f(x) is a
DELTX
reasonable approximation to the derivative of f(x).
FOFX A function subprogram to evaluate f(x).
El Relative error criterion.
E2 Absolute error criterion.
MAXI A maximum iteration count supplied by the user.
ICODE An integer supplied by ITRl as an error code. This code should be
tested by the user on return to the calling program.
ICODE = 0: Normal return.
ICODE = 1: Maximum iteration exceeded.
ICODE = 2: Derivative = 0.
Restrictions: A function subprogram with a single argument x must be written by the
user to evaluate f(x). The name given to the FOFX subprogram must appear in an
EXTERNAL statement in the calling program.
Method: The Newton-Raphson iteration technique (ref. (a) of this subroutine) is used
where




Xn - xn- 1
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Accuracy: The iteration process is continued until either of two convergence criteria









f(x) - xn5 E2  (C2)
Reference: (a) Scarborough, James B.: Numerical Mathematical Analysis. Fourth ed.
Johns Hopkins Press, 1958, p. 192.
Storage: 1378 locations.
Subroutine date: August 1, 1968.
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LANGLEY LIBRARY SUBROUTINE ITR2
Language: FORTRAN
Purpose: Given F(X) = 0, to find a value for X within a given epsilon of relative error in
a given interval (a,b).
Use: CALL ITR2 (X, A, B, DELTX, FOFX, El, E2, MAXI, ICODE)
X The root.
A The lower bound on X. This value is used by ITR2 as an initial guess.
B The upper bound on X. This value is used by ITR2 as a final guess if
the entire interval is scanned.
DELTX AX, the size of the scanning interval.
FOFX The name of a function subprogram to evaluate F(X).
El Relative error criterion.
E2 Absolute error criterion.
MAXI A maximum iteration count supplied by the user.
ICODE An integer supplied by ITR2 as an error code. This code should be
tested by the user on return to the calling program.
ICODE = 0: Normal return
ICODE = 1: Maximum iterations are exceeded
ICODE = 2: DELTX = 0, or negative
ICODE = 3: a root cannot be found within the given bounds
ICODE = 4: A > B
Restrictions: Make A < B, AX positive. A function subprogram with a single argument X
must be written by the user to evaluate F(X). The name of this subpro-




Method: The given function F(X) is evaluated at a given starting point a and at intervals
of a specified AX thereafter, up to and including a specified end point b. A
change of sign of the function across a AX interval indicates a possible root
in that interval. The interval is then halved successively toward F(X) = 0
until the prescribed accuracy is satisfied. The given function F(X) is evaluated
once for each halving step.
If the given function is expected to have more than one root between the pre-
scribed starting and end points, it is suggested that a sufficiently small AX
be given such that no more than one root be present within a AX interval. A
normal return is given upon the location of the first root from the starting
point a. Additional roots must be located by new entries into the subroutine
using a new starting point a which is just beyond the previous root.
Accuracy: The iteration process is continued until either of two convergence criteria is









xi - Xi-1 E 2
Reference: Scarborough, James B.: Numerical Mathematical Analysis. Fourth ed.




LANGLEY LIBRARY SUBROUTINE FTLUP
Language: FORTRAN
Purpose: Computes y = F(x) from a table of values using first- or second-order
interpolation. An option to give y a constant value for any x is also provided.
Use: CALL FTLUP (X, Y, M, N, VARI, VARD)
X The name of the independent variable x.
Y The name of the dependent variable y = f(x).
M The order of interpolation (an integer)
M = 0 for y a constant as explained in the note below.
M = 1 or 2. First or second order if VARI is strictly increasing
(not equal).
M = -1 or -2. First or second order if VARI is strictly decreasing
(not equal).
N The number of points in the table (an integer).
VARI The name of a one-dimensional array which contains the N values of
the independent variable.
VARD The name of a one-dimensional array which contains the N values of
the dependent variable.
Note that VARD(I) corresponds to VARI(I) for I = 1,2,...,N. For M= 0 or
N - 1, y = F(VARI(1)) for any value of x. The program extrapolates.
Restrictions: All the numbers must be floating point. The values of the independent
variable x in the table must be strictly increasing or strictly decreasing. The
following arrays must be dimensioned by the calling program as indicated: VARI(N),
VARD(N).
Accuracy: A function of the order of interpolation used.
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References: (a) Nielson, Kaj L.: Methods in Numerical Analysis. Macmillan Co.,
c.1956, pp. 87-91.
(b) Milne, William Edmund: Numerical Calculus. Princeton Univ. Press,
1949, pp. 69-73.
Storage: 4308 locations.
Error condition: If the VARI values are not in order, the subroutine will print "TABLE
BELOW OUT OF ORDER FOR FTLUP AT POSITION xxx TABLE IS STORED IN
LOCATION xxxxxx" (absolute). It then prints the contents of VARI and VARD and stops
the program.
Subroutine date: September 12, 1969.
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LANGLEY LIBRARY SUBROUTINE DISCOT
Language: FORTRAN
Purpose: DISCOT performs single or double interpolation for continuous or discontin-
uous functions. Given a table of some function y with two independent variables,
x and z, this subroutine performs Kxth- and Kzth-order interpolation to calculate the
dependent variable. In this subroutine all single-line functions are read in as two sep-
arate arrays and all multiline functions are read in as three separate arrays; that is,
xi  (i = 1,2, ... ,L)
yj (i = 1,2,. . .,M)
zk (k = 1,2,. . .,N)
Use: CALL DISCOT (XA,ZA,TABX,TABY,TABZ,NC,NY,NZ,ANS)
XA The x argument
ZA The z argument (may be the same name as x on single lines)
TABX A one-dimensional array of x values
TABY A one-dimensional array of y values
TABZ A one-dimensional array of z values
NC A control word that consists of a sign (+ or -) and three digits. The con-
trol word is formed as follows:
(1) If NX = NY, the sign is negative. If NX NY, then NX is computed
by DISCOT as NX = NY/NZ and the sign is positive and may be
omitted if desired.
(2) A one in the hundreds position of the word indicates that no extrapo-
lation occurs above zmax. With a zero in this position, extrapolation
occurs when z > zmax* The zero may be omitted if desired.
(3) A digit (1 to 7) in the tens position of the word indicates the order of
interpolation in the x-direction.
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(4) A digit (1 to 7) in the units position of the word indicates the order of
interpolation in the z-direction
NY The number of points in y array
NZ The number of points in z array
ANS The dependent variable y
Restrictions: See rule (5c) of section "Method" for restrictions on tabulating arrays and
discontinuous functions. The order of interpolation in the x- and z-directions may be
from 1 to 7. The following subprograms are used by DISCOT: UNS, DISSER, LAGRAN.
Method: Lagrange's interpolation formula is used in both the x- and z-directions for
interpolation. This method is explained in detail in reference (a) of this subroutine.
For a search in either the x- or z-direction, the following rules are observed:
(1) If x < xl, the routine chooses the following points for extrapolation:
x 1,x 2 ,. .,xk+1 and YY 2 ." ",Yk+l
(2) If x > xn, the routine chooses the following points for extrapolation:
Xn-k,xn-k+l,. .,xn and Yn-k'Yn-k+1'" 'Yn
(3) If x 5 xn, the routine chooses the following points for interpolation:
When k is odd,
x k+l,X, k+1 ," . ,x k+l and y k+1,Y k+1 . . '.,y k+1i- i- +1 i- +k i- i- +1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2
When k is even,
x k,x k ,. . "xk andy k'Y k ..'y" k
i-- i- +1 i-+k i- Yi-k+1 Yi-k+k
2 2 2 2 2 2
(4) If any of the subscripts in rule (3) become negative or greater than n
(number of points), rules (1) and (2) apply. When discontinuous functions
are tabulated, the independent variable at the point of discontinuity is
repeated.
(5) The subroutine will automatically examine the points selected before
interpolation and if there is a discontinuity, the following rules apply.
Let xd and xd+1 be the point of discontinuity.
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(a) If x 5 xd, points previously chosen are modified for interpolation
as shown:
Xd-k,xd-k+l,.. .,xd and Yd-k'Yd-k+l '" "Yd
(b) If x > xd, points previously chosen are modified for interpolation
as shown:
Xd+l,Xd+2,.. .,xd+k and Yd+1'Yd+2.. "'Yd+k
(c) When tabulating discontinuous functions, there must always be k + 1
points above and below the discontinuity in order to get proper
interpolation.
(6) When tabulating arrays for this subroutine, both independent variables
must be in ascending order.
(7) In some engineering programs with many tables, it is quite desirable to
read in one array of x values that could be used for all lines of a multi-
line function or different functions. Even though this situation is not
always applicable, the subroutine has been written to handle it. This pro-
cedure not only saves much time in preparing tabular data, but also can
save many locations previously used when every y coordinate had to
have a corresponding x coordinate. Another additional feature that may
be useful is the possibility of a multiline function with no extrapolation
above the top line.
Accuracy: A function of the order of interpolation used.
Reference: (a) Nielsen, Kaj L.: Methods in Numerical Analysis. Macmillan Co., c.1956.
Storage: 5558 locations.
Subprograms used: UNS 408 locations.
DISSER 1108 locations.
LAGRAN 558 locations.
Subroutine date: August 1, 1968.
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Figure 1.- Sketches illustrating shock-tube regions of interest:
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(a) Helium driver gas with T 4 = 300 K.
Figure 3.- Velocity U3 as a function of pressure p 3 for isentropic unsteady expan-
sion of helium and hydrogen driver gases for p4 = 68.95 MN/m2 and various T4;
velocity U2 as a function of pressure p 2 for incident normal shock in real air.
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Figure 4.- Incident normal shock velocity as a function of ratio of driver gas pressure to quiescent test
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(a) Helium driver gas with 300 K - T 4 5 700 K.
Figure 5.- Shock tube performance for real-air test gas and helium and hydrogen
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(a) Static pressure in region O.
Figure 6.- Various expansion tube flow parameters for real air in thermochemical
equilibrium as a function of flow velocity and assuming no shock reflection at
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(e) Unit Reynolds number in region .
Figure 6.- Continued.
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(a) Static pressure in region ®.
Figure 7.- Various expansion tube flow parameters for real air in thermochemical
equilibrium as a function of flow velocity and assuming no shock reflection at
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(b) Static density in region O.
Figure 7.- Continued.
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(c) Static temperature in region ®.
Figure 7.- Continued.
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(k) Stagnation-point convective heat-transfer rate to sphere
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(a) Static pressure in region G.
Figure 8.- Various expansion tube flow parameters for real air in thermochemical
equilibrium as a function of flow velocity and assuming no shock reflection at
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(e) Unit Reynolds number in region ®.
Figure 8.- Continued.
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(k) Stagnation-point convective heat-transfer rate to sphere
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(a) Static pressure in region .
Figure 9.- Various expansion tube flow parameters for real air in thermochemical
equilibrium as a function of flow velocity and assuming no shock reflection at
secondary diaphragm. p = 34.47 kN/m 2.
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(b) Static density in region @.
Figure 9.- Continued.
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Figure 9.- Continued.
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(h) Stagnation density behind normal bow shock.
Figure 9.- Continued.
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(i) Stagnation temperature behind normal bow shock.
Figure 9.- Continued.
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(k) Stagnation-point convective heat-transfer rate to sphere
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(1) Quiescent acceleration air pressure in region .
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(a) Static pressure in region ®.
Figure 10.- Various expansion tube flow parameters for real air in thermochemical
equilibrium as a function of flow velocity and assuming no shock reflection at
secondary diaphragm. pl = 68.95 kN/m 2 .
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(b) Static density in region (.
Figure 10.- Continued.
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(d) Mach number in region @
Figure 10.- Continued.
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(d) Mach number in regio
Figur 10. Contnued
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(h) Stagnation density behind normal bow shock.
Figure 10.- Continued.
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(j) Stagnation enthalpy behind normal bow shock.
Figure 10.- Continued.
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(j) Stagnation enthalpy behind normal bow shock. :.
Figure 10.- Continued
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(k) Stagnation-point convective heat-transfer rate to sphere
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(1) Quiescent acceleration air pressure in region .
Figure 10.- Concluded.
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(a) Static pressure in region Q.
Figure 11.- Various expansion tube flow parameters for real air in thermochemical
equilibrium as a function of flow velocity and assuming no shock reflection at
secondary diaphragm. pl = 344.74 kN/m 2 .
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(b) Static density in region
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(e) Unit Reynolds number in region O"
Figure 11.- Continued.
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(k) Stagnation-point convective heat-transfer rate to sphere
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(a) Static pressure in region .
Figure 12.- Various expansion tube flow parameters for real air in thermochemical
equilibrium as a function of flow velocity and assuming a totally reflected shock at
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(b) Static density in region .
Figure 12.- Continued.
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(c) Static temperature in region O
Figure 12.- Continued.
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(f) Normal shock density ratio. ili ii
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(j) Stagnation enthalpy behind normal bow shock.
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(k) Stagnation-point convective heat-transfer rate to sphere
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(a) Static pressure in region .
Figure 13.- Various expansion tube flow parameters for real air in thermochemical
equilibrium as a function of flow velocity and assuming a totally reflected shock
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(d) Mach number in region .
Figure 13.- Continued.
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(e) Unit Reynolds number in region
Figure 13.- Continued.
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(f) Normal shiock density ratio.
Figure 13.- Continued. i
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(k) Stagnation-point convective heat-transfer rate to sphere
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(a) Static pressure in region O.
Figure 14.- Various expansion tube flow parameters for real air in thermochemical
equilibrium as a function of flow velocity and assuming a totally reflected shock at
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(j) Stagnation enthalpy behind normal bow shock.
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Figure 14. Continued
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(k) Stagnation-point convective heat-transfer rate to sphere
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(a) Static pressure in region .
Figure 15.- Various expansion tube flow parameters for real air in thermochemical
equilibrium as a function of flow velocity and assuming a totally reflected shock at
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(c) Static temperature in region ®.
Figure 15.- Continued.
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(h) Stagnation density behind normal bow shock.
Figure 15.- Continued.
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(i) Stagnation temperature behind normal bow shock.
Figure 15.- Continued.
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(k) Stagnation-point convective heat-transfer rate to sphere
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(a) Static pressure in region .
Figure 16.- Various expansion tube flow parameters for real air in thermochemical
equilibrium as a function of flow velocity and assuming a totally reflected shock
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(h) Stagnation density behind normal bow shock.
Figure 16.- Continued.
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(i) Stagnation temperature behind normal bow shock.
Figure 16.- Continued.
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(k) Stagnation-point convective heat-transfer rate to sphere
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(a) Static pressure in region ®.
Figure 17.- Various expansion tube flow parameters for real air in thermochemical
equilibrium as a function of flow velocity and assuming a totally reflected shock
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(f) NTormal shock density ratio.
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(h) Stagnation density behind normal bow shock.
Figure 17.- Continued.
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(j) Stagnation enthalpy behind normal bow shock.





(k) Stagnation-point convective heat-transfer rate to sphere
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(a) Static pressure, p2/P 1.
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Figure 18.- Concluded.
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Figure 19.- Concluded.
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Figure 21.- Various expansion tunnel flow quantities as a function of effective area ratio.
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Figure 22.- Continued.
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